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This thesis presents machine-learning based malware detection and post-detection rewriting techniques for mobile and web security problems. In mobile malware detection, we focus on detecting repackaged mobile malware. We design and demonstrate an Android repackaged malware detection technique based on code heterogeneity analysis. In post-detection rewriting, we aim at enhancing app security with bytecode rewriting. We describe how flow- and sink-based risk prioritization improves the rewriting scalability. We build an interface prototype with natural language processing, in order to customize apps according to natural language inputs. In web malware detection for Iframe injection, we present a tag-level detection system that aims to detect the injection of malicious Iframes for both online and offline cases. Our system detects malicious iframe by combining selective multi-execution and machine learning algorithms. We design multiple contextual features, considering Iframe style, destination and context properties.
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(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Our computing systems are vulnerable to different kinds of attacks. Cyber security analysis has been a problem ever since the appearance of telecommunication and electronic computers. In the recent years, researchers have developed various tools to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and programs. However, new challenges are emerging as for the mobile security and web security. Mobile malware is on the rise and threatens both data and system integrity in Android. Furthermore, web-based iframe attack is also extensively used by web hackers to distribute malicious content after compromising vulnerable sites.

This thesis presents on malware detection and post-detection rewriting for both mobile and web security. In mobile malware detection, we focus on detecting repackaged mobile malware. We propose a new Android repackaged malware detection technique based on code heterogeneity analysis. In post-detection rewriting, we aim at enhancing app security with bytecode rewriting. Our rewriting is based on the flow and sink risk prioritization. To increase the feasibility of rewriting, our work showcases a new application of app customization with a more friendly user interface. In web malware detection for Iframe injection, we developed a tag-level detection system which aims to detect injection of malicious Iframes for both online and offline cases. Our system detects malicious iframe by combining selective multi-execution and machine learning. We design multiple contextual features, considering Iframe style, destination and context properties.
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4.1 The vulnerabilities that can be identified by our rewriting framework. Our rewriting framework can identify vulnerabilities in stand alone apps and vulnerabilities in app communication channels.

4.2 Comparison of ReDroid with existing Android rewriting frameworks. Method invoc. is short for method invocation to invoke a customized method instead of an original method. RetroSkeleton is implemented based on I-ARM-Droid. ReDroid supports more rewriting strategies than the existing frameworks.

4.3 Evaluation of ICC relay and logging based rewriting on benchmark apps. The column of Re. means the number of apps that can run without crashing after rewriting. The column of In. means the number of apps that we can successfully invoke the sensitive sink and observe the modified behaviors.

4.4 Percentage of (malicious or benign) apps whose riskiest sink under a metric (in-degree, sink-only, or SS aggregation) is the same as the riskiest sink under the E2E aggregation metric (i.e., correctness of results using E2E as the ground truth).

4.5 Percentages of malware and benign apps that exhibit conditions A and B, respectively, where condition A is where the risk of the aggregate permission of the riskiest sink is greater than the risk of the sink’s self permission, and condition B is where the risk of the aggregate permission of the riskiest sink is greater than the risk of (aggregated) self permissions of its corresponding sources.
4.6 A case study for sink $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$ and $T_4$. $T_i$ represents the sink ID, $C$ represents the class name, $M$ represents the method name, $F$ represents the function name. They have different risk scores with a same function `android.util.Log: int e` under different classes and methods inside an app `DroidKungFu3–1cf4d*`. E2E and SS aggregations identify the same sensitive sink. $T_1$ is the riskiest sink with more critical taint flows and permissions.

4.7 Compare classification performance with two different measurements: 10-fold cross-validation and ROC curve with AUC value. Random Forest achieves highest accuracy in the four different classifiers. The detection achieves 96% accuracy for distinguishing malicious and benign apps.

5.1 Difference between sentimental analysis towards a sentence and a security object/word. The example shows inconsistent sentimental values between sentences and security objects. Comparing with stanfordNLP, we use sentimental analysis for a different purpose. We use the analysis for generating rewriting specifications. The positive/negative in stanfordNLP means the overall combination of positive and negative words in a sentence. The positive/negative in *IronDroid* means the trustworthiness towards a security object from a user perspective. In the first example, StanfordNLP identifies the sentimental value is positive because the overall attitude of this sentence is positive. *IronDroid* identifies the sentimental value for location is negative because the user does not want to share location.
5.2 Examples of extracting user intention predicates and mapping them to taint flow analysis inputs. We aim to generate a mapping from a language to code-level inputs. * means we return all possible functions. N/A means we could not find a semantic mapping. In rewriting, \( u.stop|u.trigger \) means the invocation of the unit is prohibited if invoking the unit triggers the privacy violation.

5.3 Sentimental analysis accuracy for IronDroid, StanfordNLP and keyword-based searching. IronDroid achieves higher accuracy, precision and recall than the other two approaches. Our approach effectively achieves the improvement in 19.66% for precision, 28.23% for recall and 8.66% for accuracy on average.

5.4 Object detection improvement comparing with keyword-based approach. Our approaches have the average increase in precision, recall and accuracy of 19.66%, 28.23% and 8.66% for four categories of objects.

5.5 The overall accuracy for understanding sentimental and the object. Our approach has a significant improvement than the keyword based searching approach.

5.6 Mapping the sentence to analysis inputs for rewriting in the experiment. The sentence is from the example “Never share my device information, if it is sent out in text messages.”
5.7 Runtime scalability for testing benchmark apps. N/A means we did not find any app matched the user command in the taint analysis. Run w. monkey means the rewritten apps can run on the real-world device Nexus 6P. We use monkey to generate 500 random inputs in one testing. Confirmation means we detect the modified behavior using the adb logcat. PA is short for taint-flow-based program analysis time, RE is short for automatic rewriting time.

5.8 All three apps pass the vetting screening of anti-virus tools. * means the alert mentions it contains a critical permission READ_PHONE_STATE without any additional information. We identify the second app as grayware [22]. Users have the preference for customizing these apps for personalized security.

6.1 Statistics for the 860,873 webpages \((P)\). We count the pages that embed Iframe and their ratio. We also count the pages embedding script tag.

6.2 Top 6 external domains referenced through offline inclusion. The percent is counted over \(P_{\text{OffEx}}\).

6.3 Top 5 external domains referenced through online inclusion. The percent is counted over \(P_{\text{OnEx}}\).

6.4 Usage of CSP.

6.5 X-Frame-Options Usage.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Malware for cyber security has become a prominent problem for researchers and developers. In mobile security, Android is attackers’ premium target for malware. Mobile malware is on the rise and threatens both data and system integrity in Android. In web security, Iframe is a web primitive frequently used by web developers to integrate content from third parties. It is also extensively used by web hackers to distribute malicious content after compromising vulnerable sites.

In mobile security, we focus on the Android repackaged malware detection and post-detection rewriting. One popular category of Android malware is repackaged malware. During repackaging, malware writers statically inject malcode and modify the control flow to ensure its execution. Researchers found 80.6% of malware are repackaged malware, which demonstrates the popularity and severity of repackaged malware [152]. Repackaged malware is difficult to detect by existing classification techniques, partly because of their behavioral similarities to benign apps.
We propose a new Android repackaged malware detection technique based on code heterogeneity analysis. Our solution strategically partitions the code structure of an app into multiple dependence-based regions (subsets of the code). Each region is independently classified on its behavioral features. We examine Android programs for code regions that seem unrelated in terms of data/control dependences. Regions are formed through data/control dependence analysis and their behavior is examined with respect to security properties (e.g., calling sensitive APIs). We refer to code in different regions as heterogeneous code if regions of the program exhibit distinguishable security behaviors. Our experimental results show a 30-fold improvement in repackaged malware classification. The average false negative rate for our partition- and machine-learning-based approach is 30 times lower than the conventional machine-learning-based approach (non-partitioned equivalent). Overall, we achieve a low false negative rate of 0.35% when evaluating malicious apps, and a false positive rate of 2.96% when evaluating benign apps.

After repackaged malware detection, we aim at improving app security with rewriting. App rewriting significantly enhances app security by enforcing security policies. Our rewriting is based on the flow and sink risk prioritization. There have been extensive investigations on identifying sensitive data flows in Android apps for detecting malicious behaviors. Typical real-world apps have a large number of sensitive flows and sinks. Thus, security analysts need to prioritize these flows and data sinks according to their risks, i.e., flow ranking and sink ranking. We demonstrate a practical security customization technique for Android apps. We map sensitive API calls to quantitative risk values, using a maximum likelihood estimation approach through parameterizing machine-learning classifiers. These classifiers are trained with permission-based features and a labeled
dataset. Then, we use the risk metric to identify and rewrite the sinks associated with the riskiest data flows without reducing the app’s functionality. In addition to sink prioritization, we also demonstrate a practical Jimple-level code rewriting technique that can verify and terminate the riskiest sink at runtime. For the Android-specific inter-app inter-component communication (ICC) mechanism, we propose ICC relay to redirect an intent.

We also extend our rewriting framework with natural language process. General app customization is limited to analysts with experienced security analyst. We raise a question that is it possible to have a better interface for generating rewriting specifications to programs? To address this problem, we present an approach towards a language-based interface to programs for app customization. We build an interface prototype, named IronDroid, to customize apps according to natural language inputs. Our approach reduces the semantic gap from general human languages to specific app customization policies. We provide an end-to-end design from natural languages to automated app customization. We transform language commands into structure and dependence trees. Program inputs are extracted by mining the transformed trees. We generate rewriting specifications via a user-intention-guided taint flow analysis. The app is rewritten by following rewriting specifications using our rewriting framework.

Beyond mobile security, we also take an insight at web security. Iframe is a web primitive frequently used by web developers to integrate content from third parties. It is also extensively used by web hackers to distribute malicious content after compromising vulnerable sites. Previous works focused on page-level detection, which is insufficient for Iframe-specific injection detection. As such, we conducted a comprehensive study on how Iframe is included by websites around
Internet in order to identify the gap between malicious and benign inclusions. By studying the online and offline inclusion patterns from Alexa top 1M sites, we found benign inclusion is usually regulated. Driven by this observation, we further developed a tag-level detection system which aims to detect injection of malicious Iframes for both online and offline cases. Different from previous works, our system brings the detection granularity down to the tag-level for the first time without relying on any reference. The evaluation result shows our approach could achieve this goal with high accuracy.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter presents the related literature and techniques to Android repackaged malware detection and general-purposed android malware detection. I also include the techniques that we used in application rewriting and android vulnerability detection. For the very related work, I discuss the differences and demonstrate the advantages of my work.

2.1 Android Malware Detection Techniques

Repackaged Malware Detection. DroidMOSS [151] applied a fuzzy hashing technique to generate a fingerprint to detect app repackaging, the fingerprint is computed by hashing each subset of the entire opcode sequences. Juxtapp [65] examined code similarity through features of $k$-grams of opcode sequences. ResDroid [107] combined the activity layout resources with the relationship among activities to detect repackaged malware. Zhou et al. [150] detected the piggybacked code
based on the signature comparison.

However, the code level similarity comparisons are vulnerable to obfuscation technique, which is largely used in app repackaging. To improve obfuscation resilience, Potharaju et al. [101] provided three-level detection of plagiarized apps, which is based on the bytecode-level symbol table and method-level abstract syntax tree (AST). MassVet [41] utilizes UI structures to compute centroid metrics for comparing the code similarity among apps.

Solutions have been proposed on the similarity comparison of apps based on graph representations. DNADroid [46] compared the program dependence graphs of apps to examine the code reuse. AnDarwin [47] speeds up DNADroid by deploying semantic blocks in program dependence graphs, and then deployed locality hashing to find code clones. DroidSim [113] used component-based control flow graph to measure the similarity of apps. ViewDroid [143] focused on how apps define and encode user’s navigation behaviors by using UI transition graph. DroidLegacy [52] detected a family of apps based on the extracted signature.

Instead of finding pairs of similar apps, our approach explores the code heterogeneity for detecting malicious code and benign code. Our approach avoids the expensive and often error-prone whole-app comparisons. It complements existing similarity-based repackage detection approaches.

**Machine-Learning-based Malware Detection.** Peng et al. [99] used the requested permissions to construct different probabilistic generative models. Wolfe et al. [124] used the frequencies of n-grams decompiled Java bytecode as features. DroidAPIMiner [19] and DroidMiner [132] extracted features from API calls invoked in the app. Drebin [24] gathered as many features including
APIs, permissions, components to represent an app, and then uses the collected information for classification. Gascon et al. [62] transformed the function call graph into features to conduct the classification. STILO [129] and CMarkov [128] applied hidden Markov models to detect anomaly behaviors. AppContext [133] adopted context factors such as events and conditions that lead to a sensitive call as features for classifying malicious and benign method calls. Crowdroid [35] used low-level kernel system call traces as features.

These solutions cannot recognize code heterogeneity in apps, as they do not partition a program into regions. In comparison, features in our approach are extracted from each DRegion to profile both benign and malicious DRegion behaviors.

**Malware Detection with Quantitative Reasoning** Our work is also related to malware classification with quantitative reasoning. Researchers [125, 126] regarded the quantitative value among difference processes as the total number of transferred resources based on the OS-level system logs. These numbers are used to better distinguish malicious and benign processes. PRIMO [96] used probabilities to estimate the likelihood of implicit ICC communications. The triage of ICC Links is based on the true positive likelihood of links. Peng et al. [99] used permissions to detect Android malware. The permission risk values are generated from probabilistic Bayesian-Network models. In contrast, we compute permission risk values by maximizing the classifier’s capacity of detecting malicious and benign apps. The risk value computation in our approach associates a permission’s correlation to malicious apps. These approaches are not compatible with risky-sink-guided rewriting as they are not designed for security customization of off-the-shelf apps. In our model, sensitive sinks are prioritized based on the aggregate risk scores. Our analysis is
focused on quantitatively ranking different sensitive sinks. Our results validate the effectiveness of ranking sinks with machine-learning-based risk value computation and graph-based permission propagation.

2.2 Android Rewriting and Defense Techniques

Android Taint Flow Analysis The vulnerability of apps can be abused by attackers for privilege escalation and privacy leakage attacks [34]. Researchers proposed taint flow analysis to discover sensitive data-flow paths from sources to sinks. CHEX [90] and AndroidLeaks [63] identified sensitive data flows to mitigate apps’ vulnerability. Bastani et al. described a flow-cutting approach [30]. However, their work only provides theoretical analysis on impacts of a cut, without any implementation. DroidSafe [64] used a point-to graph to identify sensitive data leakage. FlowDroid [25] proposed a static context- and flow-sensitive program analysis to track sensitive taint flows. These solutions address the privacy leakage by tracking the usage of privacy information. Our sink ranking is based on static analysis and our prototype utilizes FlowDroid.

Android Rewriting The app-retrofitting demonstration in RetroSkeleton [49] aims at automatically updating HTTP connections to HTTPS. Aurasium [130] instruments low-level libraries for monitoring functions. Reynaud et al. [104] rewrote an app’s verification function to discovered vulnerabilities in the Android in-app billing mechanism. AppSealer [148] proposed a rewriting solution to mitigate component hijacking vulnerabilities, the rewriting is to generate patches for functions with component hijacking vulnerabilities. Fratantonio et al. [61] used rewriting to enforce
secure usage of the Internet permission. Because of the special goal on `INTERNET` permission, the rewriting option cannot be applied to general scenarios. The rewriting targets and goals in these tools are specific. Furthermore, our rewriting is more feasible than existing rewriting frameworks by supporting both ICC-level and sink-based rewriting with data flow analysis.

**Defense of Vulnerabilities** Grayware or malware with vulnerabilities can result in privacy leakage. Pluto [110] discovered the vulnerabilities of the abuse in ads libraries. In order to defend vulnerabilities, many approaches have been proposed to track dynamic data transformation or enforce security policy. TaintDroid [56] adopted dynamic taint analysis to track the potential misuse of sensitive data in Android apps. Anception [60] proposed a mechanism to defend the privilege escalation attack by deprivileging a portion of the kernel with sensitive operations. DIALDroid [33] and MR-Droid [88] detects inter-component communication vulnerabilities in app communications. Merlin [29] used path constraints to infer explicit information specifications to identify security violations. AspectDroid [21] used static instrumentation and automated testing to detect malicious activities. We demonstrate the defense of vulnerabilities by rewriting apps in the experiments. Our quantitative rewriting is operated on application level with rewriting. We rank flow-based sinks by the graph propagation with permission-based risk values. We specialize different rewriting rules to defend vulnerabilities.
2.3 Web-oriented Malware Detection

**Content-based detection.** Machine learning approach has been widely adopted in several research fields, e.g., anomaly detection and web security [144–146]. Detecting malicious code distributed through websites is a long-lasting yet challenging task. A plethora of research focused on applying static and dynamic analysis to detect such malicious code.

Differential analysis has shown promising results in identifying compromised websites. By comparing a website snapshot or JavaScript file to their “clean-copies” (i.e., web file known to be untampered), the content injected by attacker can be identified [32, 87]. Though effective, getting “clean-copies” is not always feasible. On the contrary, FrameHanger is effective even without such reference. In addition to detection, researchers also investigated how website compromise can be predicted [109] and how signatures (i.e., Indicators of Compromise, or IoC) can be derived [39]. FrameHanger can work along with these systems. To expose the IFrame injected in the runtime by JavaScript code, we develop a dynamic analyzer to execute JavaScript and monitor DOM changes. Different from previous works on force execution and symbolic execution [76, 78, 80, 105], our selective multi-execution model is more lightweight with the help of content-based pre-filtering. Previous works have also investigated how to detect compromised/malicious landing pages using static features [37, 102]. Some features (e.g., “out-of-place” IFrames) used by their systems are utilized by FrameHanger as well. Comparing to this work, our work differs prominently regarding the detection goal (FrameHanger pinpoints the injected IFrame) and the integration of static and dynamic analysis (FrameHanger detects online injection).
**URL-based detection.** Another active line of research in detecting web attacks is analyzing the URLs associated with the webpages. Most of the relevant works leverage machine-learning techniques on the lexical, registration, and DNS features to classify URLs [31, 44, 85, 92]. In our approach, URL-based features constitute one category of our feature set. We also leverage features unique to IFrame inclusion, like IFrame style. To extract relevant features, we propose a novel approach combining both static and dynamic analysis.

**Insecurity of third-party content.** Previous works have studied how third-party content are integrated by a website, together with the security implications coming along. Nikiforakis et al. studied how JavaScript libraries are included by Alexa top 10K sites and showed many of the links were ill-maintained, exploitable by web attackers [94]. Kumar et al. showed a large number of websites fail to force HTTPS when including third-party content [82]. The study by Lauinger et al. found 37.8% websites include at least one outdated and vulnerable JavaScript libraries [84]. The adoption of policies framework like CSP has been measured as well, but incorrect implementation of CSP rules are widely seen in the wild, as shown by previous studies [36, 121, 122]. In this work, we also measured how third-party content were included, but with the focus on IFrame. The result revealed new insights about this research topic, e.g., the limited usage of CSP, and reaffirms that more stringent checks should be taken by site owners.
Chapter 3

Android Repackaged Malware Detection

3.1 Introduction

The ease of repackaging Android apps makes the apps vulnerable to software piracy in the open mobile market. Developers can insert or modify parts of the original app and release it to a third party market as new. The modification may be malicious. Researchers found 80.6% of malware are repackaged malware, which demonstrates the popularity and severity of repackaged malware [152].

There are two categories of techniques for detecting repackaged malware, i) similarity-based detection specific to repackaged malware and ii) general purpose detection. Specific solutions for repackaged Android apps aim at finding highly similar apps according to various similarity measures. For example, in ViewDroid [143], the similarity comparison is related to how apps encode
the user’s navigation behaviors. DNADroid [46] compares the program dependence graphs of apps to examine the code reuse. MassVet [41] utilizes UI structures to compare the similarity among apps. Juxtapp [65] and DroidMOSS [151] examine code similarity through features of opcode sequences.

Although intuitive, similarity-based detection for repackaged malware may have several technical limitations. The detection typically relies on the availability of original apps for comparison, thus is infeasible without them. The pairwise based similarity computation is of quadratic complexity $O(N^2)$ in the number $N$ of apps analyzed. Thus, the analysis is extremely time-consuming for large-scale screening.

General-purpose Android malware detection techniques (e.g., permission analysis [99], dependence analysis [123], API mining [19]) have a limited capability in detecting repackaged malware. The reason is that these analyses are performed on the entire app, including both the injected malicious code and the benign code inherited from the original app. The presence of benign code in repackaged malware substantially dilutes malicious features. It skews the classification results, resulting in false negatives (i.e., missed detections). In a recent study [53], researchers found that most missed detection cases are caused by repackaged malware. Thus, precisely recognizing malicious and benign portions of code in one app is important in improving detection accuracy.

We aim to significantly improve repackaged malware detection through designing and evaluating a new partition-based classification technique, which explores code heterogeneity in an app. Repackaged malware is usually generated by injecting malicious components into an original benign app, while introducing no control or data dependence between the malicious component and
the original app.

We examine Android programs for code regions that seem unrelated in terms of data/control dependencies. Regions are formed through data/control dependence analysis and their behavior is examined with respect to security properties (e.g., calling sensitive APIs). We refer to code in different regions as heterogeneous code if regions of the program exhibit distinguishable security behaviors.

Recognizing code heterogeneity in programs has security applications, specifically in malware detection. Repackaged Android malware is an example of heterogeneous code, where the original app and injected component of code have quite different characteristics (e.g., the frequency of invoking critical library functions for accessing system resources). We are able to locate malicious code by distinguishing different behaviors of the malicious component and the original app.

Our main technical challenge is how to identify integrated coherent code segments in an app and extract informative behavioral features. We design a partition-based detection to discover regions in an app, and a machine-learning-based classification to recognize different internal behaviors in regions. Our detection leverages security heterogeneity in the code segments of repackaged malware. Our algorithm aims to capture the semantic and logical dependence in portions of a program. Specifically, we refer to a DRegion (Dependence Region) as a partition of code that has disjoint control/data flows. DRegion is formally defined in Def. 3. Our goal is to identify DRegions inside an app and then classify these regions independently. Malware that is semantically connected with benign and malicious behaviors is out of scope of our model and we explain how it impacts the detection.
While the approach of classifying partitioned code for malware detection appears intuitive, surprisingly there has not been systematic investigation in the literature. The work on detecting app plagiarism [150] may appear similar to ours. It decomposes apps into parts and performs similarity comparisons between parts across different apps. However, their partition method is based on rules extracted from empirical results, and cannot be generalized to solve our problem. A more rigorous solution is needed to precisely reflect the interactions and semantic relations of various code regions.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We provide a new code-heterogeneity-analysis framework to classify Android repackaged malware with machine learning approaches. Our prototype DR-Droid, realizes static-analysis-based program partitioning and region classification. It automatically labels the benign and malicious components for a repackaged malware.

- We utilize two stages of graphs to represent an app: a coarse-grained class-level dependence graph (CDG) and a fine-grained method-level call graph (MCG). The reason for these two stages of abstraction is to satisfy different granularity requirements in our analysis. Specifically, CDG is for partitioning an app into high-level DRegions; MCG is for extracting detailed call-related behavioral features. CDG provides the complete coverage for dependence relations among classes. In comparison, MCG provides a rich context to extract features for subsequent classification.

- Our feature extraction from individual DRegions (as opposed to the entire app) is more
effective under existing repackaging practices. Our features cover a wide range of static app behaviors, including user-interaction related benign properties.

- Our experimental results show a 30-fold improvement in repackaged malware classification. The average false negative rate for our partition- and machine-learning-based approach is 30 times lower than the conventional machine-learning-based approach (non-partitioned equivalent). Overall, we achieve a low false negative rate of 0.35% when evaluating malicious apps, and a false positive rate of 2.96% when evaluating benign apps.

The significance of our framework is the new capability to provide in-depth and fine-grained behavioral analysis and classification on programs.

Figure 3.1: Workflow of our partition-based Android malware detection.

### 3.2 Overview and Definitions

In this section, we present our attack model, technical challenges associated with partitioning, and the definitions needed to understand our algorithms.
Repackaged malware seriously threatens both data privacy and system integrity in Android. There are at least two types of malware abuse through repackaged malware, data leak and system abuse. The danger of repackaged malware is that the malicious code is deeply disguised and is difficult to detect. Repackaged malware appears benign and provides useful functionality; however, they may conduct stealthy malicious activities such as botnet command-and-control, data exfiltration, or DDoS attacks. Our work described in this chapter can be used to screen Android apps to ensure the trustworthiness of apps installed on mission-critical mobile devices, and to discover new malware before they appear on app markets.

**Assumption.** Our security goal is to detect repackaged malware that is generated by trojanizing legitimate apps with a malicious payload, where the malicious payload is logically and semantically independent of the original benign portion. This assumption is reasonable because all the repackaged malware in the existing dataset contains disjoint code.

How to analyze the more challenging case of connected graphs in repackaged malware is out of the scope of our detection. Mitigations are discussed in Section 4.3.5. Our approach is focused on automatically identifying independent partitions (DRegions) of an app, namely partitions that have disjoint control/data flows. We perform binary classification on each element of the DRegion.

### 3.2.1 Challenges and Requirements

We analyze dependence-based connectivity as the specific heterogeneous property in code. Heterogeneous code can then be approximated by finding disjoint code structures in Android event
relation/dependence graphs. We aim to detect repackaged malware by identifying different behaviors in its heterogeneous code. Therefore, how to achieve an efficient partition and to acquire representative behaviors of each partition are key research questions.

Partition Challenges: One may analyze dependence relations for the purpose of code partition. A straightforward approach is to partition an app into clusters of methods based on function call relations [75]. However, this straightforward approach cannot solve the following challenges:

- **Inaccurate representation of events.** Method-level representation is less informative than class-level representation for profiling relations of events. An Android app is composed of different types of events (e.g., activities, services and broadcasts). An Android event is implemented by extending an Java class. Class information for events is scattered or lost in conventional method-level graphs. Furthermore, method-level call analysis cannot resolve the implicit calls within a life-cycle of event methods (e.g., `onCreate`, `onStart`, and `onPause`). There are no direct invoking relations among event methods. (These methods are managed by an activity stack by the Android system.) Thus, method-level call partition would generate an excessive number of subcomponents, which unnecessarily complicates the subsequent classification.

- **Incompleteness of dependence relations.** Call relations alone cannot accurately represent all possible dependence relations. Dependences may occur through data transformation. Android also has asynchronous callbacks, where the call relations are implicit. Thus, focusing on call dependence relations alone is insufficient.
Our approach for partitioning an app is by generating the class-level dependence graph (CDG) through exploring different categories of dependence relations. To partition an app into semantic-independent regions, a class-level representation is more suitable to measure the app semantic dependence relations.

**Classification Challenges:** Extracting meaningful features to profile each region is important for classification. In our partitioned setting, obstacles during feature extraction may include the following:

- **Inaccurately profiling behaviors.** Class-level dependences are coarse-grained. They may not provide sufficient details about region behaviors needed for feature extraction and classification. For example, the interactions among components within the Android framework may not be included.

- **Insufficient representative features.** Features in most of the existing learning based solutions are aimed at characterizing malicious behaviors, e.g., overuse of sensitive APIs. This approach fails to learn benign properties in apps. This bias in recognition may result in missed detection and evasion.

Our approach for achieving highly accurate classification is by extracting semantic features from method-level call graph (MCG). With the help of the MCG, we extract features (e.g., sensitive APIs and permission usage in existing approaches [19, 24]) to monitor malicious behaviors. Furthermore, we discover new user interaction features with the combination of graph properties to screen benign behaviors.
3.2.2 Definitions

We describe major types of class-level dependence relations later in Def. 1. These class-level dependence relations emphasize on the interactions between classes.

Definition 1. We define three types of class-level dependence relations in an Android app.

- **Class-level call dependence.** If method $m'$ in class $C'$ is called by method $m$ in class $C$, then there exists a class-level call dependence relation between $C$ and $C'$, which is denoted by $C \rightarrow C'$.

- **Class-level data dependence.** If variable $v'$ defined in class $C'$ is used by another class $C$, then there exists a data dependence relation between $C$ and $C'$, which is denoted by $C \rightarrow C'$.

- **Class-level ICC dependence.** If class $C'$ is invoked by class $C$ through explicit-intent-based inter-component communication (ICC), then there exists an ICC dependence relation between $C$ and $C'$, which is denoted by $C \rightarrow C'$.

The ICC dependence is specific to Android programs, where the communication channel is constructed by using intents [42]. For the ICC dependence definition, our current prototype does not include implicit intent, which is not common for intra-app component communication. The dependence relations via implicit-intent based ICCs cannot be determined precisely enough in static program analysis.

Definition 2. **Class-level dependence graph** (CDG) of an app $G = \{V, E\}$ is a directed graph, where $V$ is the vertex set and $E$ is the edge set. Each vertex $v \in V$ represents a class. The edge
\[ e = (n_1, n_2) \in E, \text{ which is directed from } n_1 \text{ to } n_2, \text{ i.e., } n_1 \rightarrow n_2. \] 
Edge \( e \) represents one or more dependence relations between \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) as defined in Definition 1.

The purpose of having our customized class-level dependence graphs is to achieve complete dependence coverage and event-based partition. The graph needs to capture interactions among classes. We define method-level call dependence and how to build the method-level call graph (MCG) based on this definition. We formally define DRegions through class-level dependence connectivity.

**Definition 3.** Given class-level dependence graph \( G(V, E) \) of an Android application, DRegions of the application are disjoint subsets of classes as a result of a partition that satisfies following two properties.

1. Dependence relations among the classes within the same DRegion form a directed connected graph. Formally, given a DRegions \( R \), for any two classes \((C_i, C_j)\) \(\in R\), \(\exists\) a path \(\vec{p} = (C_i = C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_k = C_j)\) that connects \(C_i\) and \(C_j\).

2. There exist no dependence relations between classes appearing in two different DRegions. Formally, given two DRegions \( R_i \) and \( R_j \), for any class \(C_i \in R_i\) and any class \(C_j \in R_j\), \(\nexists\) a path \(\vec{p} = (C_i = C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_k = C_j)\) that connects \(C_i\) and \(C_j\).

**Definition 4.** Method-level call dependence. If method \( m \) calls method \( m' \), then there exists a method-level call dependence relation between \( m \) and \( m' \), which is denoted by \( m \rightarrow m' \). Method \( m \) and \( m' \) may belong to the same or different classes and one of them may be an Android or Java API.
The purpose of constructing method-level call graphs is to extract detailed behavioral features for classifying each DRegion. The method-level call graph contains the app’s internal call relations, and the interactions with the Android framework and users.

### 3.2.3 Workflow

Figure 3.1 shows the framework of our approach. Our approach can be divided into the following major steps:

1. **IR Generation.** Given an app, we decompile it into the intermediate representations (IR), which may be Java bytecode, Smali\(^1\) code, or customized representation. The IR in our prototype is Smali code.

2. **CDG and MCG generation.** Given the IR, we generate both class-level and method-level dependence relations through the analysis on the Smali opcodes of instructions. We use the obtained dependence relations to construct the class-level dependence graphs (CDG) and method-level call graphs (MCG).

3. **App partition and mapping.** Based on the CDG, we perform reachability analysis to partition an app into disjoint DRegions. We map each method in MCG to its corresponding class in CDG by maintaining a dictionary data structure.

4. **Generating feature vectors.** We extract three categories of features from each DRegion in MCG. We construct a feature vector of each DRegion to describe its behaviors.

\(^1\)https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/
5. **Training and classification.** We train classifiers on the labeled data to learn both benign and malicious behaviors of DRegions. We apply classifiers to screen new app instances by individually classifying their DRegions and integrating the results.

In order to determine the original app, from which a flagged malware is repacked, similarity comparisons need to be performed. Our comparison complexity $O(mN)$ would be much lower than the complexity $(N^2)$ of a straightforward approach, where $m$ is our number of flagged malware and $N$ is the number of total apps analyzed. $m \ll N$, as the number of malware is far less than the total number of apps on markets.

### 3.3 Graph Generation and Partition

In this section, we provide details of our customized class-level dependence analysis and our partition algorithm.

#### 3.3.1 Class-level Dependence Analysis

Our class-level dependence analysis is focused on Android event relations. It obtains class-level dependence relations based on fine-grained method- or variable-level flows. We highlight the operations for achieving this transformation.

**Data dependence.** In the variable-level flow $F$, we trace the usage of a variable $v'$ which is defined in class $C'$. In case $v'$ is used by another class $C$, e.g., reading the value from $v'$ and writing it into
a variable $v$ defined in class $C$, we add a direct data dependence edge from $C$ to $C'$ in CDG.

**ICC dependence.** ICC dependence is the Android specific data dependence, where data is transformed by intents through ICC. An ICC channel occurs when class $C$ initializes an explicit intent. Method $m$ (generally `OnCreate` function) in class $C'$ is invoked from class $C$. By finding an ICC channel between class $C$ and $C'$ through pattern recognition, we add a direct ICC dependence edge from $C$ to $C'$ in CDG.

**Call dependence.** We briefly describe the operations for obtaining class-level call dependence when given the method-level call graph. We first remove the callee functions that belong to Android framework libraries. For the edge $e = \{m, m'\}$ that indicates method $m'$ is called by method $m$, in case $m$ belongs to a class $C$ and $m'$ belongs to class $C'$, we add a direct call dependence edge from $C$ to $C'$ in CDG.

Pseudocode for generating the Class-level Dependence Graph is shown in Algorithm. 1. Function `FINDDEPENDENTCLASS(m^i_k)` is used to find the class set $S(m^i_k)$ that any $C_j \in S(m^i_k)$ contains dependence relations with a class $C_i$ $(m^i_k \in C_i)$ through control-/data-flow in method $m^i_k$. Functions `ISDATADEPENDENT(C_i,C_j)`, `ISICCDependent(C_i,C_j)`, and `ISCALLDEPENDENT(C_i,C_j)` are used to detect our defined dependence relations between classes.

We give our implementation details to statically infer these relations in Section 3.5.1. All four dependence relations can be identified by analyzing instructions in IR. The complexity of connecting the class-level call graph is $O(N)$, where $N$ is the total number of the instructions in the IR decompiled from an app. We do not distinguish the direction of the edges when partitioning the
3.3.2 App Partition and Mapping Operations

The goal of app partition operation is to identify logically disconnected components. The operation is based on the class-level dependence graph (CDG). We use reachability analysis to find connected DRegions. Two nodes are regarded as neighbors if there is an edge from one node to the other. Our algorithm starts from any arbitrary node in the CDG, and performs breadth first search to add the neighbors into a collection. Our algorithm stops when every node has been grouped into a particular collection of nodes. Each (isolated) collection is a DRegion of an app. In other words, classes with any dependence relations are partitioned into the same DRegion. Classes without dependence relations are in different DRegions.

Our mapping operation projects a method $m$ in method-level call graph (MCG) to its corresponding class $C$ in CDG. Mapping is uniquely designed for our feature extraction. Specifically, its purpose is to map extracted features to the corresponding DRegion. The mapping operation is denoted by $F_{mapping} : S_c \rightarrow P^m_{S_c} = \{G'_c1, G'_c2, \ldots\}$, where input $S_c$ is a DRegion in CDG, and output $P^m_{S_c}$ is a set of call graphs in MCG. The mapping algorithm projects a method in MCG to a DRegion in CDG by using a lookup table. We refer to $P^m_{S_c}$ as the projection of $S_c$. Features extracted from $P^m_{S_c}$ belong to the DRegion $S_c$. Suppose that a method $m^i$ exclusively belongs to a class $C_i$, and a class $C_i$ exclusively belongs to a DRegion $S_C$, thus we have the mapping as $m^i \in C_i \in S_C \rightarrow P^m_{S_c}$. Figure 3.2 illustrates an example of the mapping function. Property 1 demonstrates
the non-overlapping property of the mapping function.

**Property 1.** If DRegion \( S_\alpha \) and DRegion \( S_\beta \) are disjoint in the class-level dependence graph (CDG), then their corresponding projection \( P^m_{S_\alpha} \) and projection \( P^m_{S_\beta} \) are disjoint in the method-level call graph (MCG).

**Proof.** We prove Property 1 by contradiction. Suppose that two methods \( m \) in class \( C \) and \( m' \) in class \( C' \) in two DRegions, there exists a path \( \hat{p} = (m, n_1, n_2, ..., m') \). For any two neighbor nodes \( n_i, n_{i+1} \) on \( V \), \( n_i \) and \( n_{i+1} \) must be dependent through data-/control- relations: 1) if \( n_i, n_{i+1} \) are in the same class \( C_1 \), \( C_1 \) belongs to one DRegion. 2) if \( n_i, n_{i+1} \) are in different class \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), then \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are connected in CDG (through a dependence edge). \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are categorized to one DRegion after the partition. By induction, \( C \) and \( C' \) must belong to the same DRegion, which contradicts to our assumption. 

Our partition algorithm guarantees the non-overlapping property during the mapping operation. Features extracted from each MCG belong to exact one DRegion after partition. By the app partition and mapping, we explicitly identify each DRegion and its associated MCGs. We discuss more details on how to extract features from MCG in the following Section 3.4.

**3.4 Feature Vector Generation**

We analyze APIs and user interaction functions to approximate their behaviors. Our features differ from most existing features by considering DRegion behavior properties. We describe three types
of features in this section.

**Feature Engineering.** The three types of features are based on previous solutions [99] [19] and our observations. For example, permissions and sensitive APIs have been demonstrated as representative features in the whole-program based malware detection. We reuse these features for our region-based classification. Unlike these features are extracted from the whole program, we customize the feature extraction process for our region-based classification. Our features are extracted from each DRegion instead of the whole program. Furthermore, we introduce new user interaction features that are not explored in the existing machine-learning-based solutions before. Recently, Elish [53] demonstrated the high accuracy of a rule-based malware detection. The rule is based on whether a sensitive API is triggered by a user interaction function. In contrast to the rule-based detection, we extract frequencies of user interaction functions and encode them into the feature vector. We also introduce a new statistic feature, which is called the coverage rate (CR). The feature is obtained by our empirical observation that malware invokes a large number of sensitive APIs without user’s involvement.

### 3.4.1 Feature Extraction

Traditionally permission features analyze the registered permissions in `AndroidManifest.xml` as a complete unit [99]. Because our approach is focused on DRegions and different DRegions may use different permissions for various functionalities, we calculate the permission usage in each DRegion.
**Type I: User Interaction Features.** Malicious apps may invoke critical APIs without many user interactions [145]. User interaction features represent the interaction frequency between the app and users. Android provides UI components and each of them has its corresponding function for triggering. For example, a Button object is concatenated with onClick function, and a Menu object can be concatenated with onMenu-ItemClick function. We record the frequencies of 35 distinct user interaction functions and additional 2 features summarizing statistics of these functions. The statistics features represent the total number of user interaction functions and the number of different types of user interaction functions in a DRegion, respectively. We define a feature called coverage rate (CR), which is the percentage of methods directly depending on user-interactions functions. We compute the coverage rate (CR) for a projection \( P_{S_c}^m \) of a DRegion \( S_c \) as:

\[
CR(P_{S_c}^m) = \frac{\bigcup_{U \in V_i} U.successors()}{|V(P_{S_c}^m)|}
\]  

(3.1)

The CR rate statically approximates how closely the user interacts with functions in a DRegion. In Equation (1), \( P_{S_c}^m \) is the projection for a DRegion \( S_c \) in CDG. \( V_i \) is the set of user interaction methods in \( P_{S_c}^m \), where \( V_i \subseteq P_{S_c}^m \). \( U.successors() \) is the successors vertices of method \( U \) in MCG. Any method in \( U.successors() \) is directly invoked by \( U \). \(|V(P_{S_c}^m)|\) is the total number of methods in \( P_{S_c}^m \). Figure 3.3 shows an example to calculate the coverage rate.

**Type II: Sensitive API Features.** We divide sensitive APIs into two groups: Android-specific APIs and Java-specific APIs. The APIs are selected based on their sensitive operations [53]. For Android-specific APIs, we focus on APIs that access user’s privacy information, e.g., reading geographic location `getCellLocation`, getting phone information `getDeviceId`. For Java-
Figure 3.2: An illustration of mapping operation that projects a DRegion in CDG to a set of graphs in MCG. $S_c$ and $S_a$ are two class-level DRegions in CDG. The projection of $S_c$ consists of three method-level call graphs \{$G'_{c1}, G'_{c2}, G'_{c3}$\}.

Specific APIs, we focus on file and network I/Os, e.g., writing into files `Write.write()` and sending network data `sendUrgentData()`. We extract 57 most critical APIs and 2 features on their statistic information (e.g., total count and occurrence of APIs) as features.

**Type III: Permission Request Features.** We analyze whether a DRegion uses a certain permission by scanning its corresponding systems calls or permission-related strings (e.g., Intent related permissions) [27]. We specify a total of 137 distinguished permissions and 2 features on permission statistics (e.g., total count and occurrence of permissions). The Android framework summarizes all the permissions into 4 groups: normal, dangerous, signature and signatureOrSystem. We record the permission usage in each group and the statistics about these groups.

Coverage rate (CR) is new. It is obtained by our empirical observation that malware invokes a large number of sensitive APIs without user’s involvement. These complex features cover the behaviors of DRegions from various perspectives. We expect these features to be more obfuscation resilient than signature features extracted from bytecode or structures of the control-flow graph.
Figure 3.3: An example illustrating the computation of coverage rate. $U_1$ and $U_2$ are two user interaction functions, $f_1$ to $f_5$ are five method invocations. $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_3$ are successors of $U_1$ and $f_4$ is the successor of $U_2$. The coverage rate for this DRegion is $\frac{4}{7} = 57\%$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>True Malicious</th>
<th>True Benign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detected as Malicious</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detected as Benign</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Semantics of true and false positive and true and false negative in our model.

3.4.2 Feature Vector Analysis

We generate a feature vector for each DRegion of an app. For classification, each DRegion is independently classified into benign or malicious.

We perform the standard 10-fold cross-validation to calculate FNR (false negative rate), FPR (false positive rate), TPR (true positive rate) and ACC (accuracy rate) for each fold. These rates are defined as:
\begin{align*}
\text{FNR} &= \frac{FN}{P}, \quad \text{FPR} = \frac{FP}{N} \\
\text{TPR} &= \frac{TP}{P}, \quad \text{ACC} = \frac{TP + TN}{P + N}
\end{align*}

where \( FN \) represents the number of false negative (i.e., missed detection), \( FP \) represents the number of false positive (i.e., false alerts), \( TP \) represents the number of true positive (i.e., accuracy of detection), \( TN \) represents the number of true negative (i.e., accuracy of identifying benign apps), \( P \) represents the number of malicious apps and \( N \) represents the number of benign apps.

**Classification of Apps.** Our classifiers can be used to classify both single-DRegion and multi-DRegion apps. For a multi-DRegion app after classification, we obtain a binary vector showing each DRegion marked as benign or malicious. We define the malware score \( r_m \) as follows:

\[ r_m = \frac{N_{\text{mali}}}{N_{\text{total}}} \quad (3.2) \]

In Equation (2), \( N_{\text{mali}} \) is the number of DRegions labeled as malicious by classifiers, \( N_{\text{total}} \) is the total number of DRegions and \( r_m \in [0, 1] \). If an app contains both malicious and benign DRegions, then we regard this app as a suspicious repackaged app.

### 3.5 Evaluation

The objective of our preliminary evaluation is to answer the following questions:
• **Q1**) Can our approach accurately detect non-repackaged malware that has a single DRegion (Section 5.2)?

• **Q2**) How much improvement is our approach in classifying repackaged malware that has multiple DRegions (Section 5.3)?

• **Q3**) Can our approach distinguish the benign and malicious code in repackaged malware (Section 5.3.1)?

• **Q4**) What is the false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR) of our approach in classifying apps that have multiple DRegions (Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.4)?

• **Q5**) What is the performance of DR-Droid (Section 5.5)?

• **Q6**) Can our approach discover new malware (Section 5.6)?

We implement our prototype with [Smali code analysis framework Androguard](http://code.google.com/p/androguard), graph analysis library [networkX](https://networkx.github.io), and machine learning framework [scikit-learn](https://scikit-learn.org). Most existing machine learning based approaches (e.g., [19, 62]) are built on the intermediate representation with Smali code. Smali code analysis achieves large scale app screening with low performance overhead, because Smali code analysis is performed on the assembly code representation. Our current prototype is built on the Smali code for the scalability of large-scale app analysis. Our prototype is implemented in Python with total 4,948 lines of code.

---

2http://code.google.com/p/androguard.

3https://github.com/ririhedou/dr_droid
We evaluated our approach on malware dataset Malware Genome [152] and VirusShare database \(^4\). We also screened 1,617 benign apps to compute false positive rate and 1,979 newly released apps to discover new malware.

### 3.5.1 Implementation Details

Building upon the method-level call graph construction [62] from Smali code, we construct more comprehensive analysis to approximate the class-level dependence graph and graph partitioning. We highlight how DR-Droid approximates various class-level dependence relations with intra-procedure analysis (i.e., discovering dependence relations) and inter-procedure analysis (i.e., connecting the edges). Our experiment results indicate that our dependence relations provide sufficient information for identifying and distinguishing different behaviors in an app.

**Inferring class-level call dependence.** Opcodes beginning with `invoke` represent a call invocation from this calling method to a targeted callee method. Call dependence can be inferred by parsing the call invocation. E.g., `invoke-virtual` represents invoking a virtual method with parameters. `invoke-static` represents invoking a static method with parameters and `invoke-super` means invoking the virtual method of the immediate parent class. We identify each instruction with `invoke` opcodes and locate the class which contains the callee method. The class-level call dependence is found, when the callee method belongs to another class inside the app. Because we focus on the interactions among classes, Android API calls are not included.

\(^4\)http://virusshare.com/
Inferring class-level data dependence. Opcodes such as `iget`, `sget`, `iput`, and `sput` are related with data transformation. For example, the instruction “`iget-object v0,v0,Lcom/geinimi/AdActivity;->d: Landroid/widget/Button;`” represents reading a field instance into `v0` and the instance is a `Button` object named `d`, which is defined in another class `<Lcom/geinimi/AdActivity;>.

Furthermore, there is a subset of opcodes for each major opcode, e.g., `iget-boolean` specifies to read a boolean instance and `iget-char` specifies to read a `char` instance. By matching these patterns, we obtain the data dependence among these classes.

Inferring class-level ICC dependence. To detect an ICC through an explicit intent, we identify a targeted class object that is initialized by using `const-class`, then we trace whether it is put into an intent as a parameter by calling `Intent.setclass()`. If an ICC is trigged to activate a service (by calling `startService`) or activate an activity (by calling `startActivity`), we obtain the ICC dependence between current class and the target class.

Method-level call graph construction. Our method-level call graph is constructed while we analyze call relations in the construction of the CDG by scanning `invoke` opcode, which is similar to the standard call graph construction [62]. We store more detailed information including the class name, as well as the method name for each vertex in MCG. For example, `<Landroid/telephony/SmsManager;>` is the class name for dealing with messages and `sendTextMessage(...)` is a system call with parameters to conduct the behavior of sending a message out. After the construction of MCG, we use a lookup table structure to store the projection for each DRegion in CDG and to maintain the mapping relation between a method and a DRegion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>FNR(%)</th>
<th>FPR(%)</th>
<th>ACC(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>6.43 ± 5.22</td>
<td>6.50 ± 2.67</td>
<td>93.54 ± 3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.Tree</td>
<td>4.78 ± 2.90</td>
<td>3.52 ± 1.57</td>
<td>95.79 ± 2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.Forest</td>
<td>3.85 ± 3.27</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.78</td>
<td>97.30 ± 1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>7.42 ± 4.85</td>
<td>1.46 ± 0.58</td>
<td>95.28 ± 2.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: 10-fold cross-validation for evaluating the classifiers’ performance in classifying single-DRegion apps.

### 3.5.2 Non-repackaged Malware Classification

Our first evaluation is on a set of non-repackaged malicious applications and a set of benign applications. Each of them contains just a single DRegion. The DRegion is labeled as benign if the app belongs to the benign app dataset, and the DRegion is labeled as malicious if the app belongs to the malicious app dataset. There are two purposes for the first evaluation: 1) comparing the detection accuracy of different machine learning techniques, 2) obtaining a trained classifier for testing complicated repackaged apps. The classification result is binary (0 for benign and 1 for malicious) for single DRegion apps. We evaluated four different machine learning techniques: Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), Decision Tree (D.Tree) and Random Forest (R.Forest) in non-repackaged (general) malware classification. Our training set is broadly selected from 3,325 app samples, among which 1,819 benign apps from Google Play, and 1,506 malicious apps from both Malware Genome and VirusShare.
Our feature selection step reduces the size of features from 242 to 80. We choose the radial basis function as SVM kernel, 5 as the number of neighbors in KNN, and 10 trees in the Random Forest.

We used a standard measurement 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate efficiency of classifiers. In 10-fold cross-validation, we randomly split the dataset into 10 folds. Each time, we use 9 folds of them as the training data and the 1 fold left as the testing data. We evaluate the performance of classifiers by calculating the average FPR, FNR and ACC. Our 10-fold cross-validation results are shown in Table 3.2, where each value is represented as the average ± the standard deviation. Figure 3.4 shows the top ten features with their types and ranking importance values, where coverage rate (CR) ranks the ninth. We found four of top ten important features belong to user interaction features (Type I). The user interaction features are important in our classification.

We conclude that: 1) to answer Q1, DR-Droid detects non-repackaged malware with single DRegions with high accuracies. 2) The Random Forest classifier achieves the highest AUC value
Table 3.3: False negative rate for detecting three families of repackaged malware. Our partition-based approach reduces the average false negative rate by 30-fold.

0.9930 in ROC and accurate rate (ACC) 97.3% in two different measurements. 3) Our new user interaction features have a significant influence on the improvement of classifiers.

![Graphs](a) Geinimi family  (b) Kungfu family  (c) AnserverBot family

Figure 3.5: Prediction of malware score in different Malware families.

### 3.5.3 Repackaged Malware Classification

We tested our approach on more complicated repackaged malware which contains multiple DRe-gions. We calculate *malware score* $r_m$ for each repackaged malware. Unlike binary classification in existing machine-learning-based approaches, $r_m$ is a continuous value in $[0, 1]$ to measure DRe-
regions with different security properties.

There are no existing solutions on the classification of multiple DRegions in an app. For comparison, we carefully implemented a control method called the non-partition-based classification. To have a fair and scientific comparison with the non-partition-based which does not consider code heterogeneity, DR-Droid’s classification and the control method’s classification use the same Random Forest classifier and the same set of features from Section 5.2. The only difference between our method and the control method is that the control method treats an app in its entirety. The control method represents the conventional machine-learning-based approach.

We assessed several repackaged malware families: Geinimi, Kungfu (which contains Kungfu1, Kungfu2, Kungfu3, Kungfu4) and AnserverBot multi-DRegion apps in these families. The major reason for choosing these families is that they contain enough representative repackaged malware for testing. Other malware datasets (e.g., VirusShare) do not specify the types of malicious apps. It is hard to get the ground truth of whether an app in the datasets is repackaged or not. The classification accuracy results of our partition-based approach and the non-partition-based approach are shown in Table 3.3.

Our partition-based approach gives the substantial improvement by achieving a lower FNR in all three families. Specifically, the non-partition-based approach misses 12 apps in Geinimi and 3 apps in AnserverBot family. In comparison, our approach accurately detects all the malicious DRegions in Geinimi and AnserverBot families. The non-partition-based approach misses 12 apps in Kungfu family. In comparison, our approach misses 4 apps in Kungfu family. The average FNR for our approach is 0.35%.
To answer **Q2**, our solution gives 30-fold improvement over the non-partition-based approach on average false negative rate in our experiment. This improvement is substantial. The control method without any code heterogeneity analysis is much less capable of detecting repackaged malware.

**Case Study of Heterogeneous Properties**

For an app (DroidKungFu1--881e*.apk) in Kungfu family, the malicious DRegion contains 13 classes whose names begin with Lcom/google/ssearch/*. The app attempts to steal the user’s personal information by imitating a Google official library. The other DRegion whose name begins with Lcom/Allen/mp/* is identified as benign by our approach. There are some isolated classes such as R$attr$, R$layout$, which are produced by R.java with constant values. The malicious DRegion has its own life cycle which is triggered by a receiver in the class Lcom/google/ssearch/Receiver. All the processes run on the background and separately from the benign code.

Table 3.4 shows the distribution of a subset of representative features in two different methods. Particularly, DRegion 1 contains many user interaction functions with no sensitive APIs and permissions. However, DRegion 2 invokes a large number of sensitive APIs and requires many critical permissions. In the experiment, DRegion 1 is classified as benign and DRegion 2 is classified as malicious. The different prediction results are due to the differences in DRegion behaviors, which originally comes from their code heterogeneity. The non-partition-based approach fails to detect this instance. The experiment results validate our initial hypothesis that identifying code heterogeneity can substantially improve the detection of repackaged malware.
To answer Q3, our approach successfully detects different behaviors in the original and injected components, demonstrating the importance and effectiveness of code heterogeneity analysis.

**False Negative Analysis**

We discuss possible reasons that cause false negatives in our approach. 1) Integrated benign and malicious behaviors. Well integrated benign and malicious behaviors in an app can cause false negatives in our approach. `com.egloos.dewr.ddaycfgc` is identified by Virus Total as a trojan but is predicted as benign by our approach. The reason is that the malicious behavior, which communicates with a remote server, is hidden under the large amount of benign behaviors. The activities are integrated tightly and several sensitive APIs are used in the app. 2) Low code heterogeneity in malicious components. Low code heterogeneity means that malicious code does not exhibit obvious malicious behaviors or is deeply disguised. To reduce false negatives, a more advanced partition algorithm is required to identify integrated benign and malicious behaviors. How to detect low heterogeneity malicious code is still an open question. We provide more discussion in Section 6.

**Distribution of DRegions in Different Dataset**

We evaluate the distribution of the DRegion number in three different datasets: the Genome repackaged malware dataset, the Virus-Share general malware dataset and the benign app dataset. Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of the number of DRegions in three datasets by randomly testing 1,000 apps. We find 66.9% of apps in Genome has multiple DRegions, in comparison, 6.5% of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>DRegion1</th>
<th>DRegion2</th>
<th>Non-partition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type III</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READ_PHONE_STATE</td>
<td>permission</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READ_LOGS</td>
<td>permission</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type II</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getDeviceId</td>
<td>function in Landroid/telephone/telephoneManager</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>function in Ljava/io/InputStream</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td>function in Ljava/io/FileOutput</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type I</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onclick</td>
<td>function occurrence</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of distinct</td>
<td>user-interaction functions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onKeyDown</td>
<td>function occurrence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classification</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Malicious</td>
<td>Benign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Correctness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Our method shows heterogeneous properties in the repackaged app (DroidKungfu1–881e*.apk), where the no-partition based cannot.
Figure 3.6: A simplified class-level dependence graph for the app DroidKungFu1–881e*.apk. Each node represents a class, and the diameter of a node indicates the total degree of its corresponding class.

Apps in Virus Share and 28.1% in benign app dataset have multiple DRegions. Because of repackaged malware, the distribution of Genome malware significantly differs from others in the others.

3.5.4 False Positive Analysis with Popular Apps

The purpose of this evaluation is to experimentally assess how likely our detection generates false positives (i.e., false alerts). We collect 1,617 free popular apps from Google Play market, the selection covers a wide range of categories. We evaluate a subset of apps (158 out of 1,617) that have multiple large DRegions. Each app contains 2 or more class-level DRegions with at least 20 classes in the DRegion. In the 158 apps, Virus Total identifies 135 of them as true benign apps, that apps raise no security warnings.

The most common cause of multi-DRegions is the use of ad libraries. A majority of multiple DRe-
Figure 3.7: The distribution of the number of DRegions in different datasets, where X axis represents the number of DRegions in an app and Y axis represents the count of apps with a certain number of DRegions. Repackaged malware tends to have more DRegions.

Region apps have at least one ad library (e.g., admob). The ad library acquires sensitive permissions, access information and monitor users’ behaviors to send the related ads for profit. Some aggressive ad libraries, e.g., Adlantis, results in a false alarm in our detection. Adlantis acquires multiple sensitive permissions, and it tries to read user private information. The ad package involves no user interactions. We identify ad libraries by matching the package name in a whitelist. More effort is needed to automatically identify and separate ad libraries. Table 3.5 presents the false positive rate with and without ad libraries. The normal ad libraries do not affect our detection accuracy, while the aggressive ad libraries dilute our classification results and introduce false alerts into our detection. When excluding aggressive ad libraries, our detection misclassifies 4 out of 135 benign apps. To answer Q4, our approach raises a false positive rate (FPR) of 2.96% when classifying free popular apps and a false negative rate (FNR) of 0.35% when classifying repackaged malware.
Table 3.5: For 135 benign apps, how the percentage of alerts changes with the inclusion of ad libraries. Group 1 Ads are benign ad libraries, namely `admob` and `google.ads`. Group 2 Ads refer to the known aggressive ad library `Adlantis`. Group 1 does not affect our detection accuracy, whereas Group 2 increases the number of alerts.

### 3.5.5 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of our approach based on the execution time. The detection of a repackaged malware includes graph generation, feature extraction and classification of DRegions. We measure each step separately and evaluate the runtime performance overhead.

We focus on two aspects. One aspect is the graph generating time and features extraction time as the preprocess for detecting malware. The other aspect is the machine learning operations for evaluating the detecting overhead. The performance time can vary a lot in different sizes of apps. We concentrate on the average time for processing an app. Our execution experiment is set on the x86_64 system with a total of 3GM memory.

From Figure 3.8, our average time for generating CDG and MCG graphs is nearly 2.5 seconds. Our average time for extracting features is 27.84 milliseconds, which is considerably small for dealing with a large number of apps. Our graph construction algorithm is efficient by parsing instructions of an app. Table 3.6 shows the runtime of the machine learning operations. We split
machine learning operations into the training part and the prediction part. Our training operation includes feature extraction and feature vector generation. The feature vectors are feed into different classifiers to train machine learning parameters. In the prediction, the classifier predicts each DRegion separately. We measure the runtime for classifying each DRegion. From Table 3.6, our training time is rather small. R.Forest takes 0.539 seconds for training, SVM takes most 3.583 seconds for training. Our prediction time is also negotiable. On average, D.Tree takes 0.51 seconds for prediction, R.Forest takes most 1.38 seconds for prediction.

3.5.6 Discover New Suspicious Apps

We evaluate a total of 1,979 newly released (2015) apps. Our approach raises a total of 127 alarms. Because of the lack of ground truth in the evaluation of new apps, computing FP requires substantial manual efforts on all these flagged apps. We performed several manual studies on the flagged apps. The apps are randomly selected from different categories.
Table 3.6: Execution time analysis for machine learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Training/Second</th>
<th>Prediction/Millisecond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.Forest</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.Ttree</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>3.583</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Manual Verification** Our rule for labeling an app as malware in our manual analysis is that the malware collects privacy information and sends it out without user notification. We identify an app as malware based on a two-step validation: 1) Statistics of permissions and APIs. We compare the frequency of permissions and APIs in the app towards its description. If an app contains critical APIs that do not match its description, e.g., a weather app contains reading and sending SMS APIs, we regard the app is potentially malicious. 2) Sensitive APIs that are not triggered by user inputs. If there exists a secret and sensitive data flow and the data flow path does not include user interaction functions, we regard the app is malicious. In the manual verification, we utilize static analysis and manual inspection to verify the flagged apps. We decompile each app into Smali intermediate representations (IR). We extract permissions and APIs from Smali IR. We compare permissions with app descriptions to find potentially malicious apps. We manually analyze the methods that invoke sensitive APIs to detect sensitive data flows. We report an app as malware if it is confirmed by our manual analysis.
We list four of them which are identified as malicious by our manual analysis. The first two suspicious apps are verified by our manual analysis, but are missed by Virus Total. Virus Total does detect the latter two apps. To answer Q5, our approach is capable of detecting new single-DRegion and multiple-DRegions malware.

1) za.co.tuluntulu is a video app providing streaming TV programs. However, it invokes multiple sensitive APIs to perform surreptitious operations on the background, such as accessing contacts, gathering phone state information, and collecting geometric information.

2) com.herbertlaw.MortagageCaculator is an app for calculating mortgage payments. It contains a benign DRegion by the usage of the admob ad library. It also contains an aggressive library called appflood in the malicious DRegion, which collects privacy information by accessing the phone state and then stores it in a temporary storage file.

3) com.goodyes.vpn.cn is a VPN support app with in-app purchase and contains multiple DRegions. A malicious package Lcom/ccit/mmwl an is integrated with a payment service Lcom/alipay/* in one malicious DRegion. It collects the user name, password, and device information. It exfiltrates information to a constant phone number.

4) longbin.helloworld is a simple calculator app with one DRegion. However, it requests 10 critical permissions. It modifies the SharedPreferences to affect the phone’s storage, records the device ID and sends it out through executeHttpPost without any users’ involvement.

Summary.

Our results validate the effectiveness of code heterogeneity analysis in detecting Android malware.
We summarize major experimental findings as follows.

- Our prototype is able to identify malicious and benign code by distinguishing heterogeneous DRegions.

- Our partition-based detection reduces false negatives (i.e., missed detection) by 30-fold, when compared to the non-partition-based method.

- Our prototype achieves low false negative rate (0.35%) and low false positive rate (2.96%).

Our tool can also be used to identify ad libraries and separate them from the main app. These components can be confined at runtime in a new restricted environment, as proposed recently in [112].

### 3.6 Discussion and Limitations

**Graph Accuracy.** Our current prototype is built on the Smali code intermediate representation for a low overhead. Machine-learning based approaches require a large number of apps for training. This graph generation is based on analyzing patterns on the instructions of Smali code. Our approach may miss detection of some data-dependence edges (e.g. implicit ICCs [54] and on-Bind functions), because of a lack of flow sensitivity [89] [90]. Our analysis under-approximates the dependence-related graph because of the missing edges. Context- and flow-sensitive program analysis improves the graph accuracy and increases analysis overhead. To balance the performance
and the accuracy in constructing the graphs is one of our future directions. We plan to extend our prototype to an advanced program analysis technique without compromising the performance.

Our graph construction is based on the static code analysis. The current static analysis is not sound because it cannot represent the full app logic [26]. Advanced evasion techniques (e.g., dynamic loading, code obfuscation, and drive-by downloading) introduce inaccuracy in the graph construction because of the missing edges. This limitation poses challenges for detecting repackaged malware because our approach could not identify these dependence relations. In the drive-by downloading attack, the repackaged payload could be a simple logic to download malicious code. The downloaded code is isolated from the main component and performs malicious behaviors separately. To mitigate the limitation caused by the drive-by downloading, a possible solution is to combine our static analysis with dynamic monitoring. We construct the dependence graph including both original code and downloaded code. The aggregated code indicates the full app logic, which is the combination of original code and downloaded code in the app. The graph partition is based on the aggregated code. The classification is based on extracted DRegions from the aggregated code.

To reduce the under-approximation of the dependence-related graph, we also plan to extend the definitions of dependence relations as our future work. Our current approach defines three type of dependence relations (call, data and ICC dependences). Additional edge dependences can include reflection-based call relations and call relations from dynamically loaded code. For each additional dependence relation, we extend our approach with more specific analysis, e.g., dynamic monitoring and string analysis. Our future work is to extend the dependence relations for a more sound graph
construction.

**Dynamic Code.** Our current prototype is built on static analysis. How to analyze dynamic code is outside the scope of our analysis. Static analysis cannot accurately approximate dependence relations that can be only identified dynamically [115], e.g., calling through Java native interface (JNI) and native code. The lack of dynamic analysis results in missing edges during the graph construction, which may introduce extra DRegions in the classification. Extra DRegions skew classification results because of the imprecision of features. However, the impact of dynamic obfuscation is limited in our analysis. AndroidLeaks [63] found that only 7% of apps contain the native code. In our future work, we plan to extend our prototype with a hybrid static and dynamic analysis. The dynamic analysis is used to detect call relations by dynamic code loading. The hybrid analysis enhances the resistance of obfuscation techniques.

**Code Obfuscation.** Code obfuscation [81] can be utilized by malware writers to evade malware detection. For example, ProGuard\(^5\) is the default obfuscation tool suggested by Google. ProGuard obfuscates application classes and methods with short and unclear names. Our approach is resilient to the renaming-based obfuscation. The renaming-based obfuscation does not modify the data dependencies and call relations among classes. Our dependence-related graph is constructed by detecting different types of dependence relations. The region is identified based on the connectivity inside the graph, regardless of its class and method names. For more advanced obfuscation techniques, e.g., reflection, our current static analysis cannot detect these dependence relations. For example, there is no direct call invocation in the reflection method. The callee via the reflec-
tion is defined as a string and cannot be identified in the invocation instruction. The obfuscation introduces implicit dependence relations, which cannot be directly resolved in our analysis. For the future work, we aim to extend our approach with advanced reflection-targeted analysis techniques [86].

**Integrated Malware.** Our future work will generalize our heterogeneity analysis by supporting the analysis of complex code structures where there is no clear boundary between segments of code. Our current prototype is not designed to detect malicious DRegions that are semantically connected and integrated with the rest of an app. Advanced repackaged malware may be produced by adopting code rewriting techniques, where malicious code is triggered by hijacking normal code execution [50]. In that case, partitioning the dependence graph into DRegions would be challenging, because of their connectivities. However, to generate such malware, malicious writers need to have a more comprehensive knowledge about the execution of the original app, which is not common. One may need to make careful cuts to the dependence graph to isolate (superficially) connected components [26] [38], based on their semantics and functionality.

**Advanced Malware.** There is a trend that malware writers tend to abuse packing services to evade malware screening [149] [74]. Malware adopts code-packed techniques to prevent the analyst from acquiring app bytecode. Typical anti-analysis techniques include metadata modification and DEX encryption. These advanced malware poses challenges for our approach to construct CDG and MCG. Our approach cannot construct the dependence graph without obtaining the original dex code of an app. To mitigate the limitation, we could extend our approach with AppSpear [74] to increase the resilience towards the advanced malware. We apply AppSear as the pre-process
to extract legitimate DEX code. The DEX code is then used as the input in our approach to construct CDG and MCG for partition. Our future work will generalize our heterogeneity analysis by supporting anti-packing code extraction.

### 3.7 Conclusions and Future Work

We addressed the problem of detecting repackaged malware through code heterogeneity analysis. We demonstrated its application in classifying semantically disjoint code regions. Our preliminary experimental results showed that our prototype is very effective in detecting repackaged malware and Android malware in general. For future work, we plan to improve our code heterogeneity techniques by enhancing dependence graphs with context and flow sensitivities.
Algorithm 1: Class-level Dependence Graph Generation

Require: the class-set $S_C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n\}$, each class $C_i$ represents a list of methods. the Method-set of $C_i$: $S_{m}^i = \{m_{i1}, \ldots, m_{ik}\}$, where $m_{ij} \in C_i$ is a list of instructions in IR.

Ensure: class-level dependence graph $CDG = \{V, E\}$.

1: $V = \emptyset$, $E = \emptyset$

2: function Gen_CDG($CDG, S_C$)

3: for each $C_i \in S_C$ do

4: for each $m_{ik}^i \in S_{m}^i$ do

5: $S(m_{ik}^i) = \text{FindDependentClass}(m_{ik}^i)$

6: for each $C_j \in S(m_{ik}^i)$ do

7: if IsDataDependent($C_i, C_j$) then

8: UpdateCDG($C_i, C_j, CDG$)

9: end if

10: if IsICCDependent($C_i, C_j$) then

11: UpdateCDG($C_i, C_j, CDG$)

12: end if

13: if IsCallDependent($C_i, C_j$) then

14: UpdateCDG($C_i, C_j, CDG$)

15: end if

16: end for

17: end for

18: return $CDG$

19: end function
Chapter 4

Application Customization with Rewriting

4.1 Introduction

The research on mobile app security has been consistently focused on the problem of how to differentiate malicious apps from benign apps. Static data-flow analysis has been widely used for screening Android apps for malicious code or behavioral patterns (e.g., [63, 64, 90]). In addition, the use of machine-learning methods enables automatic malware recognition based on multiple data-flow features (e.g., [24, 117]).

These solutions are useful for security analysts who manage public app marketplaces or organizational app repositories. An organizational app repository is a private app sharing platform within an organization, the security of apps on which is regulated and approved by the organization based on its security policies and restrictions. For example, the organization may be a government agency
where employees with certain security clearance levels are required to install apps from the specified repository to their work phones. The organization may also be a company, where employees possessing highly sensitive proprietary information and trade secrets are required to install apps compliant with the company’s IT security policies.

In these scenarios, a security analyst is often faced with a new type of apps, besides malware and benign apps. These apps are mostly benign, but with undesirable behaviors that are incompatible with the organization’s policies. Such apps or app libraries may be from trustworthy companies or developers, and may have passed standard conventional screenings. However, the app contains potentially sensitive data flows that are incompatible with the organization’s policies. As requesting developers to change their code is oftentimes infeasible, current practices are to either reject the app or reluctantly accept it, despite its undesirable security behaviors. A similar dilemma is faced by individual users as well. For example, a privacy-conscious user may wish to dynamically restrict an app’s location sharing at runtime according to her specific preferences.

Our work is motivated by this new need of security customization of apps. A general-purpose framework for customizing the security of off-the-shelf apps would be extremely useful and timely. Such a framework involves several key operations: (1) [Prioritization] to identify problematic code regions in the original app, (2) [Modification] to modify the code and repackage the app. In addition, post-rewrite monitoring may be needed, if the access or sharing of sensitive data is determined dynamically. We have made substantial progress towards these goals. We report several new techniques, including quantitative risk metrics for ranking sensitive data flows and sinks in Android apps.
Existing app rewriting solutions for Android are limited in several aspects. These solutions are specific to certain code issues and are not designed for general-purpose security customization. For example, Davis and Chen performed an HTTP-specific rewriting that ensures the use of HTTPS in the retrofitted apps [49]. Rewriting for the Internet permission check has also been performed [61]. AppSealer [148] proposed a rewriting solution to mitigate component hijacking vulnerabilities. Due to the specific rewriting needs, the target locations to be rewritten are relatively straightforward to identify. Most of the existing solutions use direct parsing for code-region identification. Yet, oftentimes it is unclear which regions of the code need to be modified in order to achieve the best risk reduction. As shown in Figure 4.1a in Section 2, we found that it is not uncommon for real-world apps to have more than 100 sensitive flows (tainted flows based on SuSi labeling). If additional post-rewrite monitoring is required at runtime, then modifying every single sensitive flow or sink may substantially slow down the performance. Because the rewriting process at the binary or bytecode level is error-prone, minimizing the impact of rewriting on the original code structure is also important.

In this chapter, we demonstrate a practical security customization technique for Android apps. We first define a quantitative risk metric for sensitive flows and sinks in a taint-flow. For sensitive sinks, the metric summarizes all the sensitive flows that a sink is involved in. We design an efficient graph algorithm that computes the risks of all sensitive sinks in time linear to the size of a directed taint-flow graph $G$, i.e., $O(|E|)$, where $|E|$ is the number of edges in $G$. (A taint-flow graph is a specialized data-flow graph that only contains data flows originated from predefined sensitive sources and leading to predefined sensitive sinks.) The risk value of a sink is calculated based
on all the sensitive API calls made on the sensitive data flows leading to a sink. A sink may be associated with multiple such sensitive flows.

In order to rank risky sinks, we map sensitive API calls to quantitative risk values, using a maximum likelihood estimation approach through parameterizing machine-learning classifiers. These classifiers are trained with permission-based features and a labeled dataset. Then, we use the risk metric to identify and rewrite the sinks associated with the riskiest data flows without reducing the app’s functionality.

In addition to sink prioritization, we also demonstrate a practical Jimple-level code rewriting technique that can verify and terminate the riskiest sink at runtime. For the Android-specific inter-app inter-component communication (ICC) mechanism, we propose ICC relay to redirect an intent. We replace the original intent with a relay intent; the relay intent then redirects the potentially dangerous data flow to an external trusted app for runtime security policy enforcement. The communication between the modified app and the trusted app is via explicit-intent based ICC. The trusted app is where data owner may implement customized security policies.

The technical contributions of our work are summarized as follows.

1. We present a general sink-ranking approach that is useful for prioritizing sensitive data flows in Android apps. Specifically, our approach relies on two main technical enablers. The one enabler is a quantitative risk metric for sensitive flows and sinks in taint-flow graphs that is based on machine learning techniques.

   The other enabler is an efficient $O(|E|)$-time taint-graph based risk-propagation algorithm
that ensures the maximum coverage of all sensitive sources and internal nodes of a sink.

2. We implement a proof-of-concept prototype called ReDroid [116] ¹. We use ReDroid to demonstrate the usage of rewriting in defending ICC hijacking and privacy leak vulnerabilities. Our rewriting supports flow-based and sink-based rewriting, which is more feasible beyond the state-of-art rewriting solutions.

3. We have performed an extensive experimental evaluation on the validity of permission risks and sink rankings. Our manual inspection indicates that top risky sinks found by ReDroid are consistent with external reports. We compare various permission-based and non-permission-based risk metrics, in terms of their abilities to identify top risky sinks.

4. We demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of both inter-app ICC relay and logging-based rewriting techniques in testing DroidBench and ICC-bench apps. We also successfully customized recently released grayware. The customized app enables one to monitor runtime activities involving Java reflection, dynamic code loading, and URL strings.

Our ranking algorithm supports both sink ranking and flow ranking ². However, due to the interdependencies of flows, cutting a flow in the middle may cause much more runtime errors than removing the flow's end-point sink. In addition, a sink aggregates multiple flows, making them more risky than a single flow. Thus, we focus on rewriting sinks.

¹ReDroid is short for Rewriting AnDroid apps.
²Flow ranking is a special case of sink ranking in our Algorithm 2.
4.2 Overview

Before we give the overview of our approach in Section 6.3, we first show a few examples to motivate the needs for ranking sensitive data flows and rewriting apps for security.

We target data leaks in our current threat model, specifically data flows in an app that may result in the disclosure and exfiltration of sensitive data. With proper source-sink definitions, the proposed sink-ranking and rewriting-based monitoring framework can be extended to support other security applications, which is discussed in Section 4.3.5.

4.2.1 Motivation and Design Choices

Security Usage of App Rewriting. Table 4.1 summarizes the security applications with our rewriting. Our rewriting can identify multiple vulnerabilities such as ICC hijacking and privacy leak. We rewrite apps to enforce different security policies, these security policies help a security analyst efficiently detect vulnerable activities and offer security mitigations. Our rewriting framework can prevent vulnerabilities in stand alone apps and vulnerabilities in app communication channels. We elaborate our rewriting feasibility with more details in Section 4.4.1.

We envision two types of use scenarios for app rewriting tools as follows. Both scenarios are possible. However, before rewriting tools can be made fully reliable, automated, and usable, the second use scenario is unlikely.

1. Used by security analysts who manage app repositories. Security analysts retrofit off-the-
The distribution of the sensitive taint flows distinguished by source and sink pairs.

The distribution of # of sensitive sources and sinks in the app dataset.

Figure 4.1: The example for the distribution of sensitive flows and sources and sinks.

Shelf apps for organizational app repositories to make them comply with organizational security policies. Employees download retrofitted apps into their regulated work phones.

2. Used by individuals to customize privacy. Users have specific data-access preferences that cannot be satisfied by an off-the-shelf app and choose to retrofit the app.

**Flow and Sink Prioritizing.** Apps typically have a large number of sensitive flows. In order to show the importance of ranking these flows, we conduct an experiment on 100 apps that are randomly selected from Android Malware Genome Database [152]. We use FlowDroid [25] for static program analysis and SUSI [103] for labeling sensitive sources and sinks. Our sensitive source and sink definitions follow SUSI, where sources are calls to read sensitive data and sinks are calls that can leak sensitive data. Figure 4.1a shows the distribution of the number of sensitive flows. Figure 4.1b presents the distribution of the number of source and sink nodes. A single app can contain more than 20 distinct sinks. A data flow is sensitive, if any node on its path is labeled sensitive. These statistics indicate the complexity of sensitive flows and sinks in a single app. An
appropriate prioritizing mechanism would help a security analyst to facilitate the app monitoring, e.g., identifying most sensitive flows and sinks. The motivating experiment indicates the need for prioritizing sensitive flows and sensitive sinks according to systematic quantitative metrics.

**Flow-based Sink Ranking vs. Flow Ranking.** The risk of a sink should be associated with all the sensitive paths flowing into that sink, which usually involves many nodes besides the sink itself. A sink may be reachable by multiple sensitive flows. Therefore, the risk factors from all these flows need to be aggregated in order to completely reflect the risk of a sink. Our sink ranking is computed on flows, i.e., flow-based sink ranking. In comparison, computing the risk of a single flow is simpler. It can serve as a basic building block for computing the risk of a sink. Flow ranking is a special case of our sink ranking algorithm. However, flow ranking should not be used to guide the rewriting, as it may provide an incomplete risk profile of the code.

**Sink Rewriting vs. Flow Rewriting.** Once the most sensitive sink is identified, rewriting that end-point region likely produces a minimal impact on the app’s functionality. Revising a flow (e.g., cutting an internal edge) requires substantial more engineering efforts, due to the interdependency of flows. However, in some scenarios, flow rewriting may be more fine-grained than sink rewriting. For example, a sink may be associated with $n$ flows, only one of which is sensitive and needs to be modified. The other $n-1$ flows do not involve sensitive data or operations and can be left intact. Our logging based rewriting supports both flow- and sink-based rewriting. This strategy can log and inspect each node along a data flow. In contrast, the ICC relay is more focusing on sinks (e.g., startActivity) with ICC vulnerabilities.

**Sensitive API-based Risk vs. Permission-based Risk.** These two risk metrics are equivalent
Table 4.1: The vulnerabilities that can be identified by our rewriting framework. Our rewriting framework can identify vulnerabilities in stand alone apps and vulnerabilities in app communication channels.

in our model. We map the sensitive API calls of a data-flow path into their corresponding Android permissions, as shown in Figure 4.2. For example, `getLocation` API call is mapped to LOCATION permission. We then quantify permissions’ risks through statistical methods. Our risk-computation approach can be extended to support other types of risk definitions (e.g., by leveraging data-flow features in Android malware classifiers such as [24]).

**A Toy Example.** In Figure 4.2, we use a toy taint-flow graph (simplified from GoldDream) to illustrate several possible sink-ranking methods and how they impact security. The figure contains two sensitive source ($s_1$ and $s_2$), three sensitive sinks ($t_1$, $t_2$, and $t_3$) and several internal nodes, one of which involves a sensitive function. Android permissions associated with the functions are
shown at the bottom of nodes. Consider two approaches for ranking the risks of sensitive sinks: a sink-only approach and a source-sink approach. In the straightforward sink-only approach, the risk level of a sink is determined only by the sink’s function name and the permission it requires. This approach clearly cannot distinguish two different sinks sharing the same function name, e.g., $t_1$ and $t_3$. It is also unclear how to compare the risk level of $t_1$’s permission and $t_2$’s permission.

In a more complex source-sink approach, the risk of a sink is determined not only by the sink itself, but also by all of its sensitive sources. For example, in Figure 4.2 the risk of sink $t_2$ is associated with the permission set (PHONE\_ST, RECEIVE\_SMS, and INTERNET), where the first two permissions are from the two sources $s_1$ and $s_2$, and the last permission is from the sink itself. Although this source-sink approach also needs a method to quantify the risks of permissions, it is more desirable than the sink-only method. The reason is that the source-sink approach more accurately reflects sensitive flow properties.

This example indicates that a reasonable sink-ranking algorithm needs 1) to capture internal data dependences; 2) evidence-based quantification of risk. In ReDroid, we evaluate and compare several sink ranking mechanisms in terms of how they impact app rewriting.

### 4.2.2 Definitions

We describe the workflow of our flow-ranking analysis for sink ranking and rewriting. Our new capability is the efficient computation of end-to-end flow risks, quantifying risks associated with data-flow dependence. We first give several key definitions used in our model, including self risk,
Figure 4.2: An example of a taint-flow graph. Nodes represent function calls or instructions. Permissions (shown at the bottom of a node) associated with the functions (shown at the top of a node) are shown. Directed edges represent data dependence relations.

aggregate risk, and the standard taint-flow graph.

**Definition 5. Taint-flow graph** is a directed graph

\[ G(V, E, S, T) \] with source set \( S \subseteq V \) and sink set \( T \subseteq V \) and \( S \cap T = \emptyset \), where for any flow \( f = \{ v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_n \} \) in \( G \), \( v_0 \in S \) and \( v_n \in T \) and \( e = \{ v_i \rightarrow v_j \} \in E \). The flow \( f \) represents the taint-flow path from the source \( v_0 \) to the sink \( v_n \), which is denoted as \( f = \{ v_0 \rightsquigarrow v_n \} \).

The taint-flow graph is a subgraph of the data-flow graph. Our model considers two types of risks for each node in the taint-flow graph, self risk and aggregate risk, which are defined next.

**Self Risk.** Given a taint-flow graph \( G(V, E, S, T) \) and a node \( v \in V \), the self risk \( P_s[v] \) of \( v \) is the risk associated with \( v \)'s execution. \( P_s[v] = \emptyset \), if no risk is involved.
**Aggregate Risk.** Given a sink $t \in T$ in the taint-flow graph $G$, the aggregate risk $P[t]$ of sink $t$ is a set that represents the risks associated with the taint flows of $t$ under some aggregation function $\text{agg}_\text{func}()$.

Our instantiation of the risk metric is based on the analysis of risks associated with sensitive APIs on data flows into a sink. Therefore, self risk is also referred to as self permission, and aggregate risk is also referred to as aggregate permission for the rest of the chapter. We compute risk values of permissions through a maximum likelihood estimation approach.

In Section 4.3, we present two instantiations of the aggregation function $\text{agg}_\text{func}()$. One is a straightforward source-sink (SS) aggregation, where the aggregate risk of a sink is the union of self risks of the sink and its source(s). The other is the end-to-end (E2E) aggregation, which outputs all the permissions associated with all the taint flows that the sink is in. Our experiments compare how these two aggregation functions impact the flow-ranking accuracy.

### 4.2.3 Workflow

Figure 6.3 shows our workflow for sink ranking with graph propagation. We briefly describe these operations.

1. **Taint-flow Construction.** We generate the taint-flow graph that describes sensitive data flows from sources to sinks. Nodes in the taint-flow graph are mapped to their self risks, as defined above. This mapping process may vary, if different risk aggregation function is used.
We demonstrate two such functions, source-sink aggregation and end-to-end aggregation.

2. **Risk Propagation to Sinks.** The operation outputs the aggregate risk set for each sensitive sink. The propagation needs to efficiently traverse the data-dependence edges from sources to sinks. The key in designing the propagation algorithm is to visit each graph edge a constant number of times, realizing $O(|E|)$ complexity, where $|E|$ is the size of the graph edges. We present our solution in Section 4.3.1.

3. **Permission-Risk Mapping.** We follow a maximum likelihood estimation approach to produce a risk value for each permission empirically. Intuitively, the risk of a permission is high, if the permission is often requested by malware apps, but rarely by benign apps. With labeled training data and machine learning (ML) classifiers with permission-based features, we automatically map permissions to risk values $r \in [0, 1]$. We present our ML-solution in Section 4.3.3. ³

4. **Flow-based Sink Prioritization.** To obtain the risk score of a sink, one needs to quantify the risk associated with the sink’s aggregate permission. The risk score of a sink is computed by its correlated permissions with risk values. We rank the sinks according to their risk scores. The risk score of sinks captures its importance and security properties in the app.

Risk ranking guides the app customization for risk reduction. For example, one can choose to intercept the riskiest sink and relay the flow to a trusted runtime monitor. We describe several

³Other permission-risk quantification techniques may be used, e.g., Bayesian-Network based Android permission risk analysis [99].
security customization techniques in Section 4.3.4. Besides rewriting, the sink-ranking technique is also useful for static analysis based malware detection.

### 4.3 Risk Metrics and Computation

We aim to quantitatively compute and rank risks of sinks in an app. Our approach is to construct the sensitive taint-flow graph and compute the set of permissions associated with each flow through graph propagation algorithms. The aggregation algorithms find the accumulated risk factors (namely permissions) of a source-sink path in $O(|E|)$ complexity, where $|E|$ is the number of edges in the graph. Our risk is based on the permissions of sensitive APIs. Our pseudocode is given in

![Diagram of the workflow for prioritizing risky sinks.](image-url)
Algorithm 2 in the Appendix.

Next, we describe technical details of our operations. We present risk propagation in Section 4.3.1, permission mapping in Section 4.3.3 and rewriting in Section 4.3.4.

### 4.3.1 Risk Propagation

The purpose of risk propagation is to aggregate all risky flows associated with a sink.

**Graph Construction** We use Android-specific static program analysis tools (namely FlowDroid) to obtain the taint-flow graph $G(V, E, S, T)$, which represents the data dependence among code statements in the app from sensitive sources to sinks, where $n \in V$ is the statement in the code and $e = \{n_1 \rightarrow n_2\} \in E$ represents that $n_2$ is data dependent on $n_1$, $S \subseteq V$ is the sensitive source set $S$ and $T \subseteq V$ is the sensitive sink set. Loops may occur due to control dependence, e.g., while loops. Our subsequent permission aggregation only computes over distinct permissions. Because each loop execution involves the same set of permissions, we follow each loop only once. This reduction generates a directed acyclic graph $G(V, E, S, T)$.

Security analysts can customize their definitions of sensitive sources and sinks based on organizational security policies. These definitions impact the static taint analysis. For example, smaller sensitive sets usually give fewer sensitive flows required to rewrite.

**Transitive Reduction.** The purpose of transitive reduction is to maximally remove redundant edges while preserving reachability of the graph [20]. Transitive reduction helps us to reduce the iteration of edges in our quantitative propagation analysis. It does not affect our final results.
because it preserves the reachability from a source $s \in S$ to a sink $t \in T$. Specially, the reduced graph has the same nodes, sources, and sinks, but different edges. Transitive reduction transforms $G(V, E, S, T)$ into $G'(V, E', S, T)$.

Transitive reduction produces a directed acyclic graph (DAG). For each sink $t$, it has a subgraph reversely rooted by $t$, i.e., there exists a subgraph rooted by $t$, if the directions of edges are reversed.

**Risk Propagation to Sinks.** With the assignment of all the statements, we perform risk propagation analysis algorithm on the graph $G'(V, E', S, T)$. Each node in the graph is initialized with the corresponding self risk and the empty set as its aggregate risks. Specifically, we provide two different aggregation algorithms: SS (source-to-sink) aggregation and E2E (end-to-end) aggregation in Definition 6.

**Definition 6.** Denote a taint-flow path in a transitive reduced taint-flow graph $G'(V, E', S, T)$ by $f = \{s \leadsto n_1 \leadsto ... \leadsto n_i \leadsto t\}$, where $s \in S$, $t \in T$ and $n_i$ is an internal node on $f$. We define source-sink (SS) aggregation and end-to-end (E2E) aggregation methods as follows.

**SS aggregation.** The aggregate risk set $P[t]$ of a sink $t \in T$ is defined as

$$P[t] = P_s[t] \cup \bigcup_{\{s \in S \mid \exists f = \{s \leadsto t\}\}} P_s[s]$$

**E2E aggregation.** The aggregate risk set $P[t]$ of a sink $t \in T$ is defined as

$$P[t] = P_s[t] \cup \left\{ \bigcup_{\{s \in S, \{n_1...n_k\} \in f \mid \exists f = \{s \leadsto t\}\}} P_s[s] \cup P_s[n_1] \cup ... \cup P_s[n_k] \right\}$$
E2E aggregation for a sink $t$ generates a set that consists of all the distinct permissions corresponding to the taint-flow subgraph that is reversely rooted by $t$. The difference between the two aggregations is on the sensitive internal nodes. The SS aggregation only considers the sensitive sources and sinks, whereas the E2E aggregation includes the permissions of internal nodes. The E2E aggregation produces all the distinct permissions that are required by the taint-flow subgraph that is reversely rooted by a sink $t$. We show pseudocode of the aggregation algorithm.

4.3.2 Aggregation Algorithm

Following a taint flow, the aggregate risk set of a node is non-decreasing (i.e., increasing or stable). If $n_j$ is the successor of $n_i$ on a path, the permission used in $n_i$ is propagated to $n_j$. Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for the permission aggregation and risk computation.

For the example in Figure 4.2, the output of E2E and SS aggregations are the same for sinks $t_1$ and $t_2$, i.e., $P[t_1] =$ \{PHONE\_ST, SEND\_SMS\}, and $P[t_2] =$ \{PHONE\_ST, RECEIVE\_SMS, INTERNET\}. However, they are different for sink $t_3$. Specifically, for SS aggregation $P[t_3] =$ \{RECEIVE\_SMS, SEND\_SMS\}, whereas E2E aggregation has a larger aggregate risk set for the sink, which is $P[t_3] =$ \{RECEIVE\_SMS, READ\_SMS, SEND\_SMS\}. Our experiments in Section 4.4.2 show how they impact security and rewriting.

The flow-based sink aggregation algorithm can be modified to compute risk scores of flows. For a flow $f = \{v_0 \leadsto v_n\}$, risk value of node $n \in f$ is computed by $\text{getRiskValue}(n)$. The risk score of flow $f$ is computed though the propagation from $v_0$ to $v_n$ without aggregation of other flows.
4.3.3 Permission-Risk Mapping with Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The purpose of permission-risk mapping is to quantify the risk values of sensitive permissions. Although research has shown certain permissions are predictive of malware and researchers propose risk-quantification mechanisms for permissions (e.g., rule-based Kirin [58] and Bayesian-based probabilistic models [99]), how to use them for prioritizing sinks for rewriting has not been systematically studied.

**Definition 7. Sink Risk.** For a sink \( t \) in a taint-flow graph \( G \), we evaluate its risk based on its aggregate permissions \( P[t] \). In ReDroid, we compute \( r(t) \) as the summation of quantified permission risks:

\[
r(t) = \sum_{p \in P[t]} w(p)
\]

where \( w() \) is a function that maps a permission \( p \) to a quantitative risk value \( w(p) \).

We follow a maximum likelihood estimation approach, to empirically map a permission \( p \) to their quantitative risk value \( w(p) \). We parameterize binary classifiers with permission-based features. The task of binary classifiers is to label an unknown app as benign (negative) or malicious (positive). The optimal permission-risk mapping and configuration should maximize the accuracy of a binary classifier, i.e., low false positives (false alarms) and low false negatives (missed detection of malware).

We use the feature-importance value of a permission as a security measurement for the permission sensitivity. An important permission is an indicator of malicious apps, because malicious apps
request more critical permissions (e.g., READ_SMS) from empirical studies [24]. A permission (e.g., INTERNET) existing in both benign and malicious apps has a low importance value. Our method automatically maps a permission string into a quantitative risk value.

Our training set is selected from both malicious and benign app dataset. We evaluate several supervised learning techniques (e.g., KNN, SVM, Decision Tree and Random Forest) and compare their accuracy in Section 4.4.5. The Random Forest classifier achieves the highest accuracy. The evaluation of these classifiers is based on standard measurements, namely 10-fold cross-validation. We use the classifier that maximizes the classification accuracy to compute the risk values of permissions.

### 4.3.4 Automatic App Rewriting

We rewrite on the app’s intermediate representation Jimple, which is based on Java analysis framework Soot. We implement our rewriting framework by supporting Android-specific functions, e.g., ICC. Table 4.2 presents the comparison of ReDroid with existing Android rewriting frameworks. Our ReDroid supports more rewriting operations, including intent redirection, than current rewriting solutions. Unlike previous rewriting demonstrations on Smali (such as [49,130]), our inter-app ICC relay rewriting approach requires more substantial code modification.

The target sink can be selected by the sink prioritization. We identify a target sink based on its package, class and method names and the context of the sink (e.g., parameters). Once the target

---

4Without access to the code of existing solutions, we aim to release our framework to facilitate the reproduction of app rewriting.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rewriting Granularity</th>
<th>I-ARM-Droid [51]</th>
<th>ReDroid (Ours)</th>
<th>RetroSkeleton [49]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package-level (Repackage)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class-level (Class Inject)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method-level (Method Invoc.)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC-level (Intent Redirect)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-based Rewriting</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink-based Rewriting</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Comparison of ReDroid with existing Android rewriting frameworks. Method invoc. is short for method invocation to invoke a customized method instead of an original method. RetroSkeleton is implemented based on I-ARM-Droid. ReDroid supports more rewriting strategies than the existing frameworks.
sink is located, code modification is more challenging, as it needs to ensure the successful execution of the modified app. We reuse the registers and parameter fields from the original code. We replace the sink function with a new customized function. We compile the new function separately and extract its Jimple code. The new function’s parameters need to be compatible with the API specification and the context.

**Proactive Rewriting with Inter-app ICC Relay.** This ICC-relay strategy redirects data flows to the risky sink of an app to a trusted proxy app, so that the trusted proxy app can inspect the data before it is consumed (e.g., sent out). Our redirection mechanism leverages Android-specific inter-component communication (ICC) and explicit intent. Android ICC mechanism enables the communication among different apps [43].

The original intent is replaced by a new explicit intent that invokes methods in the proxy app in order to complete the task. The original intent is cloned and stored in a data field of the new explicit intent. This redirection mechanism gives the proxy an opportunity to inspect the sensitive data of the original intent at runtime. Specifically, once the trusted proxy receives a request from the rewritten app via ICC, the execution of the rewritten app is paused (i.e., onPause is invoked). The proxy can choose to log the requests and analyze them offline, or perform online inspections (with respect to pre-defined policies). Upon proxy’s completion, The original intent is re-constructed to allow the rewritten app to continue its execution. The execution of the app may be impacted by the invocation of the ICC, especially when the proxy’s inspection is performed online.

**Passive Rewriting with Logging.** Passive logging-based rewriting is useful for intercepting dynamically generated data structures that are related to risky sinks, e.g., a URL string in an HTTP
request that is manipulated along the taint flow. The static taint-flow analysis can detect the suspicious risky sink with strings as its parameters. However, the exact content of the string usually cannot be resolved through static analysis. Logging them to local storage enables offline inspection.

The advantages of the logging approach are two-fold. (1) It is relatively straightforward to implement at the Smali level, and (2) logging does not impact the execution path of the rewritten app. The rewritten app executes without interruption. However, the analysis in this approach is conducted offline, whereas the redirect mechanism can actively block data leaks at runtime if needed.

### 4.3.5 Discussion and Limitations

We discuss limitations of our approach and future directions. This chapter is focused on technical aspects of app modifications. Legal issues (e.g., copyright restrictions) are out of the scope of discussion.

**Flow Precision.** Static analysis cannot estimate exactly dynamic execution paths, our graph analysis is conservative and may over-approximate the permissions related to the sinks. Our prototype is built on the existing framework FlowDroid, for the facility of generating flow-sensitive graphs. Our approach can be also built on other program analysis frameworks, e.g., [63, 90]. Our main source of im precision in sink ranking comes from imprecise data-flow graphs. Current static program analysis over-approximates apps’ behaviors by considering all possible paths, including
some infeasible paths. The over-approximation in graphs introduces inaccuracy for our quantitave analysis. Thus, the corresponding aggregate permissions and risks of sinks in ReDroid may be overestimated.

**Dynamic Permission.** Google has recently introduced Android dynamic permission to protect user privacy\(^5\). Dynamic permission provides an interface for denying the access of reading private data (i.e., sources). However, dynamic permission ignores the data flow dependence. It cannot track data and estimate how the private data is abused. In contrast, our rewriting is based on ranked sinks with the aggregated sensitive data flows. Our approach can estimate the risk score of a dangerous sink and provide customized rewriting operations. In compliment with dynamic permission, our rewriting provides two-factor data verification for both sources and sinks.

**Rewriting Challenges.** Code rewriting requires substantial technique skills. If not careful, the retrofitted app may not be successfully recompiled or may crash at runtime. Our sink ranking and rewriting are automated. However, the current rewriting demonstration is based on the intermediate representation Jimple via reverse engineering. Current cutting-edge reverse engineering tools (e.g., Soot) cannot extract Jimple IR from native code or encrypted code. Therefore, more substantial work is needed for increasing the rewriting usability.

\(^5\)https://goo.gl/9FTnEL
4.4 Experimental Evaluation

We use FlowDroid [25] for static program analysis. Our mapping from a statement into the requested permission is based on PSCout [27]. It identifies 98 distinct permissions, and builds a one-to-one projection from 15,099 distinct statements to the corresponding permissions. Permission risk value is computed based on a machine learning toolkit Sklearn. We use Androguard to extract permissions from a large set of apps. The source and sink identifiers come from SUSI [103], which categorizes a large set of critical sources and sinks. The graph analysis is based on a standard Java graph library JGraphT. Unless stated otherwise, we use E2E aggregation to evaluate the properties of malicious and benign apps. The rewriting process is based on the assemble and disassemble tool Soot. The app is automatically modified to enforce security properties and recompiled into a new application. Our evaluation is performed on 923 malicious apps from Genome dataset and 683 free popular benign apps from Google Play. The benign apps are verified via the VirusTotal inspection\(^6\). These apps cover different categories and contain complex code structures. As we show in Figure 4.1, a single app contains 11 distinct sensitive sources and 19 distinct sensitive sinks on average.

We aim to answer the following questions through our evaluation: **RQ1:** Can ReDroid be used to rewrite real-world grayware and benchmark apps to defend vulnerabilities? (In Section 4.4.1). **RQ2:** Does the more complex E2E aggregation method provide higher accuracy in ranking (In Section 4.4.2)? **RQ3:** Are the ranking results consistent with manual validation (In Section 4.4.3)? **RQ4:** Is ReDroid flow-aware, i.e., being able to differentiate sinks with identical method names

\(^6\)https://www.virustotal.com/
(In Section 4.4.4)? **RQ5:** How accurate is our maximum likelihood estimation for the permission-risk mapping (In Section 4.4.5)? **RQ6:** How much is our analysis overhead (In Section 4.4.6)?

### 4.4.1 RQ1: Rewriting Apps for Security

We present the feasibility of ReDroid to detect and rewrite real-world grayware apps that previously have not been reported. We also demonstrate the ICC-relay based rewriting technique. Table 4.1 summarizes the security applications with our rewriting. We utilize benchmark apps to evaluate the feasibility of our rewriting framework. We also use two grayware examples to demonstrate how to use rewriting to mitigate static analysis limitations.

**Benchmark Suits Evaluation.** We evaluate our ICC relay and logging rewriting strategies on DroidBench(IccTA)\(^7\) and ICC-Bench\(^8\). Apps in the ICC-Bench contain ICC-based data leak vulnerabilities. DroidBench also involves collusion apps through inter-app communications. Logging based rewriting achieves 100% success rate in both rewriting and observing the modified behaviors. The reason why logging based rewriting achieves high accuracy is that the inspection of sensitive sinks does not violate the program control and data dependences. All the rewritten apps keep valid logic (without crashing) when we run these apps with Monkey\(^9\). We can detect private data in the intent by inspecting the logs at runtime. It is worth to note that the logging based rewriting is easily extended to support dynamic checking. By implementing a sensitivity checking function for the logged data, our logging based rewriting can terminate the sink invocation at runtime. Therefore,

---

\(^7\)https://github.com/secure-software-engineering/DroidBench/tree/iccta  
\(^8\)https://github.com/fgwei/ICC-Bench  
\(^9\)https://developer.android.com/studio/test/monkey.html
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App Category</th>
<th>#of ICC Exits</th>
<th>Logging Success</th>
<th>ICC Relay Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICCBench</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc Implicit Action</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc Implicit Category</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc Implicit Data</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icc Implicit Mix</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc Implicit Src Sink</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc DynRegister</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DroidBench(IccTA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iac StatActivity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icc StartActivity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iac StartService</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iac Broadcast</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Evaluation of ICC relay and logging based rewriting on benchmark apps. The column of Re. means the number of apps that can run without crashing after rewriting. The column of In. means the number of apps that we can successfully invoke the sensitive sink and observe the modified behaviors.
the logging based rewriting is more suitable to defend privacy leak vulnerabilities in stand-alone apps.

For ICC relay rewriting, we can successfully rewrite all the apps but fail to redirect the intent in two cases. The failed two cases belong to the `icc_startActivity` category, where the receiver component `InFlowActivity` is protected and not exposed to components outside the app. Our ICC relay cannot reinvoke the receiver component from the outsider proxy app. Except the two cases, our rewriting are able to relay and redirect all the intents in the inter-app communications (IAC). Furthermore, implicit intents only specify the properties of receiver components by actions or categories. Adversarial apps can intercept implicit intents by ICC hijacking. Our ICC relay is capable to relay the implicit intent and inspect the receiver components. Therefore, the ICC relay is more suitable to defend IAC-based vulnerabilities.

**Grayware I – Reflection and DexClassLoad.** The grayware app belongs to the game category targeting Pokemon fans. It is a puzzle game based on the Pokemon-Go app. The package called `mobi.rhmjpuj.ghmjvk.sprvropjgtn` appears on a third-party market (AppChina Market). VirusTotal reports it as benign \(^{10}\). However, we found multiple permissions registered in the app, e.g., WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE, GET_TASKS, PHONE_STATE, SYSTEM, RESTART_PACKAGES and etc. This puzzle app is potentially risky, as it appears to request for more permissions than necessary and has dynamically loaded code (e.g., `DexClassLoad`) and reflection methods (e.g., `java.lang.reflect`).

We use ReDroid to perform the logging-based rewriting, aiming to intercepting reflection and

\(^{10}\)We submitted two grayware APKs to VirusTotal on Aug-10-2016
Dexloaded strings. For reflection, we focus on strings related to get class and method names (e.g., `Class.forName` and `Class.getMethod`) before `reflect.invoke` is triggered. For dynamic dex loading, we focus on strings before they are passed into `system.DexClassLoader.loadClass` to dynamically load classes. The sensitive string parameters are logged by ReDroid. We test the rewritten app on an emulator, using `Monkey`. During our execution (nearly 100 seconds), the reflection and dynamically loaded classes showed no suspicious activities.

This customization demonstrates the monitoring of Java reflection and dynamic code loading regions through rewriting. The monitoring of activities from rewritten apps can be automated with minimal human interactions with pre-defined rules and filters. App customization provides opportunities to perform dynamic monitoring of apps in production environments.

**Grayware II – URL Strings.** The grayware app belongs to the wallpaper category targeting Pokemon-Go fans. It is a Pokemon wallpaper app. The package called `com.vlocker.theme575c30395*` appears on a third-party Android app market (Anzhi Market). The app was released leveraging the world-wide popularity of the Pokemon-Go app. Only 1 out of 55 anti-virus scanners reports this app as potentially risky. However, the wallpaper app contains a large number of sensitive sinks as `URL.init()`, `file.write()`, `executeHttp()`. It requests multiple permissions, including writing settings: `WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE`, modifying the file system: `FILESYSTEMS`, intercepting calls: `PROCESS_OUTGOING_CALLS`, and changing network state with the permission: `CHANGE_NETWORK_STATE`. These permissions enable the wallpaper app to read sensitive information and modify the device state. We rewrote the URL related sink, e.g., `net.URL.init(String)` to log string type data before calling `net.URL.openConnection()`. We
tested the rewritten app on an emulator, using Monkey. By analyzing the logged events, we found that private data (e.g., phone ID, IMEI) is leaked through a network request, when a user clicks on an image. Similarly as above, the monitoring of activities from rewritten apps can be automated.

### 4.4.2 RQ2: Comparison of Ranking Accuracy

We compare our SS and E2E aggregation with the following sink-ranking metrics in terms of their accuracy in identifying the riskiest sinks. In the *in-degree* metric, the sensitive sink’s risk score is determined by its in-degree on a taint-flow graph. In the *sink-only* metric, the sensitive sink’s risk score is determined by the risk of this sink’s self permission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apps</th>
<th>In-degree</th>
<th>Sink-only</th>
<th>SS Aggre.</th>
<th>E2E Aggre.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Percentage of (malicious or benign) apps whose riskiest sink under a metric (in-degree, sink-only, or SS aggregation) is the same as the riskiest sink under the E2E aggregation metric (i.e., correctness of results using E2E as the ground truth).

Table 4.4 compares the result of the riskiest sink selection among several risk metrics. The comparison is expressed as the result consistencies, with respect to the E2E aggregation metric. For only 25% of the malware apps, the sink-only approach produces consistent riskiest sink result with
E2E. This rate is higher at 47% for benign apps. The in-degree approach clearly has a very low consistency with E2E, i.e, they disagree on most rankings.

Although both SS and E2E achieve higher accuracy, they disagree on long taint-flow paths that have sensitive internal nodes. Internal nodes (i.e., non-sink and non-source) on taint flows may also involve sensitive permissions. For example, in app cc.halley.droid.qwiz, a sensitive taint flow as: findVlewbyId() → getActiveNetworkInfo() → outputStream() → Log.e(). Both source findVlewbyId() and sink Log.e() are permission-insensitive, however, the sensitive internal codes on the path increases the sensitivity of the sink. getActiveNetworkInfo() is associated with permission NETWORK and outputStream() is associated with permission EXTERNAL_STORAGE.

The path is risky, because the internal nodes involve critical permission. Network state information is propagated and may be potentially leaked along the path. A lack of coverage on the internal sensitive nodes introduces ranking inaccuracy. These results confirm that the comprehensive coverage of permission-requiring nodes in E2E aggregation is useful in practice.

We compare the permission propagation properties in malicious and benign apps. We consider two conditions, A and B, which are defined next. Table 4.5 presents the percentages of apps that exhibit such conditions. The experimental results show a large number of apps, especially malware, involve multiple (≥ 2) sensitive permissions on taint flows. They indirectly validate the importance of flow-based permission propagation and aggregation algorithm.

**Condition A** is where the risk of the aggregate permission of the riskiest sink is greater than the risk of the sink’s self permission.
**Condition B** is where the risk of the aggregate permission of the riskiest sink is greater than the risk of the (aggregated) self permissions of its corresponding sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Condition A</th>
<th>Condition B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Percentages of malware and benign apps that exhibit conditions A and B, respectively, where condition A is where the risk of the aggregate permission of the riskiest sink is greater than the risk of the sink’s self permission, and condition B is where the risk of the aggregate permission of the riskiest sink is greater than the risk of (aggregated) self permissions of its corresponding sources.

### 4.4.3 RQ3: Validation of Sink Priorities

Because of the lack of benchmarks, validating the quality of sink priorities is challenging. We perform manual inspections by comparing the riskiest sinks with the descriptions for known grayware and malware apps, to ensure our outputs are consistent and compatible with English descriptions found in security websites and articles. The in-depth literature on grayware is scant, which increases the difficulty of this validation.

For grayware apps **jp.co.jags** and **android.TigerJumping**, our analysis returns the risky method **net.URL** located in the **jp.Adlantis** package. This finding is consistent with previous report stating

---

11We aim to release our dataset as a benchmark.
that Adlantis libraries cause binary-classification based malware detection to fail [117].

For grayware apps org.ohny.weekend, org.qstar.guardx and uk.org.crampton.battery, our analysis returns the risky sink `execute()` located in an ad package com.android.Flurry. This ad library was previously reported to demonstrate excessive amounts of unauthorized operations by researchers [55].

For malware in the Geinimi family (e.g., Geinimi–037c*.apk), our analysis identifies the risky sink `sendTextMessage`. This sink is confirmed by a security report 12. It is identified as a trojan to send critical messages to a premium number.

For malware in Plankton family (e.g., Plankton–5aff*.apk), our analysis returns the risky sink `execute(HTTPRequest)` associated with aggregate permission as READ_PHONE_STATE (from a source `getDeviceId()`) and INTERNET. Our finding is consistent with the report of this malware, which refers to it as the spyware with background stealthy behaviors involving a remote server 13.

For malware in DroidDream (e.g., DroidDream–fed6*.apk), our analysis returns the risky sink `write(byte[])` in package `android.root.setting`. An external report cites this malware for root privilege escalation 14. These manual validation efforts provide the initial evidences indicating the quality of our ranking results.

---

13https://www.csc.ncsu.edu/faculty/jiang/Plankton/
14https://blog.lookout.com/droiddream/
4.4.4 RQ4: Case Study on Sensitive Taint Flows

We use a real-world app DroidKungFu3–1cf4d* to illustrate the importance of risk propagation. This app has four distinct sinks sharing the same method name. The method name is android.util.Log. This function requires no permission, i.e., self permission is $\emptyset$. Yet, the four sinks have different risk scores computed by our risk aggregation procedure. Table 4.6 presents the four sinks with their risk scores.

The sink with the highest risk score involves three distinct permissions READ_PHONE_STATE, LOCATION and INTERNET. The sources `getLine1Number()`, `getDeviceId()`, `getSubscribeId()` and `getSimSerialNumber()` are related to READ_PHONE_STATE permission. The source `getLastKnownLocation()` and the internal node `getLongitude()` are related to LOCATION permission. The `execute(HttpUriRequest)` and `openConnection()` are related to INTERNET permission. `getIntent()` requires no permission. Although these sinks share the same function name, the riskiest sink $T_1$ involves more critical paths than the others.

- $T_1$: `getLastKnownLocation()` $\rightarrow$ `getLongitude()` $\rightarrow$ $T_1$, `getLine1Number()` $\rightarrow$ $T_1$, `getDeviceId()` $\rightarrow$ $T_1$, `getSubscribeId()` $\rightarrow$ $T_1$, `getSimSerialNumber()` $\rightarrow$ $T_1$, `execute(Http)` $\rightarrow$ $T_1$.
- $T_2$: `execute(HttpUriRequest)` $\rightarrow$ $T_2$, `getLine1Number()` $\rightarrow$ $T_2$, `getDeviceId()` $\rightarrow$ $T_2$.
- $T_3$: `openConnection()` $\rightarrow$ $T_3$.
- $T_4$: `getIntent()` $\rightarrow$ $T_4$. 
Table 4.6: A case study for sink $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$ and $T_4$. $T_i$ represents the sink ID, $C$ represents the class name, $M$ represents the method name, $F$ represents the function name. They have different risk scores with a same function `android.util.Log: int e` under different classes and methods inside an app DroidKungFu3–1cf4d*. E2E and SS aggregations identify the same sensitive sink. $T_1$ is the riskiest sink with more critical taint flows and permissions.
4.4.5 RQ5: Quality of Likelihood Estimation

We test four different machine learning approaches: Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree (D.Tree) and Random Forest (R.Forest). The benign apps are collected from official app market Google Play. The malicious apps are selected from popular malware database Genome and VirusShare. The permissions of an app are transformed into features for each classifier. Each permission corresponds to a certain position in a feature vector, where 1 means the app registers for this permission and 0 means the app does not register for this permission. We apply two standard evaluation measurements: 10-fold cross-validation and ROC curve. 10-fold cross-validation divides the dataset into 10 folds.

We compute the average accuracy rate and F-score to evaluate these classifiers. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve draws a statistic curve and computes an area under curve (AUC) value. A higher AUC value represents a better classification capacity.

Table 4.7 presents the detection accuracy of four different classifiers. Random Forest achieves the highest accuracy and AUC value among these four classifiers. In ReDroid, we calculate the risk value for each permission in the random forest classifier. Specifically, READ_PHONE_STATE achieves highest risk value as 0.149. The reason why READ_PHONE_STATE is most sensitive is because it enables an app to access private phone information, e.g., device Id and current phone state. Malicious apps abuse this permission for collecting privacy information. These sensitive permissions have higher risk values, because they are associated with malicious behaviors. In our quantitative analysis, the risk values of permissions are used as the input for initialization of
Table 4.7: Compare classification performance with two different measurements: 10-fold cross-validation and ROC curve with AUC value. Random Forest achieves highest accuracy in the four different classifiers. The detection achieves 96% accuracy for distinguishing malicious and benign apps.

4.4.6 RQ6: Analysis Overhead

We compare the runtime of Algorithm 2 under two SS and E2E aggregations in Figure 5.4. Experiments were performed over both benign and malware datasets on a Linux machine with Intel Xeon CPU (@3.50GHz) and 16G memory. Figure 5.4 presents the four runtime distributions in log scale. The runtime is focusing on the permission propagation analysis with the input of the transitive reduced graph and the output of sorted sinks. Both E2E and SS aggregations have a similar low overhead of around 0.1 second. E2E has an additional 4% overhead than SS on

Runtime measured excludes FlowDroid and maximum likelihood estimation.
Figure 4.4: Runtime of permission propagation in Algorithm 2 on malware and benign apps under SS and E2E aggregation functions, respectively. Both aggregation methods have a low average runtime of around 0.1 second, with E2E aggregation slightly slower than SS.

The average runtime of malware is larger than that of benign apps, because malware apps typically have more sensitive sinks and complex graph structures. The performance results confirm the efficiency of our graph algorithm.

We evaluate rewriting performance based on the file size overhead. The benchmark apps come from DroidBench and ICC-Bench in Section 4.4.1). On average, both logging and ICC relay based rewriting achieves nearly 1% size overhead, which is relatively negotiable. Our approach is very efficient in rewriting benchmark apps. We also discuss the sources that introduce size overhead in practical rewriting scenarios. 1) The complexity of rewriting. If the rewriting strategy is very complex, e.g., dynamic checking with multiple conditions, we need to implement more rewriting functions. 2) The number of impacted code in rewriting. If we need to rewrite a large number of sinks in an app, the rewriting overhead increases significantly. Therefore, with the sensitive sink prioritization, we could optimize the number of sinks for rewriting based on the sensitivity ranking.
4.5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we present two new technical contributions for Android security, a quantitative risk metric for evaluating sensitive flows and sinks, and a risk propagation algorithm for computing the risks. We implement a prototype called ReDroid, and demonstrate the feasibility of both ICC-relay and logging-based rewriting techniques.

ReDroid is a tool for (1) quantitatively ranking sensitive data flows and sinks of Android apps and (2) customizing apps to enhance security. Our work is motivated by apps that appear mostly benign but with some security concerns, e.g., risky flows incompatible with organizational policies, aggressive ad libraries, or dynamic code that cannot be statically reasoned. We extensively evaluated and demonstrated how sink ranking is useful for rewriting grayware to improve security. Our risk metrics are more general and can be applied in multiple security scenarios. For future research, we plan to focus on supporting automatic rewriting with flexible security policy specifications.
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for computing risk scores of sinks from the risk propagation. The function `getSelfPermission()` is used to compute the self risk. The function `getRiskValue()` is used to compute the risk value for each permission with machine learning.

**Input:** The sensitive taint-flow graph $G$ a program.

**Output:** The sink set $T$ with risk scores.

1: function PERAGGREGRE(Graph $G(V, E, S, T)$, aggregation function $agg$-func)
2: \hspace{1cm} $V_{sort}$ = TOPOLOGICAL-SORT($G$)
3: \hspace{1cm} $G'(V, E', S, T)$ = TRANSITIVE-REDUCTION($G, V_{sort}$)
4: */$P$ is a hashmap representing the aggregate permissions for all nodes in $G$, and $r$ is the hashmap representing the risk score for all nodes in $G$ */
5: \hspace{1cm} for each $v \in V$ do
6: \hspace{2cm} $P[v] = \emptyset$, $r[v] = 0$
7: \hspace{1cm} end for
8: \hspace{1cm} if $agg$-func $==$ E2E then
9: \hspace{2cm} /* In case of E2E aggregation */
10: \hspace{2cm} for each $v \in V$ do
11: \hspace{3cm} $P[v] = \text{getSelfPermission}(v)$
12: \hspace{2cm} end for
13: \hspace{1cm} else $agg$-func $==$ SS
14: \hspace{2cm} /* In case of SS aggregation */
15: \hspace{2cm} for each $v \in S \cup T$ do
16: \hspace{3cm} $P[v] = \text{getSelfPermission}(v)$
17: \hspace{2cm} end for
18: \hspace{1cm} end if
19: /* Propagation of sensitive permissions */
20: \hspace{1cm} for ($i = 1$ $\rightarrow$ $V_{sort}$.size()) do
21: \hspace{2cm} $v = V_{sort}[i]$
22: \hspace{2cm} for each $e = \{v_1 \rightarrow v\}$ $\in G'$ do
23: \hspace{3cm} $P[v] = P[v] \cup P[v_1]$
24: \hspace{2cm} end for
25: \hspace{2cm} if $v \in T$ then
26: \hspace{3cm} for each $p \in P[v]$ do
27: \hspace{4cm} /* Map permissions to risk values */
28: \hspace{4cm} $r[v]++ = \text{getRiskValue}(p)$
29: \hspace{3cm} end for
30: \hspace{2cm} end if
31: \hspace{2cm} end for
32: \hspace{1cm} return $r$
33: end function
Chapter 5

Automatic Application Customization with Natural Language Processing

5.1 Introduction

The popularity of Android apps introduces new opportunities and challenges in security research. Existing research aims at detecting malware [24, 25, 56, 96, 117, 118, 126, 147]. These approaches screen malware with reasonable success. However, these approaches are designed for general-purpose malware detection. They are not targeted to modify apps or restrict app behaviors. The post-detection customization is necessary for app security enforcement. Users utilize app customization to protect privacy and enhance security. In this chapter, we consider the problem of app customization by rewriting apps’ bytecode. We explore the possibilities to have a better user
interface for everyone to programs. We motivate our approach to enlarge the popularity of users who can use app customization techniques. Our goal is to provide a more user friendly interface for app customization.

We motivate the need of app customization in three aspects: 1) Customized security preferences. Users have individual privacy preferences on the personal data. The number of people who do not trust mobile apps is growing rapidly [11]. A recent survey suggests that 54% of mobile users are worried about personal privacy [16]. Users would like to customize apps for individual privacy preferences. 2) Economic reasons. Legitimate apps may potentially snoop on users’ private data and track their activities. Untrusted libraries are capable of collecting information without user awareness. Users would like to customize apps for better security and privacy. 3) Transparency of app logic. Users are unaware of how their data is used and transformed. Sensitive data could be acquired and transmitted in multiple ways (e.g., to other apps or the internet). Apps contain complex code structures and multiple components (e.g., activities and services), and generally users do not know the inner working of the apps they install.

These factors push the need for app customization. Users have motivations to customize apps and restrict private data usage. A user friendly interface could significantly facilitate the app customization process. Security analysts and normal users benefit from the interface for generating security-oriented customization policies. The technical challenge to build a natural language interface to programs is the semantic gap between language-level representations and program-level specifications. Google makes a recent effort with Android dynamic permission [2]. Dynamic permission allows users to deny access to private data on the system level. It only provides limited
operations: turning access on or off. General app rewriting solutions [49, 61] are based on straightforward function parsing. They are neither capable of extracting user intentions nor feasible for complex customization requirements. Current language-based control systems support functionalities for particular tasks, e.g., opening a door or turning on a TV. However, security-oriented app customization requires the modification of apps to match domain specific requirements. These domain specific requirements are generally generated by a limited number of security analysts or experts. How to reduce the semantic gap is still unclear in the existing solutions.

Our goal is to provide a natural language interface to programs for app customization. A naive approach is to ask users to complete questionnaires and surveys. Security specifications are extracted by experienced experts from these questionnaires and surveys. This approach needs manual verification and is not scalable for general app customization. It is tedious and error-prone to ask users for security policies. Inspired by recent achievements in language understanding, our approach identifies user intentions from natural languages. We aim to reduce the semantic gap from natural languages to rewriting specifications. The semantic gap is that language-level sentences and code-level rewriting contain different structures and representations. Our main technical challenge is to eliminate the semantic gap between the two abstractions of representations.

In this chapter, we present IronDroid, a new app customization tool with a natural language interface. IronDroid enables automatic app rewriting with security-oriented natural language analysis. We propose a new mining algorithm to extract user security preferences from natural languages. The rewriting specification is extracted via a user-intention-guided taint flow analysis. The rewriting specification focuses on the sensitive sinks that result in privacy violation. The app is au-
tomatically modified by following rewriting specifications. In our design, we provide an efficient interface for language-level and code-level representation transition, blazing the trail toward usable app customization for a more usable rewriting solution. We also demonstrate a general rewriting framework which supports complex app modifications. We summarize our contributions as follows:

- We study the problem of an automatic rewriting framework for app customization. We present an interface design for generating rewriting specifications from languages. Our prototype IronDroid extracts user intentions from natural languages and customizes apps appropriately. IronDroid efficiently transforms natural language descriptions into rewriting specifications.

- We provide a new graph-mining-based algorithm to identify user intentions from natural languages. We propose a user-intention-based taint flow analysis for mapping natural languages into rewriting specifications. We build a general rewriting framework that is feasible for complex app customization.

- We implemented an automatic rewriting framework for app customization. In the experiment, our approach achieves 90.2% in understanding user intentions, a significant improvement over the state-of-the-art solution. Our framework supports more rewriting operations than existing solutions. Our rewriting successfully rewrites all benchmark apps. Our approach introduces negligible 3.3% overhead in rewriting. We also extend IronDroid for practical privacy protection in real-world apps.
In this chapter, we explore the possibilities for a natural language interface for app customization. Our work presents an enabling technology to enhance app security with a natural language interface. Although understanding languages for generating security-oriented rewriting policies is challenging, we make impressive progress toward automatic app customization. Our design includes natural language transition, rewriting specification extraction, user-intention-guided guided taint flow analysis and automatic app rewriting. Our approach presents the first attempt for natural language supported app customization. The integration of app customization with natural language processing would significantly enlarge the popularity to apply security-oriented app customization techniques. The interface would allow users to protect privacy and enhance security more easily.

We point out the challenges for processing language sentences to rewrite specifications. We provide several possible mitigations to improve the practical usability of the prototype. IronDroid is able to restrict and rewrite app behaviors for security purposes. A more advanced version of our approach could be embedded into voice control assistants (e.g., Siri [3], Alexa [1]). However, before natural language analysis and taint flow analysis can be made fully reliable and usable, the use scenario is unlikely.

5.2 Overview

In this section, we present security applications of rewriting, our assumption, technical challenges and the definitions needed to understand our approach.
5.2.1 Technical Challenges And Assumption

**Security applications of rewriting.** We summarize two rewriting scenarios for security.

**Policy Enforcement.** Organization administrators could use rewriting to enforce organization security policies. The security policies can be customized to meet organization requirements. A natural language interface reduces manual efforts to define security policies.

**Privacy Protection.** Users could use rewriting to protect privacy. A natural language interface provides possibilities for a user to specify her personal security concern. The interface rewrites the app to satisfy a user’s expectations.

**Goal.** In this chapter, our goal is to design a natural language interface to programs for rewriting. Although accurately understanding natural languages is challenging in practice, we elaborate our efforts towards applying languages processing in security-oriented rewriting. the interface enlarges the population (e.g., normal users and analysts) to adopt app customization for security. The interface transforms a language sentence into program inputs (i.e., sources and sinks) for generating rewriting specifications. Our current rewriting specifications only focus on the sinks with privacy violation. We rewrite sensitive sinks to enhance security of an app.

**Assumption.** We assume apps that pass the vetting process are still not fully trusted. The assumption is reasonable because a recent study found hundreds of untrusted apps in the official market\(^1\). Users have privacy concerns on the data usage inside an app. Private data can be potentially leaked via a sensitive sink without user notification.

\(^1\)https://goo.gl/naZx8S
Challenges. Identifying semantic elements and dependence relations in sentences has been studied in the NLP community. However, these techniques like name entity recognition [93] or relation extraction [28] cannot be directly applied for our purpose. They are not designed for the domain of app customization. Furthermore, app rewriting modifies programs on the code level. Programs consist of type-formatted code, which expresses little semantic information. Developing such tool needs comprehensive considerations across different domains. The main technique challenge is the mapping natural languages to program inputs for rewriting. It would be very difficult in practice to process users’ sentences in free forms. In our design, we require the sentences in a structured format that can be parsed by our prototype. We discuss how to deal with more natural expressions as our future direction in Section 5.6. In the example, the user concerns on the device information, and cares whether it is leaked by text messages. We use this sentence as a running example through our analysis.

Never share my device information, if it is sent out in text messages.

We aim to rewrite an app based on the above sentence. In summary, we face two major technical challenges:

- **Sentimental intention towards security objects.** Given a sentence, we extract both the security-related object and the sentimental value towards the object. Table 5.1 demonstrates different goals for traditional NLP analysis and ours. Traditional NLP analysis identifies the sentimental value for the whole sentence [108]. In contrast, our approach detects user intentions toward a security-related object. Extracting user intentions for personalized security is 

---

2In our prototype, we expect users express the sentence in a structured and clear format.
Table 5.1: Difference between sentimental analysis towards a sentence and a security object/word. The example shows inconsistent sentimental values between sentences and security objects. Comparing with stanfordNLP, we use sentimental analysis for a different purpose. We use the analysis for generating rewriting specifications. The positive/negative in stanfordNLP means the overall combination of positive and negative words in a sentence. The positive/negative in IronDroid means the trustworthiness towards a security object from a user perspective. In the first example, StanfordNLP identifies the sentimental value is positive because the overall attitude of this sentence is positive. IronDroid identifies the sentimental value for location is negative because the user does not want to share location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Security Object</th>
<th>StanfordNLP (sentence)</th>
<th>Ours (object)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please block the location</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never disable my location</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not share my location</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
challenging. We build our graph mining techniques to extract security objects. An alternative method is a keyword-based searching algorithm. We demonstrate the imprecision of the keyword-based searching in the evaluation. The imprecision is due to the lack of sentence semantic analysis.

- **Semantic gaps between human languages and app rewriting.** Human languages and app rewriting have different representations. Rewriting specifications are identical to program code structures, while human languages have no direct correlations with the code structures. Mapping language-level user intentions to code-level specifications is challenging. We eliminate the semantic gap by identifying *private data leak vulnerabilities*. We semantically map user intentions into program analysis inputs. A user-intention-guided taint flow analysis is introduced for app rewriting.

### 5.2.2 Definitions

We give several key definitions used in our model, including user intention predicate, the taint flow graph and rewriting specification. We define user intention predicate $T_s$ for extracting user intentions towards a security object.

**Definition 8.** *User Intention Predicate* is a tuple $T_s = \{p, s, c\}$ extracted from a sentence $S_{\text{user}}$, $p$ is a security object from the predefined object set $P$, where $p \in P$. $s$ is a sentimental value $s \in \{1, -1\}$, where -1 means the negative attitude and 1 means the positive attitude. $c$ is the constraint string for the object $p$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User input examples</th>
<th>Object ( p )</th>
<th>Source APIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentimental ( s )</td>
<td>Source APIs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint ( c )</td>
<td>Sink APIs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Never share my device information,</strong>&lt;/br&gt;if it is sent out in text messages.</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>getDevicId()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>getSubscriberId()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( s = -1 )</td>
<td>u.stop, u.trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sent out in text messages</td>
<td>sendTextMessage()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sendDataMessage()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do not release my location outside this app.</strong></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>getLatitude()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>getLongitude()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( s = -1 )</td>
<td>u.stop, u.trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>outside this app</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do not share my location,</strong>&lt;/br&gt;if it is sent out to the internet.</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>getLatitude()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>getLongitude()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( s = -1 )</td>
<td>u.stop, u.trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to the internet</td>
<td>HttpExecute()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SocketConnect()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>URLConnect()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The app can share my audio content,</strong>&lt;/br&gt;if needed.</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>AudioRead()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( s = 1 )</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>if needed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Examples of extracting user intention predicates and mapping them to taint flow analysis inputs. We aim to generate a mapping from a language to code-level inputs. * means we return all possible functions. N/A means we could not find a semantic mapping. In rewriting, \( u.stop|u.trigger \) means the invocation of the unit is prohibited if invoking the unit triggers the privacy violation.
\[ s = -1 \] means users do not trust the app and could limit the use of private data that is related to \( p \).

We define a taint flow graph \( G \) for app program analysis. Taint flow graph \( G \) statically captures the app behaviors with program analysis. We utilize \( G \) for a user-intention-guided taint flow analysis.

**Definition 9. Taint Flow Graph** is a directed graph \( G(V, E, S, T) \) with source set \( S \subseteq V \) and sink set \( T \subseteq V \) and \( S \cap T = \emptyset \), where for any flow \( f = \{v_0, v_1...v_n\} \) in \( G \), \( v_0 \in S \) and \( v_n \in T \) and \( e = \{v_i \rightarrow v_j\} \in E \). The flow \( f \) represents the taint-flow path from the source \( v_0 \) to the sink \( v_n \), which is denoted as \( f = \{v_0 \leadsto v_n\} \).

We define rewriting specification \( R_r \) for app rewriting. The unit \( u \) is a line of code in the intermediate representation (IR). The \( op \) captures the rewriting operation towards unit \( u \). The \( op \) is based on the sentimental value \( s \) in \( T_s \). If \( s = -1 \), our rewriting would terminate the invocation of \( u \) if the invocation of \( u \) violates users’ expectations. If \( s = 1 \), our rewriting would pass the verification of \( u \), which has no impact on app behaviors. If an app contains multiple units in \( R = \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} R_i \), we iteratively rewrite each unit \( u \).

**Definition 10. Rewriting Specification** is a tuple \( R_r = \{u, op\} \) for rewriting an app \( A \). \( u \) is a unit/statement in the app and \( op \) is an operation to rewrite this unit \( u \). In rewriting, we have \( A(R) \Rightarrow A' \), where \( R = \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} R_i \), \( R_i \) is the rewriting specification for unit \( u_i \) and \( A' \) is the rewritten application.

**Example and Focus.** In our running example, for the user intention predicate \( T_s \), we have \( p = \{\text{Phone}\} \) because the user considers most on the phone data, \( s = -1 \) because the user does not want to share the data, and \( e = \{\text{if it is sent out in text messages}\} \). We find one unit \( u \) for the
Figure 5.1: Workflow of our approach. Our approach consists of three major components: NLP is used for transforming natural sentences into user intention predicates, PA is used to perform user-intention-guided taint flow analysis, RE is used to automatically rewrite the app.

rewriting specification $R_r$, $u$ is the exact line of code that sends out the device information, $op$ is the operation to modify $u$. If $u$ sends out the device information at runtime, the invocation of $u$ is terminated.

Table 5.2 presents examples of user intention predicates. As explained in Section 5.2.1, mapping sentences to program inputs is difficult. If expressions can be interpreted in multiple ways, identifying such expressions needs additional constraints and conditions. For example, in the sentence “do not share my location when I am at work”, it is non-trivial to generate code for intercepting “I am at work”. The condition to verify whether a user is at work is not deterministic. Additional context (e.g., location range) is required. Currently, our approach only handles the structured sentences that can be mapped to sources and sinks for program analysis. We utilize static taint flow analysis to identify rewriting specifications.
5.2.3 Workflow

Figure 5.1 presents the workflow of our approach. We give an overview of the main operations, including extracting user intention predicate, user-intention-guided taint flow analysis and automatic rewriting.

- **Extract User Intention Predicates.** The goal of this operation is to extract user intention predicate $T_s$. The input is a natural language sentence $S_{user}$, and the output is the user intention predicate $T_s$. We generate two stages of sentence parsing trees. A structure parsing tree is used to analyze the sentence structure. A dependence parsing tree is used to analyze the semantic dependence relations. We utilize graph mining to extract $T_s$ from parsing trees. Section 5.3 describes the algorithm for user intention extraction.

- **User-intention-guided Taint Flow Analysis.** The goal of this operation is to generate the rewriting specification $R_r$. The input is the user intention predicate $T_s$, and the output is the rewriting specification $R_r$. A static taint flow analysis is used to construct rewriting specifications. Section 5.4 describes the algorithm for user-intention-guided taint flow analysis.

- **Automatic Rewriting.** The goal of this operation is to automatically rewrite an app $A$ to protect privacy. The input is the rewriting specification $R_r$, and the output is the rewritten app $A'$. An app is rewritten based on $R_r$. The control and data flow integrity are investigated to guarantee the validation of rewriting. Section 5.5 describes our rewriting strategies.
5.3 Extract User Intention with Natural Language Processing

The purpose of our NLP analysis is to identify user intention predicates. The output is a user intention predicate $T_s$ in Definition 8. The input is a preprocessed sentence. The preprocesses include the sentence boundary annotating (e.g., handling period), stemming and lemmatization, removing punctuation and stopwords. We also parse Android API and permission documents to identify a predefined security object set $P$. We categorize security objects by considering both Android permissions and API document descriptions. For example, the “phone” category covers keywords from both READ_PHONE_STATE and READ_CONTACT permission. To filter out noises, we define a set of negative verbs $V_n$ (e.g., block, disable) and positive verbs $V_p$ (e.g., share, allow). The sentimental verb set is associated with user attitudes toward the security object. We filter out the sentence if it does not contain any sentimental verb. We utilize two stages of parsing trees: structure parsing tree $T_{parse}$ for sentence structure analysis and semantic dependence parsing tree $T_{depen}$ for semantic dependence analysis.

**Structure Parser.** We utilize $T_{parse}$ to identify different structure levels of sentences, e.g., clause level and phrase level. Figure 5.2 shows how to identify the subordinate clause given a sentence $S$. The advantage of recognizing the subordinate clause is to increase the accuracy in identify the security object. In a sentence “stop sharing my location if it sent to other devices”, the object is the only “location” in the main clause. The “device” is used as the constraint context for the object “location”. A keyword-based solution incorrectly identifies both “location” and “device” as objects.
Figure 5.2: A simplified structure parsing tree annotated with structure tags. The tree is generated from the PCFG parser [79]. The bold rectangle node represents the part-of-speech (POS) tag. The dotted rectangle node represents the word and sentence. The edge represents a hierarchy relation from the root to words. S refers to a simple declarative clause, ADVP refers to adverb phase and VP refers to a verb phrase. The subordinate clause (SBAR) is identified correctly by the parser.

**Semantic Dependence Parser.** Semantic dependence tree $T_{depen}$ represents semantic relations between words. Figure 5.3 presents an example of the semantic dependence tree in the main clause. In the graph $T_{depen}$, each term is followed by a part-of-speech (POS) tag and the type of semantic dependency. We utilize $T_{depen}$ to construct the dependence path $\vec{P}$ from an object $p$. In Figure 5.3, the dependence path from object “device” is $\vec{P} = \{share \rightarrow information \rightarrow device\}$.

**Word Semantic Similarity.** Word semantic similarity is used for calculating the relatedness between a pair of words. Given two words $w_1$ and $w_2$, we define the similarity score as $sc = f_{sim}(w_1, w_2)$, where $sc \in [0, 1]$. $f_{sim}()$ is the function to compute similarity score between $w_1$ and $w_2$. We identify $w_1$ and $w_2$ are a pair of semantic similar words if $sc$ is larger than a threshold. We utilize word semantic similarity to increase the feasibility of object matching in our approach.
Figure 5.3: A example on the sentence annotated with semantic dependencies in the main clause. The tree is generated with Stanford-typed dependencies [40]. The arrow represents dependence relations. Each term is followed by two tags. The first tag is the part-of-speech (POS) tag, and the second tag represents the semantic relation (e.g., dobj means the direct object relation).

5.3.1 Graph Mining on Parsing Trees

The purpose of graph mining is to extract user intention predicate $T_S$. We extract $T_S = \{p, s, c\}$ from two stages of parsing trees.

**Security Object Identification.** To identify the object, we first identify the main clause $S_{main}$ of the whole sentence $S_{whole}$ by using the parsing tree $T_{parse}$. The subordinate clause $S_{sub}$ is identified at the same time. We have $S_{main} \cup S_{sub} = S_{whole}$ and $S_{main} \cap S_{sub} = \emptyset$. For cases that users use the prepositional phrase (PP) as the constraint context. We also identify the prepositional phrase $S_{pp}$ inside the main clause, where $S_{pp} \subseteq S_{main}$ and $S_{pp} \cap S_{sub} = \emptyset$. We identify an object $p$ by recursively searching from the main clause to the subordinate clause. In the matching process, we aim to match both a word and its POS tag (NN). POS tags help us efficiently mark a word as noun, verb, adjective, etc. Word semantic similarity increases the tolerance in the matching. In Figure 5.3, we identify “device” as the object $p$ in the category “phone”, because “device” is a noun (NN as the POS tag) and shares a similar semantic meaning with “phone”. In another case,
we do not detect “contact” as an object in “Siri, contact my mum that I am late for home”. The
POS tag of “contact” is VB (verb), it is used as an operation rather than an object. Our approach
returns null if it cannot detect any object through all the steps.

**Sentimental Intention.** After identifying \( p \), we construct the dependence path \( \vec{P}_p = \{ w_i | w_i \in S_{\text{whole}} \} \) in \( T_{\text{depen}} \). We calculate the sentimental intention through the backward propagation in \( \vec{P}_p \).

We focus on two negative concepts: negative verbs \( V_n \) and negative relations \( R_n \). Negative verbs represent the negative intention towards the object \( p \). Negative relations represent the negative dependencies between two words. The negative relation is marked as “neg” in the dependence graph \( T_{\text{depen}} \). The sentimental value \( s \) over an object \( p \) is computed by the total amount of negative concepts along the path \( \vec{P}_p \). If the total amount is odd, we denote \( s = -1 \). If the amount is even (e.g., double negation), we denote \( s = 1 \). In Figure 5.3, the \( s = -1 \) because “share” and “never” remains a negative relation.

**Constraint Detection.** Constraint \( c \) provides additional restrictions on the object \( p \). We identify the constraint \( c \) by extracting words in the subordinate clause or the prepositional phrase. Constraint \( c \) has a huge variance in different sentences. A simple sentence “please block my location” has no constraint for object “location”. A complex constraint (e.g., “when I am driving my car”) has no directly inference for the taint flow analysis. In our approach, we focus on constraint \( c \) that demonstrates a sink function of the object \( p \). For example, \( c = \{ \text{by text} \} \) means the function of sending text messages.
5.4 User-Intention-Guided Taint Flow Analysis

The purpose of the taint flow analysis is to generate a rewriting specification \( R_r \) in Definition 10. The input is the extracted user intention predicate \( T_s \) in Definition 8. \( T_s \) is semantically mapped to program inputs that can be used for taint analysis. The user-intention-guided taint flow analysis detects sensitive data flows that violate users’ expectations. The output of the taint flow analysis is the sensitive sinks with privacy leak vulnerabilities.

**Semantic Mapping.** The taint flow analysis is guided by the user intention predicate \( T_s \). We map \( T_s \) into API inputs, including sources and sinks. For \( p \in T_s \), we map \( p \) to a set of sensitive sources. For \( c \in T_s \), we map \( c \) to a set of sensitive sinks. Sources are associated with the security object \( p \) because private data is read from sources. Sinks are associated with the constraint \( c \) because private data is sent out by sinks. In the source mapping, we map \( p \) by its category into a predefined set of source APIs. In the sink mapping, we parse the sink list from Susi [103] to generate a lookup table \( H(K) = T \), where \( K \) is a keyword set and \( T \) is the sink set. The lookup table maps a constraint \( c \) to a set of sinks \( \bigcup_i t_i \), where each \( t_i \) is a sink function. We have \( k \in c \) and \( H(k) = \bigcup_i t_i \), where \( k \in K \) and \( t_i \in T \). Our approach returns all possible sinks if it cannot detect any matched constraint \( c \).

**Taint Flow Analysis.** We generate rewriting specifications based on the taint flow analysis. The taint flow analysis is used to identify private data leak vulnerabilities. Reachability between a source and a sink is evaluated in the \( G_{icfg} \) and the output is a taint flow graph \( G(V, E, S, T) \). A taint flow path \( f = \{v_0 \leadsto v_n\} \) represents a potential data leak from \( v_0 \) to \( v_n \). We generate rewriting
specifications based on a taint flow path $f$. We identify the unit $u$ in $R_r = \{u, op\}$ as $u = v_n \in f$.

The unit $u$ is uniquely identified by matching three types of signatures: the class signature, the method signature and the statement signature. The class signature represents the class of a sink. The method signature represents the method in the class. The statement signature represents the exact line of code in a method.

## 5.5 Automatic Rewriting

The purpose of rewriting is to automatically modify the code based on a rewriting specification $R_r$.

We develop a new rewriting framework to recognize rewriting specifications. Although there exist some rewriting solutions on Smali bytecode (e.g., I-ARM-Droid [51] and RetroSkeleton [49], we choose to reimplement our rewriting framework on Jimple for compatibility and reliability. Jimple is a three-address typed intermediate representation (IR) transformed from Smali by the Soot [83], which allows creation and reorganization of registers. Rewriting on Jimple is less error-prone than the direct modification on Smali. The modified IR is re-compressed as a new APK file and signed with a new certificate. The new APK remains the original logic and functions. Only sensitive sinks are rewritten for privacy protection enforcement.

In this chapter, we only demonstrate the use case of rewriting for privacy protection. The rewriting framework can be used for general purposes, e.g., repackaging and vulnerability mitigation. We propose three basic operations in our rewriting framework.

**Unit Insertion.** We would insert new local variables, new assignments, Android framework APIs
and calls to user defined functions into a method. We first need to inspect the method’s control flow graph (CFG) and existing variables. We generate new variables for storing parameter contents and new units (e.g., add expression, assignment expression) for invoking additional functions. These new variables and units are inserted before $u$ in $R_r$.

For Android framework APIs, we generate a new $SootMethod$ with the API signature, and insert it as a callee in the app. We generate an invoking unit as a caller to call the callee in the method. To guarantee the consistence of parameters of the API, we inspect the types of local variables and put them into the caller function in order.

For user defined functions in Java code, we generate a new $SootClass$ with the class and method signature. We insert the $SootClass$ as a new class. We invoke a user defined function in the method by generating a new invocation unit. The Java code is compiled into Jimple IR and attached to the app as a third-party library.

**Unit Removal.** Unit removal is more straightforward, as we directly remove the unit $u$ in the original function. However, we need to guarantee that the removal unit has no-violation of the control-/data-flow integrity on the rest code. We analyze the CFG of the function to guarantee the validation of removing a unit.

**Unit Edition.** Unit edition modifies the unit $u$ by changing its parameters, callee names or return values. We decompose $u$ into registers, expressions and parameters, and modify them separately. For example, for a unit as a invocation $u = r_0CREASEhttpRerquest(r_1...r_n)$, we decompose it as a register $r_0$, a function call $CREASEhttpRerquest$ and the parameters $\{r_1,...r_n\}$. $CREASEhttpRerquest$
is replaced with *myOwnHttp* by implementing a customized checking function. We are able to replace parameter $r_0$ with a new object $r_{new}$ for monitoring network traffic.

We utilize basic operations to generate complex rewriting strategies. An if-else-condition can be decomposed as a unit insertion (initialize a new variable as the condition value), a unit edition (get condition value) and two unit insertions (if unit and else unit). Users can customize rewriting strategies in rewriting. In our approach, $op \in R_r$ is dependent on the sentimental value $s \in T_s$. If $s = -1$, we define our rewriting strategy is to insert a check function `check()` before $u$. The check function terminates the invocation of $u$ if privacy violation happens to $u$ at runtime. This rewriting strategy enforces privacy protection with dynamic interruption.

The complexity of rewriting an app is $O(MN)$, where $M$ is the number of units for rewriting and $N$ is the lines of code. Given a rewriting specification $R_r = \{u, op\}$, the searching algorithm is linear by matching the unit in an app. The time for operation $op$ is constant.

### 5.6 Limitation and Discussion

In our design, we mainly focus on the technical challenges for developing a natural language interface to programs for rewriting. User interfaces and legal issues (e.g., copyright restrictions) are out of the scope of discussion.

**NLP Limitation.** Our study shows higher precision in understanding user intentions than the state-of-the-art approach for app rewriting. In our prototype, we expect users express the sentence in
a structured format that can be parsed by our prototype. However, our approach still introduces some false positives and incorrect inferences. The inaccuracy most comes from abnormal ways of user presentations, e.g., ambiguous grammars and complex expressions. Also, the standard dependence parsing cannot correctly infer the semantic relations for complex sentences sometimes. The inaccuracy of dependence parsing further introduce wrong identifications of security objects and the sentimental value. In the future work, more efforts are required to better resolve above limitations.

**Taint Analysis Limitation.** Our prototype is built on the static program analysis framework [25]. The inaccuracy of our prototype comes from the inherent limitations of the static analysis. Static analysis cannot handle dynamic code obfuscation. Static analysis often over-approximates taint flow paths. The detected taint flow paths may not be feasible at runtime. We mitigate limitations of static analysis with an efficient rewriting mechanism. Our rewriting framework can terminate a function’s invocation only when privacy violation happens. We plan to extend our prototype with a more capable hybrid analysis. The hybrid analysis enhances the resistance of dynamic obfuscations.

**Rewriting Limitation.** Our rewriting framework provides multiple operations for app customization. The research prototype is based on the Soot infrastructure with the Jimple intermediate representation. The Jimple IR is extracted from Android Dex bytecode by app decomposition. We recompile Jimple IR into Dex bytecode after rewriting. ART and Dalvik virtual machines are compatible to run Dex bytecode. The efficiency of rewriting relies on app decomposition. Current

[^3]: https://goo.gl/EvdMdQ
decomposition frameworks [57, 97] cannot handle native code and dynamic loaded code. Similar to static analysis, we cannot rewrite bytecode that is not compatible to Jimple. How to detect dynamically loaded code is studied recently in [100]. In the future work, we plan to enhance rewiring by increasing decomposition capacity.

5.7 Experimental Evaluation

We present the evaluation of our approach in the section. We list four research questions in our evaluation. **RQ1:** What is the accuracy of *IronDroid* in identifying user intentions? (precision, recall and accuracy) **RQ2:** How flexible is *IronDroid* in rewriting apps? (success rate and confirmation of modified behaviors) **RQ3:** What is the performance overhead of *IronDroid*? (size overhead and time overhead) **RQ4:** How to apply *IronDroid* for practical security applications? (security applications)

To answer the research questions, we evaluate the accuracy of user intention extraction in Section 5.7.2. We evaluate the feasibility of rewriting in Section 5.7.3. We measure the performance of our approach in Section 5.7.4. We provide three case studies in Section 5.7.5.

5.7.1 Experiment Setup

We implement our research prototype by extending StanfordNLP library for user intention analysis. We utilize PCFG parsing [79] for structure parsing and Stanford-Typed dependencies [40] to
detect semantic relations. We use WordNet [98] similarity to compute the relatedness between two words. Our taint flow analysis is based on the cutting-edge program analysis tool FlowDroid [25]. We extend FlowDroid to support natural language transformation and rewriting specification generation. We implement our own Android rewriting framework with Jimple IR based on Soot.

To evaluate the accuracy of user intention analysis, we evaluate totally 153 sentences collected from four users with different security backgrounds. Users express their concerns on the personal information. The average length of a sentence is 10. 30.1% of sentences contain subordinate clauses. We have two volunteers to independently annotate each sentence in the corpus. Each sentence is discussed to a consensus. We use the corpus as ground truth for user intention analysis. For the taint flow analysis and app rewriting, we evaluate benchmark apps (total 118 apps) from DroidBench. We dynamically trigger sensitive paths in rewritten apps for validation. We compute time and size overhead for the performance evaluation. In security applications, we show how to potentially apply our approach to privacy protection. We also demonstrate how to achieve a more fine-grained location restriction. The location restriction is beyond the current Android dynamic permission mechanism.

5.7.2 RQ1: User Intention Accuracy

The output predicates $T_s = \{p, s, c\}$ is a set of tuples. We mostly focus on the accuracy of the user object $p$ and the user sentimental value $s$. These two concepts are most important to express user concerns and attitudes. The constraint $c$ has a huge variance and is hard to perform standard
statistics evaluation. We compare precision with following models:

- **StandfordNLP** includes a basic sentiment model for sentence-based sentimental analysis. In our problem, StanfordNLP does not provide the security object identification.

- **Keyword-based Searching** identifies the security object and the sentimental value by key-word matching in the sentence. Keyword-based searching ignores the structure and semantic dependencies. Keyword-based searching is regarded as the state-of-the-art analysis in user intention identification.

- **IronDroid** captures the insight of sentence structure and semantic dependence relations. *IronDroid* identifies the object and the sentimental value via graph mining from two stages of parsing trees. *IronDroid* also utilizes the semantic similarity for word comparison.

For a scientific comparison, the keyword-based searching and *IronDroid* share the same predefined object set. We identify categories of objects: \{phone, calendar, audio, location\}. The four categories present a high coverage of private data for mobile app users. We measure the precision, recall and accuracy of user sentimental value identification. TP(true positive), FP(false positive), TN(true negative), and FN(false negative) are defined as:

1. **TP**: the approach correctly identifies the user sentimental value as negative (‘‘not sharing’’).

2. **FP**: the approach incorrectly identifies the user intention value as negative (‘‘not sharing’’).

3. **TN**: the approach correctly identifies the user intention value as positive (‘‘sharing’’).
4. FN: the approach incorrectly identifies the user intention value as positive ("sharing").

We further define precision (P), recall (R) and accuracy (Acc) as:

\[ P = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}, \quad R = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}, \quad Acc = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

_IronDroid_ achieves the highest accuracy than the other two approaches. Table 5.3 presents the sentimental analysis of three different approaches, our approach achieves 95.4% accuracy in identifying user sentimental value. StandfordNLP achieves very low accuracy 68.6% in the experiment. We believe the standard NLP model is not suitable for our problem. In our problem, we compute the sentimental value towards the security object. StandfordNLP computes the sentimental value for the whole sentence. There is no direct correlation between two different sentimental levels. For example, standfordNLP identifies “I do care, please block the location information” and “it is okay to share my location information” with the same optimistic/positive attitude. However, the first sentence presents a negative intention (blocking) for the object “location”. Therefore, we cannot directly apply standfordNLP for our problem. Keyword-based searching fails because of the lack of insight in sentence structure and semantic dependence. For example, “do not share my location if I am not at home” is misclassified by the keyword-based searching. The main reason is that “not” in the subordinate clause has not direct semantic dependence on the main clause. Our approach has more insights in capturing sentence structures and semantic dependence relations. In summary, our approach is very accurate in understanding user intentions.

Table 5.4 presents the improvement of _IronDroid_ comparing with the keyword-based searching for the object identification. For each category, we define the improvement in precision, recall and
accuracy as:

\[ \Delta P = P_{User} - P_{keyword} \]
\[ \Delta R = R_{User} - R_{keyword} \]
\[ \Delta Acc = Acc_{User} - Acc_{keyword} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

How to compute the precision, recall and accuracy for each object can be easily inferred as the user sentimental evaluation. Our results show that, comparing with keyword-based searching, IronDroid effectively identifies objects with the average increase in precision, recall and accuracy of 19.66%, 28.23% and 8.66%. The improvement comes from two major reasons: word semantic similarity to increase true positives and dependence analysis to reduce false positives. Keyword-based searching introduces large false positives by over-approximating security objects. For example, in the sentence “I do not want share my calendar information if it is sent to other devices”, keyword-based searching identifies both “calendar” and “device” as security objects because of the lack of structure analysis.

Table 5.5 presents the overall accuracy for user intention identification. The evaluation is based on the combination of the sentimental intention \( s \) and the object \( p \). We mark the result \( \{p, s\} \) true only when both \( s \) and \( p \) is identified correctly. IronDroid achieves 90.2% accuracy rate, while keyword-based approach only achieves 53.6% accuracy rate. Our approach has nearly 2-fold improvement than the state-of-the-art approach. The experimental results validate that our approach is effective in identifying user intentions from natural languages.
Table 5.3: Sentimental analysis accuracy for *IronDroid*, StanfordNLP and keyword-based searching. *IronDroid* achieves higher accuracy, precision and recall than the other two approaches. Our approach effectively achieves the improvement in 19.66% for precision, 28.23% for recall and 8.66% for accuracy on average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>P(%)</th>
<th>R(%)</th>
<th>Acc(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StanfordNLP</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword-based</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>83.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Object detection improvement comparing with keyword-based approach. Our approaches have the average increase in precision, recall and accuracy of 19.66%, 28.23% and 8.66% for four categories of objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>ΔP %</th>
<th>ΔR %</th>
<th>ΔAcc %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>14.52</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>38.15</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>7.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>19.66</td>
<td>28.23</td>
<td>8.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: The overall accuracy for understanding sentimental and the object. Our approach has a significant improvement than the keyword based searching approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Keyword-based</th>
<th><em>IronDroid</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>53.6%</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.7.3 RQ2: Rewriting Robustness

DroidBench is a standard test suite for evaluating the effectiveness of Android program analysis [25, 64]. DroidBench is specifically designed for Android apps. We tested our rewriting capability based on the benchmark apps. We use the example “never share my device information, if it is sent out in text messages” as the input for user intention analysis. We generate the user intention predicate $T_s$ as $p = \text{“Phone”}$, $s = -1$ and $c = \text{“sent out in text messages”}$. In the user-intention-guided taint flow analysis, we map $T_s$ to a list of code inputs. Table 5.6 presents how we map “Phone” into source APIs and “text” into sink APIs. We perform the taint flow analysis in 13 different categories among 118 apps. Each category represents one particular evasion technique (e.g., callback). Without loss of generality, we randomly choose an app for rewriting in each category. The tested apps have a high coverage to mimic real-world apps. We identify a taint flow from a source to a sink within the taint flow graph. We generate the rewriting specification $R_r$ by extract the unit $u$ of the sink. For the rewriting operation $op$, we use unit removal to remove the sensitive sink API. We use unit insertion to add a dynamic logging function. The sink API is the leaf node in the ICFG, the unit removal has no impact on the rest code. To evaluate the feasibility of the rewriting, we install all the rewritten apps in a real-world device Nexus 6P with Android 6.0.1. We aim to answer two major questions:

1. Whether these apps remain valid program logics (do not break the functionality)?

2. Whether we would observe the modified behavior at runtime (protect privacy)?

To answer the first question, we install rewritten apps on the device. We utilize *monkey* tool to
generate a pseudorandom stream of user events. We generate 500 random inputs in testing one app. We perform the stress test on the rewritten app. To answer the second question, we need to trigger taint flow paths and observe the modified behaviors. We use logcat to record the app running state. The dynamic logging function `Log.e()` can be captured by logcat at runtime. To increase the coverage of user interactions, we also manually interact with the app, e.g., clicking a button. If we observe such log information, the behavior of an app is modified and we validate our rewriting on the app.

Table 5.7 presents the robustness of our rewriting. Our approach successfully runs and detects all the rewritten apps. For example, we detect a taint flow path as $f = \{\text{getDeviceId()} \leadsto \text{sendTextMessage()}\}$ in `Button1.apk`. Our user-intention-guided taint flow analysis successfully captures the sensitive taint path triggered by a callback `onClick()`. Our rewriting technique identifies the taint flow path $f$ and the rewriting unit `sendTextMessage()`. We modify the code in the app without violates its control and data dependence. These steps guarantee the success of our rewriting technique.

### 5.7.4 RQ3: Performance Overhead

We compare the runtime overhead of natural language processing (NLP), taint flow analysis (PA) and rewriting (RE) in Figure 5.4. Experiments were performed over on a Linux machine with Intel Xeon CPU (@3.50GHz) and 16G memory. Figure 5.4 presents the three runtime distributions in log scale. The average time for NLP is 0.16 second. The average time for PA is 1.43 seconds. The
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device info</td>
<td>getDeviceId(), getSubscriberId(), getSimSerialNumber(), getLine1Number()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent by text</td>
<td>sendTextMessage(), sendDataMessage(), sendMultipartTextMessage(), sendMessage()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never share</td>
<td>unit removal (sink unit), unit insertion (log unit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Mapping the sentence to analysis inputs for rewriting in the experiment. The sentence is from the example “Never share my device information, if it is sent out in text messages”.

![Figure 5.4: Time overhead for analysis, the average time for NLP analysis is 0.16 second, the average time for PA analysis is 1.43 seconds, the average for RE is 4.68 seconds.](image)

Average time for RE is 4.68 seconds. The average runtime of RE is larger than that of NLP and PA. RE needs to decompile each class for inspection and recompile the app after rewriting.

Figure 5.5 presents the size overhead of rewriting benchmark apps. The size overhead comes from two major sources: 1) the complexity of rewriting specifications; 2) the number of impacted code in rewriting. In the experiment, the average file size of the benchmark apps is 305.23 KB. Our approach achieves 3.3% size overhead on average, which is relatively negotiable. In summary, our approach is very practical in rewriting apps.
5.7.5 RQ4: Security Applications

In this section, we show how to extend IronDroid for real-world problems. We present three security applications that cover 1) proactive privacy protection, 2) mitigating ICC vulnerability and 3) location usage restriction. These security applications demonstrate the feasibility of our rewriting framework. Table 5.8 presents the statistics of three demo apps.

Proactive Privacy Protection

The purpose of this demo is to show the rewriting flexibility for normal users. com jb.azsingle.dcejec is an e-electronic book app. The app passes all the 56 anti-virus tools for vetting screening. The user concerns on the data leakage to the storages. Users can proactively restrict the data usage. The sentence is that “do not reveal my phone information to outside storages”. We use this example to show how a user could use IronDroid for a proactive privacy protection. Based on the our NLP analysis, we identify user intention predicate $T_s = \{ \text{“phone”}, -1, \text{“outside storage”} \}$. The user-intention-guided taint flow analysis identifies a critical taint flow graph $f_1$ in a class

Figure 5.5: Size Overhead for benchmark apps, our rewriting introduces 3.3% percent overhead on file size for benchmark apps.
com.ggbook.i.c. The taint flow represents that the phone information is written into a file KA.xml.

The sink unit is a sensitive function putString(). KA.xml is located in the device storage. The taint flow path $f_1$ is presented as below:

- $f_1$: $[r3 = \text{invoke } r2.<\text{TelephonyManager: String getDeviceId}()>(), r4 = r3, \text{return } r4, <\text{com.ggbook.c: String } z_r1 = r1, r1 = <\text{com.ggbook.c: String } z_r7 = \text{invoke } r7.<\text{SharedPreferences: putString}>("KA", r1)]$

Our rewriting is based on the unit that invokes the putString() function. The unit is identified as $r7 = \text{invoke } r7.<\text{SharedPreferences: putString}>("KA", r1)$. In rewriting, we implement a dynamic checking function $IDcheck()$. $IDcheck()$ accepts the parameter $r1$ from the unit. The type of $r1$ is Java.lang.String. $IDcheck()$ dynamically checks $r1$ by comparing the value with the actual device ID $p = \text{getDeviceId()}$. If $p = \text{getDeviceId()} \in r1$, $IDcheck()$ returns a dummy ID and overwrite the parameter $r1$. The dummy ID can be further used without violating control flow dependencies. Figure 5.6 presents the code snippet and the CFG after we insert the $IDcheck()$ function.

To validate our rewriting feasibility and dummy ID insertion. We run the app with monkey on a real device. We manually find the shared preference file in the app file directory. The shared preference file is stored in /data/data/com.jb.azsingle.dcejec/shared_prefs, we identify the dummy ID as 12345678910. The entry $\text{IsImei} = \text{true}$ suggests that the dummy ID is successfully inserted. The private phone data is protected from outside storages.

<map><string name="KA">12345678910</string>
Mitigating ICC Vulnerability

The purpose of this demo is to present the rewriting feasibility on mitigating vulnerabilities. In this example, we focus on preventing inter-component communication (ICC) vulnerability. Existing detection solutions aim at detecting vulnerable ICC paths [54, 96] with static program analysis. How to avoid realistic ICC vulnerabilities at runtime is still an open question.

We apply *IronDroid* to showcase a practical mitigation solution to prevent ICC vulnerability. *com.xxx.explicit* is an app in ICCBench⁴. The app contains a typical ICC vulnerability. The

⁴https://goo.gl/EPjb3n
sensitive phone data (IMEI) is read from a component. The IMEI is put into a data field in an intent. The data is sent out to another component by the intent. The receiver component has access to IMEI without acquiring for the permission READ_PHONE_STATE. The ICC vulnerability results in a privilege escalation for the receiver component.

Our rewriting is based on a user command: “do not share my device information with others”. The user-intention-guided taint flow analysis identifies a critical taint flow as \( f_2 \) in a class \( \text{explicit1.MainActivity} \).

The taint flow path \( f_2 \) is presented as:

- \( f_2 \): [\( r5 = \text{invoke r4.}<\text{TelephonyManager: getDeviceId()} >() \), \( \text{invoke r2.}<\text{putExtra(String,String)} >("data",r5) \), \( \text{invoke r0.}<\text{startActivity(android.content.Intent)} >(r2) \)]

(a) A simplified code structure of the method. The IDcheck function is inserted after rewriting. The vulnerability is mitigated by rewriting.

(b) The before and after CFG. The CFG is changed.

Figure 5.7: The demo of code snippet and the modified control flow graph (CFG). We insert a Intentcheck() function as a new node in the original CFG.

Our rewriting specification focuses on the unit that invokes the \text{startActivity} function.
is used for triggering an ICC. The intent $r2$ is an object that consists of the destination target (e.g., the package name) and data information (e.g., extras). Replacing intent would cause runtime exceptions. The communication of components is based on intents. The component that can receive the intent is defined in the package field of an intent. We aim to protect user privacy without interrupting communication channels. In rewriting, we implement a hierarchy checking function $\text{Intentcheck}()$. $\text{Intentcheck}()$ accepts the parameter of an intent and modifies the intent in-place. $\text{Intentcheck}$ can recursively check all the fields in an intent and rewrite the intent. In this example, we rewrite an intent by inserting dummy data in the data field. Figure 5.7 presents the code snippet and the CFG after we insert the $\text{Intentcheck}()$ function.

To validate the modified intent, we run the app with $\text{monkey}$ on a real device and manually intercept the receiver component. We successfully detect the dummy ID as 12345678910 in the data field of $\text{getIntent}()$.

The above example demonstrates how a normal user could use $\text{IronDroid}$ to reduce ICC vulnerability. For better privacy, our rewriting is also capable of redirecting an intent. One possible way to redirect an intent for security is changing an implicit intent to an explicit intent. In the explicit intent, the destination of the intent can be verified by our rewriting. We plan to extend our approach to mitigate other vulnerabilities, e.g., adversarial advertisement libraries.
Figure 5.8: The hierarchy of an intent object. The privacy data `getDeviceId()` is stored with a key `data` in a HashMap in `extras` filed.

**Location Usage Restriction**

The location is a primary concern for most users. `com.bdsmartapp.prayerbd` is an app to provide location-based service. It is unclear whether the app would abuse the location and send it to untrusted websites. The purpose of this demo is to show a fine-grained control of location usage. Current Android dynamic permission mechanism only provides turning on and off of the location permission. Our approach achieves extended functionalities: 1) **Target inspection**, a user can inspect a targeted function (e.g., to web servers, by text messages and to other apps). 2) **Destination inspection**, a user can inspect whether the packet is sent to an untrusted destination. 3) **Sensitivity restriction**, a user can protect sensitive locations by sending dummy locations.

We extend our approach to providing a fine-grained restriction with a `LocationCheck` function. We rewrite the app based on the user sentence “do not send my home location to untrusted websites”. We extracted user intention predicate $T_s = \{“Location”, -1, “to untrusted website”\}$. The security object $p = \{“Location”\}$ is mapped to APIs for reading locations (e.g., `getLatitude()` and `getLongitude()`). The the constraint $c = \{“to untrusted website”\}$ is mapped to APIs for generating network requests (e.g., `URLConnect()`). In addition, we implement a function `Locationcheck`
to determine 1) the home location and 2) the trustworthiness of a website. Advertisement websites (e.g., Admob, Flurry) are regarded as untrusted. The home location is defined by a location range. If the URL contains untrusted addresses or the current location is in the location range, the URL is modified by *Locationcheck* for privacy protection.

At runtime, a location request `googleapis.com/maps/api/geocode/json?latlng=xxx,xxx&sensor=true` is captured by *Locationcheck*. The location request is sent to the Google map server with `googleapis`. *Locationcheck* inspects the latitude and longitude in the location request. *Locationcheck* replaces the original location with a dummy latitude and longitude. A dummy location is shown on the screen layout when we test the rewritten app. In this demonstration, *IronDroid* protects user private location by supporting function-level restriction. More advanced version of our approach can be combined with anomaly data detection solutions.

### 5.8 Conclusions and Future Work

We investigated the problem of app customization for personalized security. We proposed a user-centric app customization framework with natural language processing and rewriting. Our preliminary experimental results show that our prototype is very accurate in understanding user intentions. We show its applications in providing more fine-grained location control and mitigating existing vulnerabilities. Our approach makes impressive progress toward personalized app customization. More efforts are needed to improve the usability of personalized app customization. The computation could be further optimized using parallel platforms with vector processing (or SIMD) [68, 70,
Moreover, manycore GPUs [66, 67, 69, 72, 134–136, 140–142] and the reconfigurable devices [95, 127, 138] could also be promising platforms to boost the performance of the computation shown in the dissertation. For future work, we plan to improve the usability of our prototype with more engineering efforts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>AppName</th>
<th>PA time (s)</th>
<th>RE time (s)</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Logging Confirm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alias</td>
<td>Merge1</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArrayList</td>
<td>Array Access1</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callbacks</td>
<td>Button1</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FieldandObjctSensitivity</td>
<td>Inherited Objects1</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterAppCom</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterComponentCom</td>
<td>Activity Communciation1</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle</td>
<td>Activity Lifecycle2</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeneraJava</td>
<td>Loop2</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android Specific</td>
<td>DirectLeak1</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImplicitFlows</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>Reflection1</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threading</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emulator Detect</td>
<td>PlayStore1</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Runtime scalability for testing benchmark apps. N/A means we did not find any app matched the user command in the taint analysis. Run w. monkey means the rewritten apps can run on the real-world device Nexus 6P. We use monkey to generate 500 random inputs in one testing. Confirmation means we detect the modified behavior using the adb logcat. PA is short for taint-flow-based program analysis time, RE is short for automatic rewriting time.
Table 5.8: All three apps pass the vetting screening of anti-virus tools. * means the alert mentions it contains a critical permission `READ_PHONE_STATE` without any additional information. We identify the second app as grayware [22]. Users have the preference for customizing these apps for personalized security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Report</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>com jb.azsingle.dcejec</td>
<td>0/56</td>
<td>benign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.xxx.explicit1</td>
<td>1/57*</td>
<td>grayware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.bdsmartapp.prayerbd</td>
<td>0/56</td>
<td>benign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6

Web Security with Malicious Iframe Detection

6.1 Introduction

The past decade has seen the strong trend of content consolidation in web technologies. Nowadays, a web page delivered to a user usually contains content pulled from many third-parties. A typical web primitive employed by website developers for this purpose is Iframe tag, which automatically renders web content in a container within a webpage. It gains popularity since the dawn of web and is still one major technique driving the Internet economy. Although Iframe facilitates the third-party content rendering, it introduces potential abuse. A recent take-down operation against Rig Exploit Kit shows Iframe is the major “glue” for its infrastructure [12]. After an attacker
gains control over a vulnerable website, Iframe is usually injected into a webpage to make the site a gateway to attacker’s infrastructure. Every time a user visits the compromised wepage, she is redirected to other website that hosts malicious payload.

Although malicious Iframe usage could be dangerous, Iframe injection characteristics and its countermeasure are not well studied. To fill this gap, we performed a large-scale analysis on Alexa top 1 million websites to understand how Iframe is injected in both offline (embedded through Iframe tag) and online (generated through JavaScript) scenarios. We find Iframe inclusion is widely used by legitimate site owners. In particular, offline inclusion is more popular comparing to online inclusion, covering 30.8% of the pages returned to our crawler. A closer look into these Iframes shows a large portion of them point to several giant IT companies serving advertisements, social networks and web analytics. Techniques used extensively for injecting malicious Iframes have limited adoption in legitimate websites, like hidden style (except by several well-known third-parties) and obfuscation. On the downside, the support for browser policies, like CSP and X-Frame-Options, is still insufficient among site owners, though these policies could contain the damage caused by Iframe injection.

Because of the limited website protection, Iframe injection has already become a powerful weapon in hacker’s arsenal [12]. Injected Iframes in compromised websites can point to arbitrary attacker’s infrastructure for malware propagation. Therefore, we believe a system capable of pinpointing and classifying the Iframe injection and is very important in guarding the safety of web users and integrity of websites.

In this chapter, we propose a new detection system named FrameHanger [119] to mitigate the
threat from Iframe injection. The system is composed of a static analyzer against offline injection and a dynamic analyzer against online injection. To counter the obfuscation and environment profiling heavily performed by malicious Iframe scripts, we propose a new technique called *selective multi-execution*. After an Iframe is extracted by FrameHanger, a machine-learning model is applied to classify its intention. We consider features regarding Iframe’s style, destination and context. The evaluation result shows the combination of these features enables highly accurate detection: 0.94 accuracy is achieved by the static analyzer and 0.98 by the dynamic analyzer.

While prior works can detect webpages tampered by hackers [32, 37, 45, 87, 92, 102], they either work at coarse-grained level (page- or URL-) or require a clean reference to perform differential analysis. On the contrary, FrameHanger is able to spot the malicious Iframe at *tag-level* without the dependency on any reference. As such, by applying FrameHanger, finding Iframe injection should become less labor-intensive and error-prone. We release source code of components of FrameHanger, in hopes of propelling the research on countering web attacks [6]. The contributions of the chapter are summarized as follows:

- **We propose a new *tag-level* detection system FrameHanger for malicious Iframe injection detection by combining selective multi-execution and machine learning.** We design multiple contextual features, considering Iframe style, destination and context properties.

- **We implement the prototype of FrameHanger, which contains a static analyzer and a dynamic analyzer.** The experimental results demonstrate the high precision of FrameHanger, i.e., 0.94 accuracy for offline Iframe detection and 0.98 for online Iframe detection.
We carried out a large scale study on Iframe injection, in both legitimate and malicious scenarios.

6.2 Background

In this section, we give a short introduction about Iframe tag, including its attributes and capabilities first. Then, we describe how Iframe is abused by network adversaries to deliver malicious content.

6.2.1 Iframe Inclusion

HTML Frame allows a webpage to load content, like HTML, image or video, independently from different regions within a container. There are four types of Frame supported by mainstream browsers, including frameset, frame, noframe and iframe. Except Iframe, all the others were deprecated by the current HTML5 standard. In this work, we focus on the content inclusion through Iframe.

Iframe attributes. How Iframe is displayed depends on a set of tag attributes. Attribute height and width determine the size of Iframe. The alignment of content inside Iframe can be configured by marginheight, marginwidth and align. For the same purpose, the developer can assign CSS properties into style, which provides more handlers for tuning the Iframe display. For instance, the position of Iframe within the webpage can be adjusted through two properties of
style (top and position). When the Iframe has a parent node in the DOM tree, how it is displayed is influenced by the parent. The origin of Iframe content is determined by src attribute, which is either a path relative to the root host name (e.g., /iframe1.html) or an absolute path (e.g., http://example.com/iframe1.html). Figure 6.1 gives an example about what an Iframe tag looks like.

**Browser policies.** One major reason for the adoption of Iframe inclusion is that its content is isolated based on browser’s Same Origin Policy (SOP) [13]. Bounded by its origin, the code within an Iframe is forbidden to access the DOM objects from other origins, which reduces the damage posed by third parties. However, the threat is not mitigated entirely by this base policy. All DOM operations are allowed by default within the Iframe container. To manage the access at finer grain, three mechanisms have been proposed:

- **sandbox attribute.** Starting from HTML5, developers can enforce more strict policy on Iframe through the sandbox attribute, which limits what can be executed inside Iframe. For instance, if a field allow-scripts is disabled in sandbox, no JavaScript code is permitted to execute. Similarly, submitting HTML form is disallowed if allow-forms is disabled.

- **CSP (Content Security Policy).** CSP provides a method for site owner to declare what actions are allowed based on origins of the included content. It is designed to mitigate web attacks like XSS and clickjacking. For one website, the policy is specified in the Content-Security-Policy field (or X-Content-Security-Policy for older
policy version) within server’s response header. CSP manages Iframe inclusion through attributes like frame-ancestors, which specifies the valid origin of Iframe.

- **X-Frame-Options.** This is also a field in the HTTP response header indicating whether an Iframe is allowed to render. There are three options for X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN, DENY and ALLOW-FROM.

Though these primitives could help mitigate the threat from malicious Iframe, we found they were not yet widely used, as shown in Section 6.4.3. What’s more, when the attacker is able to tamper the response header in addition to page content, all these policies can be disabled.

### 6.2.2 Malicious Iframe Injection

The capabilities of Iframe are bounded by different browser policies like SOP, but it is still extensively used by attackers to push malicious content to visitors, according to previous research [102] and reports [9, 12]. In many cases, after attacker compromises a website and gains access, an Iframe with src pointing to a malicious website is injected to webpages under the compromised site. Next time when a user visits the compromised site, her browser will automatically load the content referred by the malicious Iframe, like drive-by-download code. In fact, it is not unusual to find a large number of websites hijacked to form one malware distribution network (MDN) through Iframe Injection [102]. So far, there are mainly two mechanisms used widely for Iframe injection and we briefly describe them below.

**Offline Iframe injection.** In this case, the attacker injects the Iframe tag to the compromised
Figure 6.1: An example of offline Iframe injection. Line 1-4 are added by attacker. The Iframe can only be detected in the HTML source code. Visitors are unable to see this Iframe from the webpage.

```html
1. <p>
2. <span style="position: absolute; top: -1175px; width: 312px; height: 312px;">
3. iframe src="http://gif6.JOSEPHANDRITO.COM?
4. cweHHGmkXzulvDFY5nGMeE3yI6vHwKmQAQCFqgH2_dWk2xqWGrXml7Sm65GUSj
5. SXI6FSCeH3t&quots="">
6. iframe>
7. </iframe>
8. </p>
```

Figure 6.2: An example of online Iframe injection. Line 3-4 are added by attacker. The Iframe is injected by running JavaScript code. Visitors are unable to notice the injection and see the Iframe from the webpage.

webpage without any obfuscation. Figure 6.1 illustrates one real-world example. To avoid visual detection by users, the attacker sets `top` field of `style` to a very large negative value (`-1175px`).

Instead of setting `style` in the Iframe tag, the attacker chooses to set it on the parent `span` node.

Also interesting is that the injected Iframe appears at the very beginning of the HTML document, a popular pattern also mentioned by previous works [87]. The URL in `src` points to a remote site which aims to run Rig Exploit code in browser [9].

**Online Iframe injection.** To protect the Iframe destination from being easily matched by URL
blacklist, attacker generates Iframe on the fly when the webpage is rendered by user’s browser. Such runtime generation is usually carried out by script injected by attacker, like JavaScript code. We call such code *Iframe script* throughout the chapter. Figure 6.2 illustrates one example. The code within the script tag first creates an Iframe tag (`createElement`) and adds it to the DOM tree (`appendChild`). Then, it sets the attributes of Iframe separately to make it invisible and point to malicious URL.

The sophistication of this example is ranked low among the malicious samples we found, as the malicious URL is in plain text. By applying string functions of JavaScript, the URL can be assembled from many substrings in the runtime. Recovering the Iframe URL will incur much more human efforts. Even worse, attacker can use off-the-shelf or even in-house JavaScript obfuscator [10, 48, 111] to make the entire code unreadable and impede the commonly used analyzers. We show examples of advanced destination-obfuscation in Section 6.6.3.

### 6.3 Detecting Iframe Injection

Iframe is used extensively to deliver malicious web code, e.g., drive-by-download scripts, to web visitors of compromised sites since more than a decade ago [102]. How to accurately detect malicious Iframe is still an open problem. The detection systems proposed previously work at page-, URL- or domain-level. Given that many Iframes could be embedded by an individual page, *tag-level* detection is essential in saving the analysts valuable time for attack triaging. To this end, we propose FrameHanger, a detection system performing tag-level detection against Iframe injec-
We envision that FrameHanger can be deployed by a security company to detect Iframe injection happening on any compromised website. In essence, FrameHanger consists of a static crawler to patrol websites, a static analyzer to detect offline injection and a dynamic analyzer to detect online injection. In what follow, we provide an overview of FrameHanger towards automatically identifying Iframe injection (the crawler component is identical to the one used for measurement study) and elaborate each component in next section. The system framework is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

1) **Static analyzer.** When a webpage passes through crawler, static analyzer parses it to a DOM tree (step 1). For each Iframe tag identified, we create a entry and associate it with features derived from tag attributes, ancestor DOM nodes and the hosting page (step 3).

2) **Dynamic analyzer.** An Iframe injected at the runtime by JavaScript code can be obfuscated to avoid its destination being easily exposed to security tools (e.g., URL blacklist) or human analysts. Static analyzer is ineffective under this case so we developed a dynamic analyzer to execute each extracted JavaScript code snippet with a full-fledged browser and log the execution traces (step 4). While there have been a number of previous works applying dynamic analysis to detect malicious
JavaScript code (e.g., [78]), these approaches are designed to achieve very high code coverage, but suffering from significant overhead. Alternatively, we optimize the dynamic analyzer to focus on Iframe injection and use a lightweight DOM monitor to reduce the cost of instrumentation. When an Iframe tag is discovered in the runtime, the features affiliated with it and the original Iframe script are extracted and stored in the feature vector similar to static analyzer (step 3).

3) Classification. Every Iframe tag and Iframe script is evaluated based on machine-learning models trained ahead (step 3). We use separate classifiers for offline and online modes, as their training data are different and feature set are not entirely identical. The detection result is ordered by the prediction score and analysts can select the threshold to cap the number of Iframes to be inspected.
6.4 Large-scale Analysis of Iframe Inclusion

To get better understanding of how Iframe is included by websites around Internet, we crawled a large volume of websites and analyzed their code and runtime behaviors. Below we first describe our data collection methodologies. Then, we characterize the category, intention and sophistication of inclusion in both offline and online scenarios.

6.4.1 Data Collection

We choose the sites listed in Alexa top 1 million $^1$ as our study subject. For each site, our crawler visits the homepage and passes the collected data to a DOM parser and an instrumented browser for in-depth analysis. Some previous works use different strategies for web measurement, e.g., crawling 500 pages per site in Alexa top 10K list [94]. In this study, we are also interested in how less popular sites include Iframe, therefore we use the entire list of Alexa 1M.

We built the crawler on top of Scrapy [14], an application framework supporting customized crawling jobs. We leverage its asynchronous request feature and are able to finish the crawling task within 10 days. For each site visited, our crawler downloads the homepage and also saves the response header to measure the usage of browser policies. We use an open-source library BeautifulSoup to parse the DOM tree and find all Iframe tags to measure offline inclusion. For online inclusion, we let a browser load each page and capture the dynamically generated Iframe through MutationObserver (detailed in Section 6.5.2). This approach allows us to study Iframe gen-

$^1$http://s3.amazonaws.com/alexa-static/top-1m.csv.zip
eated by any scripting code (JavaScript, Adobe Flash and etc.) within the entire page. In total, we obtained 860,873 distinct HTML pages (we name this set $P$) and their response headers. In total we spent 5 hours analyzing offline Iframes and 148 hours analyzing online Iframes. The ratio of websites returning valid to our crawler (86%) is slightly lower than a previous work also measuring Alexa top 1M sites (91%) [59]. We speculate the difference is caused by the crawler implementation: their crawler is built on top of an off-the-shelf browser and they set the timeout to 90 seconds.

To notice, we did not perform deep crawling (e.g., visiting pages other than the homepage, simulating user actions and attempting to log in) for each studied website. Our “breadth-first” crawling strategy aligns with previous works in large-scale web measurement [59]. Though deep crawling could discover more Iframe inclusions, it will take much more execution time.

### 6.4.2 Distribution of Iframes

**Popularity of Iframe inclusion.** Table 6.1 presents the statistics of Iframe inclusion in the surveyed pages. In short, the usage of Iframe is moderate in the contemporary Internet world: only 31.6% pages include Iframe $^2$, whereas more than 92% pages have script tags. To notice, our instrumented browser captures any type of online Iframe inclusion, including that caused by script tags, which means script inclusion is rarely intended to insert Iframe.

Specifically, we found 30.8% pages include Iframe in the offline fashion, whereas only 2% include

$^2$Only Iframe with src is considered in the measurement study.
Table 6.1: Statistics for the 860,873 webpages ($P$). We count the pages that embed Iframe and their ratio. We also count the pages embedding script tag.

Iframe during runtime. We speculate such prominent difference is resulted from the separation of interfaces from third-party services. As an example, Google provides two options for using its web-tracking services [7]: placing an Iframe tag or a script tag. When the developer chooses the latter, the tracking code directly collects the visitor’s information and no Iframe is created.

Then, we investigate the pages with offline Iframes which we name as $P_{Off}$. As expected, most pages (86.6% over $P_{Off}$) use offline Iframe to load content from external source (external hostname). For the remaining pages, though most of destinations are relative paths, we still find a large number of paths like file://*, javascript:false and about:blank, which would not load HTML content. It turns out file://* is used to load file from user’s local hard-disk and and the latter two is used as placeholder which is assigned by script after a moment $^3$. Among

$^3$The update of src might be triggered by user’s action, like moving mouse. User actions are not simulated by our system so the update might be missed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th># Pages</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>googletagmanager.com</td>
<td>102,207</td>
<td>web analytics</td>
<td>44.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youtube.com</td>
<td>52,308</td>
<td>social web</td>
<td>22.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facebook.com</td>
<td>37,466</td>
<td>social web</td>
<td>16.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google.com</td>
<td>7,564</td>
<td>search engines</td>
<td>3.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vimeo.com</td>
<td>6,943</td>
<td>streaming</td>
<td>3.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doubleclick.net</td>
<td>3,838</td>
<td>advertisement</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Top 6 external domains referenced through offline inclusion. The percent is counted over $P_{OffEx}$.

the 16,292 pages including Iframe in online fashion (named $P_{On}$), only 6,016 (36.9%) point to external destination (named $P_{On,Ex}$). Non-standard paths described above are extensively used in online Iframes.

**Characterization of Iframe destinations.** Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 list the domain name of most popular destinations in terms of referenced pages. For each domain, we obtained domain report from VirusTotal and used the result from Forcepoint ThreatSeeker to learn its category. In the offline case, services from the giant companies like Google and Facebook dominate the destinations. The number 1 domain is googletagmanager.com, a web analytics provided by Google. In the online case, while doubleclick.net takes 54.3% of $P_{On,Ex}$, the percent for remaining domains are all small, 3.5% at most for facebook.com. Next, we compute the distribution of web categories regarding external destination. The result is shown in Figure 6.4. It turns out the
Table 6.3: Top 5 external domains referenced through online inclusion. The percent is counted over $P_{OnEx}$.

distribution is quite different for offline and online case: social network and web analytics are the two main categories in offline case while advertisement Iframe is used more often in online case.

**Comparison to script inclusion.** Finally, we compare the Iframe inclusion and script inclusion in terms of amount and categories. Previous work has studied the offline script inclusion and showed that most script are attributed to web analytics, advertisement and social network, which is consistent with our findings here. Still, there are two prominent differences. 1) The number of script tags is an order of magnitude more than Iframe tags (8,802,569 vs 561,048 from the crawled 860,873 pages). 2) The Iframe usage per site is quite limited. As shown in Figure 6.5, more than 60% webpages with Iframe inclusion only embed 1 Iframe, whereas at least 2 script tags are seen for 90% webpages doing script inclusion.
6.4.3 Usage of Browser Policies

Site developers can leverage policies defined by browser vendors to control the threat posed by Iframes from third-party or unknown destinations. We are eager to know how the policies are enforced. To this end, we measure the usage of CSP, X-Frame-Options and sandbox. The result is elaborated below.

Regarding the usage of CSP, we found only 18,329 websites (2.1%) specify CSP or X-CSP and less than half of them use Iframe-related fields (see Table 6.4). CSP has much better adoption than X-CSP and we speculate it is caused by the deprecation of X-CSP in the latest specification.

On the other hand, the adoption of X-Frame-Options is much better, as 107,553 websites
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Count</th>
<th>CSP</th>
<th>X-CSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frame-src</td>
<td>1,637</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frame-ancestor</td>
<td>3,049</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child-src</td>
<td>1,062</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Count</th>
<th>X-Frame-Options</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAMEORIGIN</td>
<td>95,897</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENY</td>
<td>9,547</td>
<td>8.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLOW-FROM</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Usage of CSP.  
Table 6.5: X-Frame-Options Usage.

make use of this feature (see Table 6.5). The reason is perhaps that X-Frame-Options is more compatible with outdated browsers [18]. Yet, on closer look, this result turns out to be quite puzzling. First, only 1.12% sites use the ALLOW-FROM option, meaning that most of the site owners make no differentiation on Iframe destinations. Second, a non-negligible amount of sites make mistakes that disable this policy: 979 sites use conflict options at the same time (e.g., both SAMEORIGIN and DENY are specified) and 1,338 sites misspell the options (DANY:6, SAMEORIGIN:12, ALLOWALL:1,320). In the end, 86% percent of websites do not use either CSP or X-Frame-Options, suggesting there is a long way ahead for their broad adoption.

It is a good practice to restrict the capabilities of Iframe through sandbox attribute, but we found it only appears in 0.37% Iframes (2,104 out of 561,048).

### 6.4.4 Iframe Features

In this subsection, we take a close look at how Iframe tag is designed and included. In particular, we measured the style attribute of Iframe tag and the statistics of Iframe script.
**Iframe style.** Though the original purpose of Iframe is to split webpage’s visible area into different regions, we found many Iframes are designed to be invisible to visitors, through the use of `style` attribute. Specifically, we found 31.0% of the Iframes are hidden for offline inclusion, in terms of size (e.g., `width:0` and `height:0`) and visual position. However, when excluding 3 popular domains (`googletagmanager.com`, `doublcick.net` and `yjtag.jp`), only 3.8% Iframes are hidden. Similarly for online inclusion, 64.1% Iframes are hidden, but 80.2% among them are belong to 2 domains (`doubleclick.net` and `ad-back.net`). The result shows web analytics and advertisements are the major supporters for hidden Iframe.

**Iframe script.** Through the use of script, the destination of Iframe can be obfuscated, which could hinder existing web scanners or human analysts. We are interested in whether obfuscation is heavily performed by legitimate scripts and the answer turns out to be negative. We search the destination of all dynamically generated external Iframe among the script from the 6,016 pages (see Table 6.1) and found the match of domain name in 5,326 pages (88%). This result suggests developer usually has no intention to hide the destination. More specifically, among the 3,269 pages embedding `doublelcick.net` Iframe (see Table 6.3), match is found in 3,237 pages (> 99%). One may question why developers choose Iframe script when it is only used in a light way. It turns out the purposes are merely delaying the assignment of destination and attaching more information to URL (e.g., add random nonce to URL parameter). This pattern significantly differs from the malicious samples where destination-obfuscation is extensively performed, which motivates our design of selective multi-execution (Section 6.5.2).
6.4.5 Summary

In conclusion, 30.8% sites perform offline injection and 2% perform online injection. Iframe is mainly used for social-network content, web analytics and advertisements. Several giant companies have taken the lion’s share in terms of Iframe destination. The adoption of browser policies related to Iframe is still far from the ideal state and even writing policy in the correct way is not always done by developers.

6.5 Design and Implementation

In this section, we elaborate the features for determining whether an Iframe is injected. To effectively and efficiently expose the Iframe injected in the runtime by JavaScript, we developed a lightweight dynamic analyzer and describe the implementation details.

6.5.1 Detecting Offline Iframe Injection

By examining online reports and a small set of samples about Iframe injection, we identified three categories of features related to the style, destination and context of malicious Iframe, which are persistently observed in different attack campaigns. Through the measurement study, we found these features are rarely presented in benign Iframes. All of the features can be directly extracted from HTML code and URL, therefore FrameHanger is able to classify Iframe immediately when a webpage is crawled. We describe the features by their category.
**Style-based features.** To avoid raising suspicion from the website visitors, the malicious Iframe is usually designed to be hidden, as shown in the example of Section 6.2. This can be achieved through a set of methods, including placing the Iframe outside of the visible area of browser, setting the Iframe size to be very small or preventing Iframe to be displayed. All of these visual effects can be determined by the *style* attribute of the Iframe tag. As such, FrameHanger parses this attribute and checks each individual value against a threshold (e.g., whether *height* is smaller than 5px) or matches it with a string label (e.g., whether *visibility* is *hidden*). As a countermeasure, attacker can create a parent node above the Iframe (e.g., *div* tag) and configure *style* there. Therefore, we also consider the parent node and the node above to extract the same set of features. We found style-based features could distinguish malicious and benign Iframe, as most of the benign Iframes are not hidden, except the ones belong to well-known third parties, like web analytics, as shown in Section 6.4.4. These benign but hidden Iframes can be easily recognized with the help of public list, like EasyList [4] and EasyPrivacy [5], and pre-filtered.

**Destination-based features.** We extract the lexical properties of the *src* attribute from the Iframe tag to model this category. FrameHanger only considers the properties from external destination, as this is the dominant way to redirect visitors to other malicious website, suggested by a large corpus of reports (e.g., [9]). For attacker, using relative path requires compromising another file or uploading a malicious webpage, which makes the hacking activity more observable. An Iframe without valid *src* value does not do any harm to visitors. The lexical properties FrameHanger uses is similar to what has been tested by previous works on URL classification [92], and we omit the details.
**Context-based features.** Based on our pilot study, we found attacker prefers to insert malicious Iframe code into abnormal position in HTML document, e.g., the beginning or end of the document. In contrast, site developers often avoid such positions. For this category, we consider the distance of the Iframe to positions of our interest and the distance is represented by number of lines or levels in DOM tree. Exploiting the code vulnerability of website, like SQL injection and XSS, is a common way to gain control illegally. Websites powered by web templates, like WordPress, Joomla and Drupal, are breached frequently because the related vulnerabilities are easy to find. We learn the template information from the META field of header and consider it as a feature. Finally, we compare the Iframe domain with other Iframe domains in the page and consider it more suspicious when it is different from most of others.

### 6.5.2 Detecting Online Iframe Injection

When the Iframe is injected by obfuscated JavaScript code, feature extraction is impossible by static analyzer. Deobfuscating JavaScript code is possible, but only works when the obfuscation algorithm can be reverse-engineered. Dynamic analysis is the common approach to counter obfuscation, but it can be evaded by environment profiling [80]: e.g, the malicious code could restrict its execution on certain browsers based on `useragent` strings. To fix this shortcoming, force execution [76, 78] and symbolic execution [80, 105] are integrated into dynamic analysis. While they ensure all paths are explored, the overhead is considerable, especially when the code contains many branches and dependencies on variables.
Based on our large-scale analysis of Iframe script in Alexa top 1M sites and samples of malicious Iframe scripts, we found the existing approaches can be optimized to address the overhead issue without sacrificing detection rate. For legitimate Iframe scripts, obfuscation and environment profiling is rarely used. For malicious Iframe scripts, though these techniques are extensively used, only popular browser configurations are attacked (e.g., Google Chrome and IE). Therefore, we can choose different execution model according to the complexity of code: when the script is obfuscated or wrapped with profiling code, FrameHanger sends the code to multi-execution engine using a set of popular browser configurations; otherwise, the script is executed within a single pass. When an Iframe injection is observed (i.e., new node added to DOM whose tag name is Iframe), the script (and the Iframe) will go through feature extraction and classification.

**Pre-filtering.** At first step, FrameHanger uses the DOM parser to extract all script tags within the page. In this work, we focus on the Iframe injected by *inline script* (we discuss this choice in Section 6.7). The script that has no code inside or non-empty src attribute is filtered out.

The next task is to determine whether the code is obfuscated or the running environment is profiled. It turns out though deobfuscation is difficult, learning whether the code is obfuscated is a much easier task. According to previous studies [77, 131], string functions (e.g., `fromCharCode` and `charCodeAt`), dynamic evaluation (e.g., `eval`) and special characters are heavily used by JavaScript obfuscators. We leverage these observations and build a set of *obfuscation indicators* to examine the code. Likewise, whether environment profiling is performed can be assessed through a set of *profiling indicators*, like the usage of certain DOM functions (e.g., `getLocation` and `getTime`) and access of certain DOM objects (e.g., `navigator.userAgent`). In particular,
a script is parsed into abstract syntax tree (AST) using Slimit [8] and we match each node with our indicators.

**Code wrapping and execution monitoring.** Since we aim to detect Iframe injection at the tag level, FrameHanger executes every script tag separately in a *script container*, which wraps the script in a dummy HTML file. When the attacker distributes the Iframe script into multiple isolated script tags placed in different sections, the script code might not be correctly executed. However, such strategy might break the execution in user’s browser as well, when a legitimate script tag is executed in between. Throughout our empirical analysis, code splitting is never observed, which resonates with findings from previous works [87].

Each script container is loaded by a browser to detect the runtime creation of Iframe. We first experimented with an open-source dynamic analysis framework [106] and instrument all the JavaScript function calls. However, the runtime overhead is considerable and recovering tag attributes completely is hindered when attacker plays string operations extensively. Therefore, we moved away from this direction and explore ways to directly catch the injected Iframe object. Fortunately, we found the mainstream browsers provide an API object named `MutationObserver`\(^4\) to allow the logging of all sorts of DOM changes. Specifically, the script container first creates a `MutationObserver` with a callback function and then invokes a function `observe(target, config)` to monitor the execution. For the parameter `config`, we set both options `childList` and `subtree` to `true` to catch the insertions and removals of the DOM children’s and their descendants. When the callback function is invoked, we perform logging when the input belongs to

\(^4\)https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/MutationObserver
mutation.addedNodes and its name equals “iframe”. All attributes are extracted from the newly created Iframe for the feature exaction later. Because only one script tag exists in the script container, we are able to link the Iframe creation with its source script with perfect accuracy. We found this approach is much easier to implement (only 32 lines of JavaScript code in script container) and highly efficient, since MutationObserver is supported natively and the monitoring surface is very pointed.

**Execution environment.** We choose full-fledged browser as the execution environment. To manage the sequence of loading script containers, we leverage an automatic testing tool named Selenium [15] to open the container one by one in a new browser window. All events of our interest are logged by the browser logging API, e.g., console.log. The logger saves the name of hosting page, index of script tag and Iframe tag string (if created) into a local storage. We also override several APIs known to enable logic bomb, e.g., setTimeout which delays code execution and onmousemove which only responds to mouse events, with a function simply invoking the input.

When a container is loaded, we keep the window open for 15 seconds, which is enough for a script to finish execution most of time. Depending on the pre-filtering result, single-execution or multi-execution will be preformed against the container. For multi-execution, we use 4 browser configurations (IE, Chrome, FireFox, Internet Explorer and Safari) by maneuvering useragent.⁵

Changing useragent instead of actual browser for multi-execution reduces the running overhead significantly. However, this is problematic when the attacker profile environment based on browser-specific APIs. As revealed by previous works [87], parseInt can be used to determine

---

⁵useragent strings extracted from http://useragentstring.com/.
whether the browser is IE 6 by passing a string beginning with “0” to it and checking whether the string is parsed with the octal radix. In this case, changing `useragent` is not effective. Hence, we command Selenium to switch browser when such APIs are observed.

**Feature Extraction** Similar to static analyzer, we consider the features related to style, destination and the context, but extract them from different places. The destination and style features come from the generated Iframe while the context features come from the script tag. The number and meanings of features are identical.

### 6.6 Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation on FrameHanger. We first examine the accuracy of static and dynamic analyzer on a labeled dataset and then perform an analysis on the importance of features. Next, we measure the performance overhead of FrameHanger. Finally, we show cases of destination-obfuscation discovered by our study.

**Dataset.** We obtained 17,273 webpages detected by a security company through either manual or automated analysis. To notice, the malicious Iframe tag or script was not labeled by the company. To fill this missing information, we first extracted all Iframe tags and scanned their destination with VirusTotal. An Iframe tag triggers at least 2 alarms is included in our evaluation dataset. Similarly, all Iframe scripts were executed and labeled based on the response from VirusTotal regarding the generated Iframe tags. To avoid the issue of data bias, we select only one Iframe or script per unique destination, which leaves us 1,962 and 2,247 malicious samples for evaluating static and
The benign samples come from the 229,558 tags and 6,016 scripts used for the measurement study. If we include all of them for training, the data will be very unbalanced. Therefore, we perform down-sampling to match the size of malicious set. Any sample triggering alarm from VirusTotal was removed.

### 6.6.1 Effectiveness

We tested 3 different machine-learning algorithms on the labeled dataset, including KNN (K-nearest neighbors), D.Tree (Decision Tree) and R. Forest (Random Forest). 10-fold cross validation (9 folds for training and 1 for testing) is performed for each algorithm, measured by AUC, accuracy and F1-score.

Figure 6.6a and Figure 6.6b present the ROC curve for static and dynamic analyzer. To save space, the result with over 0.2 False Positive Rate is not shown. R. Forest achieves the best result in terms of AUC. In addition, the accuracy and F1-score are (0.94, 0.93) for static analyzer, and (0.98,0.98) for dynamic analyzer. R.Forest has shown its advantage over other machine-learning algorithms in many security-related tasks and our result is consistent with this observation. We believe its capability of handling non-linear classification and over-fitting is key to its success here.

**Feature analysis.** We use feature importance score of R. Forest [17] to evaluate the importance of features. For the offline detection, the most important features belong to the context category, with 0.025 mean and 0.001 variance. For the online detection, the most important features belong
to destination category, with 0.030 mean and 0.002 variance. It turns out the importance varies for
the two analyzers, and most features have good contribution to our model.

6.6.2 Runtime Overhead

We ran FrameHanger on a server with 8 CPUs (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 3.50GHz), 16GB memory
and Ubuntu 14.04.5. The time elapse was measured per page. For static analyzer, it takes 0.10
seconds in average (0.018 seconds variance) from parsing to classification, suggesting FrameHanger
is highly efficient in detecting offline injection. For dynamic analyzer, the mean overhead is 17.4
seconds but the variance is as high as 386.4 seconds. The number of script tags per page and the
code sophistication per script (e.g., obfuscation) are the main factors accounting for the runtime
overhead. In the mean time, we will keep optimizing the performance on dynamic analyzer.
6.6.3 Destination Obfuscation

Obfuscating destination is an effective evasion technique against static analysis. We are interested in how frequent this technique is used for real-world attacks. To this end, we compute the occurrences of obfuscation indicators in the 2,247 malicious Iframe scripts. The result suggests its usage is in deed prevalent: as an evidence, 1,247 has JavaScript function `fromCharCode` and 975 have `eval`.

Detecting destination obfuscation is very challenging for static-based approach, but can be adequately addressed by dynamic analyzer. Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7b show examples of obfuscated Iframe scripts. We summarize two categories of obfuscation techniques from attack samples. 1) lightweight obfuscation and 2) heavyweight obfuscation. In the lightweight obfuscation, attackers only hide the destination with ASCII values. Figure 6.7a is an example of lightweight obfuscation. The static approach is able to find the “iframe” string but hard to infer the destination. More common cases are the heavyweight obfuscation, where both the “iframe” string and the destination are obfuscated. Figure 6.7b is the example of heavyweight obfuscation. Figure 6.7b applies `fromCharCode` to concatenate the destination string. Attackers hide the Iframe payload with ASCII values or string concatenation or even masquerade the string function with DOM property. However, these samples were picked up by our dynamic analyzer and the Iframes were exposed after runtime execution.
6.6.4 Summary

We summarize our experimental findings. 1) FrameHanger achieves high precision of detection, i.e., 0.94 accuracy for offline Iframe detection and 0.98 for online Iframe detection. 2) FrameHanger encounters moderate runtime overhead, 0.10 seconds for offline detection and 17.4 seconds for online detection. 3) FrameHanger successfully captures obfuscations in online Iframe injection, which is prevalent used by real-world attackers.

6.7 Discussion

We make two assumptions about adversaries, including their preferences on Iframe tag/script and self-contained payload. Invalidating these assumptions is possible, but comes with negative impact on attackers’ themselves. Choosing other primitives like Adobe Flash subjects to content blocking by the latest browsers. Payload splitting could make the execution be disrupted by legitimate code running in between. On the other hand, FrameHanger can be enhanced to deal with these cases, by augmenting dynamic analyzer with the support of other primitives, and including other DOM
objects of the same webpage.

FrameHanger uses a popular HTML parser, BeautifulSoup, to extract Iframe tag and script. Attacker can exploit the discrepancy between BeautifulSoup and the native parsers from browsers to launch parser confusion attack [23]. As a countermeasure, multiple parsers could be applied when an parser error is found. Knowing the features used by FrameHanger, attackers can tweak the attributes or position of Iframe for evasion (e.g., making Iframe visible). While they may succeed in evading our system, the Iframe would be more noticeable to web users and site developers.

Our dynamic analyzer launches multi-execution selectively to address the adversarial evasion leveraging environment profiling. We incorporate a set of indicators to identify profiling behaviors, which might be insufficient when new profiling techniques are used by adversary. That said, updating indicators is a straightforward task and we plan to make them more comprehensive. Multiple popular browser profiles are used for multi-execution. Attackers can target less used browsers or versions for evasion. However, it also means the victim base will be drastically reduced. FrameHanger aims to strike a balance between coverage and performance for dynamic analysis. We will keep improving FrameHanger in the future.

### 6.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present a study about Iframe inclusion and a detection system against adversarial Iframe injection. By measuring its usage in Alexa top 1M sites, our study sheds new light into this “aged” web primitive, like developers’ inclination to offline inclusion, the concentration of
Iframe destination in terms of categories, and the simplicity of Iframe script in general. Based on these new observations, we propose a hybrid approach to capture both online and offline Iframe injections performed by web hackers. The evaluation result shows our system is able to achieve high accuracy and coverage at the same time, especially when trained with R.Forest algorithm. In the future, we will continue to improve the effectiveness and performance of our system.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, I present my attempts for learning based security and post security rewriting: mobile security in detection of Android repackaged malware, Android application rewriting with sink prioritization, rewriting with natural language processing and web security in malicious Iframe detection.

In Chapter 3, I address the problem of detecting repackaged malware through code heterogeneity analysis. We demonstrate its application in classifying semantically disjoint code regions. We design a partition-based detection to discover regions in an app, and a machine-learning-based classification to recognize different internal behaviors in regions. Our detection leverages security heterogeneity in the code segments of repackaged malware. Our algorithm aims to capture the semantic and logical dependence in portions of a program. Our experimental results showed that our prototype is very effective in detecting repackaged malware and Android malware in general.
In Chapter 4, I present two new technical contributions for Android security, a quantitative risk metric for evaluating sensitive flows and sinks, and a risk propagation algorithm for computing the risks. We implement a prototype called ReDroid, and demonstrate the feasibility of both ICC-relay and logging-based rewriting techniques. ReDroid is a tool for quantitatively ranking sensitive data flows and sinks of Android apps and customizing apps to enhance security. Our work is motivated by apps that appear mostly benign but with some security concerns, e.g., risky flows incompatible with organizational policies, aggressive ad libraries, or dynamic code that cannot be statically reasoned. We extensively evaluated and demonstrated how sink ranking is useful for rewriting grayware to improve security. Our risk metrics are more general and can be applied in multiple security scenarios. For future research, we plan to focus on supporting automatic rewriting with flexible security policy specifications.

In Chapter 5, I present IronDroid, a new app customization tool with a natural language interface. Our approach enables automatic app rewriting with security-oriented natural language analysis. We propose a new mining algorithm to extract user security preferences from natural languages. The rewriting specification is extracted via a user-intention-guided taint flow analysis. In the experiment, our approach achieves 90.2% in understanding user intentions, a significant improvement over the state-of-the-art solution. Our framework supports more rewriting operations than existing solutions. Our rewriting successfully rewrites all benchmark apps. Our approach introduces negligible 3.3% overhead in rewriting.

In Chapter 6, I propose a new detection system named FrameHanger to mitigate the threat from Iframe injection. The system is composed of a static analyzer against offline injection and a
dynamic analyzer against online injection. To counter the obfuscation and environment profiling heavily performed by malicious Iframe scripts, we propose a new technique called \textit{selective multi-execution}. After an Iframe is extracted by \texttt{FrameHanger}, a machine-learning model is applied to classify its intention. We consider features regarding Iframe’s style, destination and context. The evaluation result shows the combination of these features enables highly accurate detection: 0.94 accuracy is achieved by the static analyzer and 0.98 by the dynamic analyzer.
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